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ABSTRACT 

The research for this thesis has been concerned with defining 
and demonstrating the existence of certain semantic elements in 
English natural language science text which can be called meta- 
information. Meta-information is described as being the organisa- 
tional-, rather than the conceptual properties of an author's 'message' 
in text. Conceptual information is that subject-related output from 
a document which readers assimilate or synthesise with their current 
state-of-knowledge. Meta-information reflects the organisation or 
structural format used by an author to present conceptual information 
for transfer from text to readers. The example used here to demon- 
strate the existence of meta-information, is a format for the pres- 
entation of empirical argument in science text. At its most simplep 
a meta-informational element could be a report section-heading like, 
INTRODUCTION, which describes (we assume), the contents of the sub- 
sequent text. At a lower level of analysis the phrase, 'This paper 
describes ... 19 contains some semantic inference that the complete 
statement is one of an introductory nature; thereforep such a state- 
ment could be labelled as one of INTRODUCTION for meta-informational 
purposes. A 'grammar' or set of meta-informational elements, has 
been developed as a means of identifying certain semantic aspects of 
text. This grammar is based on some experimental evidence and the 

consensus view of readers and writers of science text who produced 
what has been called a conventional format for empirical argument 
presentation. An initial set of rules for implementing this grammar 
have also been developed. The rules have been tested for replic- 

ability with positive results. Although analysis of full text has 

shown deviation from a 'conventional argument structurelp readers' 

summaries of the same text conform to this structure. Thus, a model 

of the phenomenQn of information transfer from text to readers, which 
includes a structural transformation process based on the experimental 

results, has been built. A computer simulation is given to demonstrate 

the model in an inter-active program-user system designed to produce 
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summaries of whole text. The thesis is that evidence exists for the 

presence of meta-information in science text and that if a grammar 

appropriate to the kind of output information required by users is 

built, highly structured text could be produced so that the process 

of information transfer is optimised. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 OVERVIEW OF THIS CHAPTER 

The intention of this chapter is two-fold. First, it is necessary 

right at the outset of the thesis to give an introduction to the topic 

being discussed and to show its relevance to the field of Information 

Science. This endeavour I hope has been successful. Second, I have 

outlined the principal assumption on which the research is based. 

There is no hypothesis as such, although one may be inferred from the 

evidence which is given to suggest the assumption. The broad aims of 

the research have been described together with a statement of purpose. 
Finally, rather than describe in detail the research methodologyp I 

have outlined a brief summary of work done and pointed to methods and 

procedures in context where they arose. 

1.2 RESEARCH PROBLEMS FOR INFORMATION SCIENCE 

Problems in Information Science seem to be characterised by 

being two-faceted entities. On the one hand we deal with physical 

quantities such as numbers of documents and data from documents, like 

the distribution of citations in a particular subject journal. On the 

other hand we face problems such as defining readers' information needs 

and of meaningf understanding and problems of an abstract or conceptual 

nature. Many of our problems seem to combine these two broad 

characteristics. 

If we regard information itself as being fundamental to the com- 

munication and thus furtherance of knowledge in all subjects, we could 

propose that to solve problems associated with its nature -- 
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and organisation requires a corpus of knowledge and methodology all of 
its own. In my view, that is the first real problem of the 'science' 

of information. As yet there is no integrated or conventional meth- 

odology for the study of problems in Information Science. Some prob- 
lems lend themselves to the methodology of say the social sciences 
where data can be collected and analysed in some comparative sense-to 

produce sets of quantified results from which inferences or trends can 
be seen. The distribution of journal citations across a-particular 

subject can indicate trends of research within that subject, for 

instance. Other problems in Information Science lend themselves more to 

a humanistic approach for their investigation, or the methodology of 
Philosophy - although I disagree with a recent claim that Information 

Science should be considered an extension of Philosophy (see MARTYN 

1978). Problems which do come within tnis latter methodology are those 

which deal with the fundamental nature of the discipline itself and try 

to define terms and concepts for the study of Information Science. for 

instance. The point I am trying to make is that as an emerging discip- 

line and one which is fundamental to the communication of all knowledge, 

Information Science should be and is developing methods of studying 

problems of information outside of any particular subject field. In 

this thesis however, I will be concentrating on a problem associated 

with science textp rather than documents relating to the humanities or 
literature. Also, I am primarily concerned with the English Language 

and all of my theoretical assumptions relate to it. This research 

endeavours to contribute to a methodology which states a theory, based 

on assumptions and previously established concepts, then demonstrates 
the theory within the context of the universe to which it refers. In 

short, this is an axiomatic methodology. Some experimentation has taken 

place and will be described later in the thesis, but this has been 

carried out in order to observe phenomena arising from previously held 

philosophical notions, rather than for empirical evidence gathering. 
Writing about the transformation of research findings into-scientific 

knowledgey GILBERT (1976) expresses the belief that when enquiring into 

the everyday practices of research scientists, we should cast ourselves 
into an interpretative rather than normative paradigm. This is how I 

believe we should investigate those problems in Information Science 

which often involve qualktative rather than quantitative evaluations of 
human behaviour. This thesis represents just this sort of research. 
I am concerned with the phenomenaftof human readers interpreting 
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information which suggests to them the organisation of authors' argu- 

ments in text. Any sample of humans I take to indicate how this 

process of information transfer works will always be insufficient and 
inadequate to represent what everybody does all of the time. Therefore, 

I have tried to get as near to the 'truth' as possible and to interpret 

what those individuals have done. If certain commonalities arise from 
this observational evidence, then some theory of what might take place 
in a general sense can be developed. GILBERT (1976) says one more 
thing which is relevant to my problem-solving approach for this 

research. In his paper he was concerned with showing how research 
findings are transformed into accredited factual knowledge and he ends 
up by demonstrating that an important aspect of persuasion in convinc- 
ing others of a theor 

, 
yj is the use of a familiar structure for present- 

ing results. That is, if one can relate a new theory or concept to 
those already held by the listener, the validity of the new results 
will become more apparent more quickly. It is for this reason that I 
have chosen the organisation of authors' arguments in science text as 
the example from which to develop my theory of information transfer. 
The way in which individuals present empirical arguments in text is so 
generally accepted that I have called it the, conventional format for 

arguments. My 'proof' for this assumption is discussed later in the 
thesis. Not only does familiarity with concepts such as this help 

others to relate to the eventual theory, but it also makes investigation 

of the problem easier because individuals can give immediate answers 
to questions about the process of reading and interpreting text if they 
are familiar with the concept being discussed. 

It seems that there are two fundamental questions which require 
discussion at the outset, before a problem under review can be seen as 
related to the study of Information Science. First, where do problems 
which appear to be inherently related to the 'science' of information 

existp in relation to research within other disciplines - particularly 
Computer Science, Psychologyj Linguistics and Artificial Intelligence; 

all of which are concerned to some extent with the communication of 
information as a topic for investigation. BROOKES (1978) has suggested 
that Information Science may become the 'foundation science' for all 
the social sciences; much the same as Physics is for the natural 
sciences. If this is so then we are in urgent need of finding some 
common denominators for problem-solving and should be establishing a 
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greater number of definitions from which to develop working research 

methodologies. If our interpretation of terms such as information 

itself are going to be accepted by other disciplines, then we must show 

their general applicability to problem solving and solution descrip- 

tions. This discussion inevitably brings us to the debate on whether 

or not Information Science is a 'true science'. I have already men- 

tioned one opinion that Information Science should be considered an 

extension of Philosophy and one which is more pragmatic that states 

that the discipline should be thought of as fundamental to all the 

social sciences. YOVITS (1969) produced an extensive survey of various 

concepts of science and gave a comprehensive rationale for Information 

Science being recognised as a true scientific discipline. He considers 

that the nature of problems in Information Science are so different 

from those of say History, that we need analytical methods and approaches 
to problem-solving which are of a more integrated and symbolic type. 

This assumption suggests techniques that are more like those of the 

physical sciences. This topic has been the subject of a great deal of 

discussion over recent years, (see particularly Anthony DEBONS (19701 

Information Science: search for identity), and I will not enter further 

into the debate here. In my view, the individuality or characteristic 

strength which Information Science will attain, must come from our 

actually creating our own concept definitions and establishing well- 

defined and integrated methodologies and demonstrating their use. 
Information Science has I feel, the task of demonstrating theories and 

concepts which go beyond the bounds of one particular discipline and 

must relate fundamentally to the nature and being of all. My topic has 

inherent properties of linguistics, philosophy, psychology, and computer 

science, but essentially relates to Information Science, because the 

emphasis is placed upon establishing a theory regarding the organisation 

of information in text. 

The second question which we should ask ourselves about-problems 

which are considered as being potentially relevant to the study of 

Information Science, is just what are our present assumptions, premises 

and definitions concerning the nature and problems of information? To 

some extent this question must be examined selectively. That is to say 

that we only choose those assumptions, definitions and so on which 

relate to the problem in hand. In this research I am most concerned 

with the organisation of information in science text and how that inform- 

ation is transferred to a human reader. I am being selective here in that 
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I am not considering text in the humanities or literature and I am 

concerned with a writer-text-reader communication system, rather 
than merely on the level of human-to-human for instance. For'my 

topic I have examined the nature of information itself, human commun- 
ication systems and the phenomenom of information transfer from-text 
to readers. 

The fundamental problems of Information Science then, centre 

around explanations of the nature of information and its organisation. 
A particular aspect of this general problem area is the description of 
different information structures which are assumed to be associated 

with text. A recent piece of research in Information Science has shown 
how information in text can be directly related to the conceptual 
structure of the originator of that text. This is the work of BELKIN 
(1977) which is described later in this thesis. I will show how his 

work has helped me to form a terminological and conceptual base for the 

study of my problem. 

It is assumed in this thesis that the organisation of information 
in text is related to a system that is intended to communicate 
'messages' from a writer to a reader via a natural, language text med- 
ium. Therefore, the study must regard information organisation in 
terms of its association with information transfer. That is, a struc- 
ture which reflects any information pertaining to the text with which 
it is associated, cannot stand alone without some relationship to a theory 

of how information is transferred from one human to another by way of 
natural language text. An integrated theory of how information is trans 

-ferred from text within a communication system must be built. I will 
propose a writer-text-reader communication system to illustrate how 
information which is conceptually beneath the written word is trans- 
ferred from text to readers. ' The use of the term beneath when refer- 

ring to the relationship of information structures to the surface or 

syntactic structures of text, draws in part on the deep structures 
theory of CHOMSKY (1965). That is, semantic structures which reflect 

some inference which is represented by the surface syntax of the written 

natural language. The notion of an information structure is not synon- 

omous with a semantic structure as such though. Information structures, 

as envisaged by this researchp contain elements of both meaning (in the 

semantic sense) and organisationy in the syntactic sense. Conceptuallyy 

information structures are beneath the surface of the written language 
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of the text because they reflect more than the words and sentences that 

are merely ordered on the paper. That 'order' and the meaning of the 

words within the text together determine the organisation of the inform- 

ation in text which is not directly obvious from just the syntactic 

organisation of it. We require semantic labels and rules for applying 

them to the text to adequately produce a representation of individual 

authors' arguments. Although written natural language itself may be 

linear, semantic (including information) structures may actually appear 

non-linear. Demonstrating this point is central to the research because 

the fact that arguments may be presented non-linearly in text and yet 

coaceptualised linearly by readers, gives us cause to examine the 

process of information transfer which takes place between a text and 
its, readers. 

In Chapter 21 discuss how other disciplines are applying struc- 
tural analysis (particularly with the aid of computers) to natural 
language text. I would argue that because these other disciplines are 

carrying out such analysis, even if their aims are to produce different 

forms of output, that is a very good reason for Information Science to 

be studying the nature of the information within the structures. As I 

said before, the study of information and its organisation is the res- 

ponsibility of, Information Science and the need for some results within 
the discipline is apparent. HUTCHINS (1977) outlined in some detail 

the problems of establishing subject laboutnesst in text and he showed 

up the deficiency of a strong theoretical approach in document analysis. 
CLEMENT-DAVIES (1978) referred to Hutchins' work in his own evaluation 
of the problem and said, "The moral which may well be drawn from 
Hutchins" suggestive paper seems to be this: any effective algorithm 
to establish a document's topic by non-statistical means will have to 
be driven by an artificial intelligence of scarcely forseeable power". 
I do not propose a solution to this challenge which is quite as dramatic 

as the prognosis given, but I hope to show that some constructive work 
is being undertaken to aid the deficiencies of document analysis that 

are widely appreciated. It is as well to mention here that the inform- 

ation structure chosen to demonstrate information organisation and 
transfer does not in fact refer to subject organisation. The inferences 

from both Hutchins and Clement-Davies that some fundamental assumptions 

and explanations concerning information organisation are lacking, is 

the point to be drawn from their discussions so far as this thesis is 
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concerned. In my view, we can only attempt to solve the problems of 

sophisticated techniques for text analysis when we have coped with the 

deficiencies in terminology and research methodology. It is to this 

most fundamental of problems in Information Science which this thesis 

is primarily addressed. 

There Is a group of individuals who carry out research in a field 

known as the 
, 
sociology of scienceý SMALL (1978) has examined the cita- 

tions of authors of social science literature in an attempt to determine, 

11 ... the particular idea the citing author is associating with the cited 
documents ... the document is viewed as symbolic of the idea expressed 
in the text. " -This work seems to attempt to establish relationships 
between LEACH'S (1976) work which shows the logic by which symbols_are 
connected in natural language communication and KUHN'S (1970) theory of 
conceptual structures in scientific communication which refers to the 

nature of citations of writers who are better or less qualified in the 

subject which they are writing. That is, the work of renowned authors 
is- more likely to be cited by writers with less experience than those 

with considerably more. I presume that this is where the sociology of 

what is in my view essentially a bibliometric exercise is found. Another 

researcher in this field of the sociology of science SPIEGAL-ROSING 
(1977), writes about the introduction of a new science journal and 

assesses the 'image' which it projects to its readers and what is com- 

municated about this 'image' back from the readers to the editors. In 

this case, as in the one before, I can see similiarities with my work 
because the topic refers to conceptual information processing and cog- 

nitive processes. I hope however, that the distinction between their 

work and what I am doing can be seen. I am actually attempting to des- 

cribe what the information structure I have chosen to investigate 'looks 

like' and how this information is realised by readers. The comparison 
between my work and theirs ends with our common use of philosophical 

notions about existing phenomena and the study of conceptual information 

processing. 

My research comes within an area of Information Science which has 

come to be labelled coanitive information processing. It could just as 

easily be called semantic information processing, or even just text 

processing. The point is, that Information Science remains dominated 

by problems of information retrieval and for the most part concentrates 

on citation data from documents rather than the text itself. Where 
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this generalisation is not so true is in'the study of natural language 

problems, but even so the work to date has been of a more linguistic 

than cognitive nature. To a large extent the areas of interest over- 
lap and it is difficult to differentiate between say linguistic and 

cognitive problems when we are dealing with semantics in natural 
language text. The problems of semantic labels might be of a ling- 

uistic nature but once we begin referring to meaning we must at least 

consider artificial intelligence - and that leads us into a whole host 

of other problems such as representing knowledge and learning processes. 
What I have tried to do in this research is to bring together the work 

of other Information Scientists who have examined problems like mine 

and integrate them to form a solid theoretical base for my own ideas. 

Later it will be seen that various aspects of my model for information 

transfer which has emerged from the research, can be related to at 
least four individualst work in this area of Information Science. 

1.3 ASSUMPTION UNDERLYING THIS RESEARCH 

In short the basic assumption of this project, is that there, is 

an ideal or an intuitive notion of a conventional format for the 

presentation of arguments in science text. This assumption is founded 

partly on observational evidence and partly on the replies of writers 

and readers of science text to questions during individual interviews. 

The two questions put to these individuals were: 

(1) 'Do you think that there is a conventional format 
for the presentation of empirical arguments in 

science textV 

'If so, what do you think this format looks like? ' 

The consensus of opinion was that there was a conventional format 

and that it followed a three-phase progression from introductory 

statements of hypothesis or aim - to statements of data for the 

argument and method, experiments and results - to statements of 

conclusion. 
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In SALLIS ( 1978) 1 outlined my reasons for assuming the existence 

of a conventional format for presenting and representing empirical 

argument. In this paper I described the format as consisting of three 

'phases' and of having concept descriptors for individual statements 
in text within each of these phases. These 'concept descriptions' 

are now better thought of as semantic labels which describe the type 

of individual statements within a notional format for empirical argu- 

ments. This essentially philosophical notion was identified by various 

means. For instance, in an informal interview with post-graduate 

science studentss I asked them to write down what they thought was the 

form of argument presentation verbally and in text. They all produced 

representations which were linear and took the general form of what I 

had assumed to be a conventional format for arguments. Other researchers 
(see for example, BELKIN (1977) p. 123) have suggested that science 
text takes the general form of a problem description followed by a 
solution description, the solution itself and a description of results. 

Jean-louis LAURIERE (1978) describes the "common informational 

process ... " (p. 32) as being thus: 

(1) real life environment 
(3) algorithm of solution 

(2) statement of a problem --) 
computer resolution. 

He is concerned in this paper with constructing a language and a prog- 
ram for stating and solving combinatorial problemst which is why he 

ends with 1(4) computer resolution'. It seems though, using his 

assumption about the common informational process, that he has a notion 
of the format used to represent an argument, leading from a statement 
of the problem up to the resolution of it. Later in his paper, LAURIERE 

gives his 11 ... formulation of the best hypothesis ... 11 which is an 
attempt to generalise three kinds of solution to any problem. That is, 

to any problem one can always assign, 

1: a feasi ble solution; or 
2: an approximate solution; or 

the optimum solution. 

Although this is an attempt to define more closely the nature of the 

category solutiont rather than add to the notion of a conventional 
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format for arguments, it does indicate the general use of semantic 

surrogates fordifferent aspects of an argument. Whereas I might 

assign an organisational label to a statement of solutiont Lauriere 

would assign one of the three categories above. This is just a diff- 

erence in purpose. 

In a recent paper for the Philosophy_of the Social Science, 

ANDERSON (1978), gave some organisational features for the production 

of a plausible text. In this paper Anderson describes the existence 

of semantic categories in text which denote their plausibility. 
Amongst references to conversational analysis between groups within a 

given population to show presentation differences and terms such as 
lindexicalityl of text, he mentions semantic categories which indicate 
the organisation of authors' arguments. These categories are not the 

ones I am using for my purposes though. Anderson is checking thought 

sequence and cultural variations in originatorS and recipients. His 

overall conclusions are supportive of my assumptions though. 

In all cases of this previous work, the representation of argu- 
ments is linear and generally in accordance with the three-phase format 

I have proposed. That is, introduction (hypothesis or aim), followed 

by method (evidence, citations, results), followed by conclusions. I 

repeat that this format is the product of a philosophical notion but 
intuitively and pragmatically to some extent it seems to be supported 
by others. 

As a final point here I would mention that in my view arguments 
consist of a number of propositions, which in turn are represented by 

statements of fact; either true or false - see HUGUES and LONDEY (1965) 

and WITTGENSTEIN (1967) for one of three major philosophical opinions 

where this view of mine resides. In the analysis of text which follows 

latertstatements are the semantic 'units' which are classified within 
the conventional format. In practical (or syntactic)terms, statements 

often seem to be synonomous with sentencesg although obviously one 

sentence can for instance contain two statements. 

Other observational evidence can be found which suggests that 

there is an ideal of the ways arguments are presented in science text. 

Out of 150 texts which I examined, 131 of them had section or paragraph 
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headings which follow the three-phase progression given above that 
is 87 75%. Even if the individual texts are presented for publica- 
tion in this way because of editorial policy, an ideal of how argu- 

ments should be presented is suggested, The above evidencel along 
with my own intuitive notions and the philosophical descriptions of 
well-informed arguments (see HUGUES and LONDEY (1965))t is the basis 
for my assumption that there is an ideal of a conventional for-mat for 

empirical argument in science text. 

1.4 AIMS AND PURPOSE OF THIS RESEARCH 

The first aim of this project was to develop an analytical tool 
to be used in the recognition of individual statements in text. 
Having based my previously stated assumption largely on the observa- 
tional evidence that 

, 
87.75% of my sample had section or paragraph 

headings which follow the ideal notion of a conventional format, I 

wanted to see whether or not individual statements which were grouped 
within these headings could be classified using the same label. In a 
wider sense. I was interested to see what patterns of argument present- 
ation existed. Secondly, I was curious to see how readers interpret 
the organisation of authors' arguments and whether they adhered to the 
ideal of a conventional format in their production of summaries of 
arguments from whole documents. 

The purpose of collecting data from the endeavours just given, was 
to see whether or not there is a theoretical justification for design- 
ing a system which produces highly structured summaries of documents 

according to the ideal notion of a conventional format for the present- 
ation of empirical arguments. The motivation underlying this purpose 
is to provide some better understanding of the actual process of 

writing and reading science texts to those who are concerned with 

producing standards for report writing in science and technology. 

These broad endeavours obviously encompass several issues which are 

at the 'philosophical core' of the research. 

Implicit in what has already been said, is the view that Information 

Science requires a great deal of work to be carried out in the area of 
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cognitive information processing and concept analysis of text. 

Coupled with this is a need to define our problem areas in this field 

and develop a methodology for investigating and solving them. Much 

of the initial work in this research therefore, was concerned with 

examining the fundamental problems of terminology and concept defin- 

ition. Although this research is primarily concerned with developing 

a theory of information transfer, I was very anxious to bring some 

clarity to terms and concepts which are being used in the study of 

problems in Information Science. I refer particularly here to my 

description of the information structure itself. Generally speaking 

this structure has the facets which are intrinsic to any information 

structure. First there is the conceptual information which is, I assumep 
the 'meaning! of the argument in text. Second is the organisational 

or meta-information referred to earlier. The concept of a two-faceted 

information structure has been proposed before by ý'SHREIDER (1974) and 
I hope to show in this thesis how I have used his previous work to 

develop the theory which I later describe. By using the work of others 
in this way I hope to contribute towards the development of a unified 

methodology for the study of problems in Information Science; particu- 
larly conceptual information processing and the relationship of cogni- 
tive processes to the field. 

In discussing the nature of problems within Information Science, 

some of the overall aims of this research will be stated. The problem 

under review is in effect, one of definitions. That is, trying to 

identify which characteristics of text and information transfer are 

appropriate to the general problem of the organisation of information. 

As a vehicle for communicating thoughts, concepts, ideas or facts, 

natural language can in the linguistic senset be thought of as a two- 

faceted entity. On the surface we see the written representation of 
the language and its syntax. Beneath the surface in what CHOMSKY (1965) 

called 'deep structures', we have the meaning or the semantics of the 

language. Information structures must, as has been mentioned before, 

fall simultaneously into both of these categories to some extent. 

Therefore, some of what this research hopes to achieve, is a clearer 

view of the nature of information structures and what they comprise. 

In so doing, I do not propose to survey the many types of semantic-type 

structures that can be generated from say subject or thematic analysis 

of text. That would detract from the central issue of the theory being 
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described. Some appreciation of the different types of forms of informa- 

tion will emerge from the discussion throughout the work though, especi- 

ally in Chapter 2. PROPP (1968) in his classic thesis for morphological 

analysia of the Russian folk-tale, has demonstrated how structures which 

reflect the characterisation and theme of those stories can be generated. 
Similarly, RUMELHART (1975) and later THORNDYKE (1977) have produced 
'story grammars' which can be used to segment text in terms of such des- 

criptors as events. They have used these structures to aid in the evalua- 
tion of what constitutes memory organisation and how semantic-type inform- 

ation from text determines the storing of stories in human memory so that 

they may be recalled in the form that they were initially presented in text. 

5aJANK (1973) and WILKS (1976) have both developed theories which represent 

work in Artificial Intelligence concerning the nature and interpretation 

of natural language text in terms of its meanin. E. All of those investiga- 

tions relate to problems within different disciplines, but in a way the 

problems themselves are 'applications' of the core issues which define each 
discipline. If these disciplines are concerned with other than the nature 

of information itselfp then the study of information and its organisational 

properties is the problem for Information Science. 

The grammar which is described laterp is used to label statement- 
types in text and classify them within different phases of the author's 

argument. As mentioned earlier, this grammar consists of meta-informa- 
tional descriptors and rules for applying them to statements in text. To 

be generally useful in an operational systemf say for statement-type 

classification in a computer-basedlanSv4,54atranslation system, the accurate 
identification of statement-types would probably have to be in the region.,, 

of 85-90%. Therefore, any procedural rules which are developed to carry 

out this kind of text analysis algorithmically would have to cope with a 

multitude of linguistic and psychological variables and constraints. 

Resolving ambiguities in the English Language alone is a major problem. 

In Chapter 21 have outlined some text processing systems and techniques. 

I have also shown that computer analysis of text to produce the kind of 

output required here has not yet been achieved. Some work, (see for 

instancel KLEIN (1962))t has been carried out to produce paraphrased 

summaries of texto but without using a semantic grammar approach. The 

emphasis has mostly been on lists of 'stop words' either functional (like 

'Run' for verbs) or subject oriented like words from a thesaurus of subject 

terms. 
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I assume that human readers have the ability to cope with such prob- 

lems as ambiguity when conducting statement-type recognition during their 

reading of text. I also feel that computer analysis of text is important 

for my work because in writing computer programs to carry out this kind 

of analysis (or at least trying to write adequate programs)p we are 
forced to deal precisely and logically with problems which arise during 

the formulation of any rules. Whether computers are used or not, we need 

to have some notions of the rules which determine the input and output to 

and from the kind of structures I am investigating. 

1.5 METHODOLOGY 

I have begun with a premise that those who are concerned with the 

organisation and representation of information, need a better understand- 
ing of the process which exists for communicating arguments in science 
documents. I presume that arguments themselves are the semantic vehicle 

used by writers to communicate messages to readers. After some observa- 
tional and intuitive evidence, I have proposed an assumption that there 

exists an ideal of a conventional format for the presentation of authorst 

arguments in text. 

One of the greatest problems when studying any cognitive process 
(which writing and reading are), is to isolate and control variables 

such as memoryo subject knowledge and natural language skillst when 

attempting to conduct any experiment which involves these factors. 

Human nature being what it is, individuals can give different answers 
to similar questions from one moment to another anyway. I do not 
therefore, pretend that any experimentation I conduct or results I 

produce are generally representive of humanity. All I would infer from 

my results is that they have been obtained from random samples of humans 

and literature and thereforey have some significance in relation to the 

phenomenc%, of information transfer from writers - to text - to readers. 

A survey of existing research and problems associated with the 

analyses which I have done is presented in Chapter 2. This survey is 

I think, representative of current work and points to some general and 

often intractable common problems. Wherever possible I have defined 

terms and concepts in the light of my work and Information Science. 
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This is partly because I believe that Information Science requires to 

develop its own methodology for stating and solving problems, given 

that the 'scientific method' is not always appropriate to individual 

investigations and that the social sciences are fraught with imprecise 

and sometimes ill-defined terms and definitions. 

As previously stated, one of the aims of this project was to con- 

struct a set of semantic descriptors which reflect the ideal of the 

notional convention for presenting arguments in science text. This 

set, (given in Chapter 3), was developed mostly from the consensus of 

opinion gathered from scientists who were interviewed at the outset of 

the project. An attempt was made to develop algorithmic rules to use 
in the analysis of text so that the set of descriptors could be applied 
to individual statements. The result of this endeavour and a descrip- 

tion of analytical methods can also be seen in Chapter 3. Emerging 

from the development of this set of labels and rules (later called a 

grammar), was the description of an information structure where the 

labels became organisational elements and statements in text became 

data within categories classified by these elements. In effect what was 

produced was a meta-information structureq because the organisational 

elements refer to the format or presentation of the conceptual informa- 

tion, or the 'message' of the author's argument. Meta-information is 

discussed in Chapter 3. 

The first stage of 'experimentation' was to classify individual 

statements within section-headings to see whether or not the statements 

were of the same type as the section-heading. The result of this 

testing can be found in Chapter 4. Text with no headings were also 

analysed. A large group of individuals then analysed one text so 
that I could check for patterns in their analyses and classifications. 
The results from these are also to be found in Chapter 4. A small 

sample from the Humanities (Philosophy) was analysed for comparative 

purposes. I then had individuals read a text and produce a summary 

of what they considered to be the author's argument. Their. 

summaries were analysed and compared with the initial analysis of the 

text they had read. The result of this experiment which was repeated 

with other text and different individuals, was that although the whole 

text may have an argument organisation which does not conform to the 

conventional format, (even if its section-headings do)p the summaries 
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of that text produced by readers, do follow the ideal format. These 

summaries were produced by individuals who had no notion of what my 

research entailed when they participated in the experiments. 

My interpretation of the results obtained from the experiments 

mentioned above is given in Chapter 5. The outcome has been a model 

of the process of information transfer from writer - to text - to 

reader and a description of some implications for the theory which has 

been proposed. A computer system for producing highly structured sum- 

maries of documents based on the conventional format (my set of semantic 
descriptors) is outlined and demonstrated in Chapter 5, followed by my 

conclusions and thoughts for future work in Chapter 6. 

The accent of this research has been on interpreting what results 
I have obtained from my text analysis of my own and others. I have not 
tried to normalise events or propose a generalised theory for all 
occurrences ofthe process I am describing. 

My early work with information structures involved a good deal of 
background study in the theory of directed graphs particularly, and 
with forms of structural representation. For instance, trees, networks 
(or p ex structures as MARTIN (1977)calls them), and the nature of the 

elements, and their relationships within these structures. This work 
led me to the conclusion that there are two kinds of elements in inform- 

ation structures. These are the organisational or descriptive elements 
(which I later called meta-information from SHREIDER (1974)), which 
categorise the elements of conceptual information. These latter 
elements may be merely subject terms, but the relationship between any 
number of them signified by the organisational elements, reflects the 
information as a whole. 

The next aspect of the research involved studying the dynamics of 
natural language and the various structures and analyses which are 
associated with it. This means a good deal of background work in ling- 

uistic theory, particularly computational linguistics where more formal 

models and rules have been developed for text analysis. Inevitably the 

work of cognitive psychologists and researchers within Artificial 
Intelligence made some contribution to my work. This is particularly 
true of that part of this research which refers to the formulation of 
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a grammar for analysing text in terms of the author's argument organ- 

isation. Computer Science and my own work with formal language in 

that field also contributed greatly to the theory that evolved. In 

most cases convention and intuition were the only criteria for develop- 

ing the necessary aspects of the theory which developed. Wherever 

possible these philosophical notions have been examined and demonstrated 

during the thesis. 

Formulating questions and answers throughout the research has 

proved a valuable aspect of the methodology because often I found that 

incidental issues arose which came to have some direct or indirect bear- 

ing on the theory proper. The type of questions asked have been, "Is 

there a structure inherent in text which can be identified, described 

and actually extracted from text, in such precise terms that computer 
programs could be written to do it? " To answer this question, we must 
investigate and define Istructurelflinformation structure' and 
'information' itself. This naturally leads on into the subject of 
communication systems and information transfer. Another question asked 
was, "Is it at all desirable that there should be a definite structure 
within which all writers of science journal articles (for instance)f 

organise their arguments in text? " We can show that a structure does 

exist, but is this structure really desirable? This question raises 
issues of conventional format for writers and the information needs of 

readers. It is in attempting to answer such questions as these that the 

practical possibilities of any theory that is developed can be seen. 
If we are endeavouring to model something that actually existst then the 

practice has already been established and we are only concerned with the 
theory underlying it. Some 'spin-offs' from the investigations do show 
the way to other systems though, outside of the practice that is being 

modelled. For instance? reliable statement-type recognition could lead 
to the useful indexing of documents in terms of their relationship 

with certain aspects of a subject state-of-knowledge. This may lead 

onto an ability to automatically parmf hrase text or even produce 

abstracts of documents by computer. There are perhaps, consequences 
for information storage and retrieval systems in the interrogation of 
documents to establish aspects of author's arguments in those documents. 

These are peripheral to the general problem investigation, but issues 

which I feel have some bearing on my work. Some mention is made of 
these other issues at the end of the thesis where I discuss further 

work. 
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Unlike the physical sciences where an established theory or test 

can be repeated indefinitely to produce the same resultv the theory 

which I am proposing in this thesis relates to the most faltible and 

unpredictable phenomenonon earth. That is, the human intellect and 

one human's interpretation of another human's ideas and written 

expression of those ideas. The very vehicle for communicating-inform- 

ation and knowledge which I am studying, (natural language), is a 

human creation and can only attempt to symbolically represent concepts 

or happenings in the 'real' or physical world. Natural language is 

not itself a physical phenomenompnor are the conceptualised results of 

human interpretation of any 'messages' in text. Therefore, to general- 
ise any theory of information transfer to all human behaviour based on 
data or results obtained from any sample of humans is falhcious. The 

same sample of humans might produce different results on another occa- 
sion anyway. The aim of all experimentation in this research is to 

provide some credibility and substance for my speculative theory which 
I say may or sometimes is the case. I cannot and do not suggest a 

generalisation of the theory to all human behaviour. As I pointed out 

at the beginning of this chapter, I am taking an interpretative approach 

rather than a normative approach to this research. I am most concerned 
with interpreting what people do given a general and conventional situa- 
tion, rather than trying to generalise my results to all humans who 

might be in the same situation. 

1.6 SUMMARY 

This chapter is intended as both a rationale or justification for 
investigating the thesis topic within Information Science, and also as 
an overview of the research itself. An assumption that writers and 

readers of science text have an ideal of a conventional format for the 

presentation of empirical arguments is made and evidence for that 

assumption is given. The main aim of the research is shown to be the 

development of a linguistic 'tool' for use in text analysis so that the 

organisation of authors' arguments can be represented in some structural 

way. This is to compare the practice of argument presentation with the 

notional ideal just mentioned. The ultimat. e aim leading on from the 

results of this text analysis, is the production of a theory for the 

process of information transfer from writer - to text - to reader. The 
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purpose of such a theory is to support a case for the production of 
highly structured document summaries based on the conventional format 

for arguments. A brief overview of what had been done in the research 
is given here to indicate the methods used during the investigation. 
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CHAPTER 2 

NATURAL LANGUAGE TEXT PROCESSING 

2.1 OVERVIEW OF THIS CHAPTER 

The difficulties of surveying the topic of natural language text 

processing are two-fold. First, the definition of what this topic 

extends to creates difficulties because it covers both manual and 
computer analysis of text and the processing of different documents 

for various reasons. It could be the subject indexing of documents, 

the analysis of meaning in text, thematic analysis, or as in my case 
the discovery of semantic categories which show the organisational 

properties of text. Second, although there are many references to work 
in this general area, much of what has been produced refers to theoret- 

ical systems or at best simulations and models. Systems which are fully 

operational appear to have serious conceptual limitations and in some 

cases clearly do not do what is intended to be done. This all makes the 

evaluation of existing systems very difficult. 

This chapter begins by pointing out some of the natural language 

constraints which are placed upon any theory or system for text process- 
ing. The term, text processingland a discussion of semantics for 

Information Science is given, followed by a brief survey of some of the 

major natural language text processing systems which. are operational. It 

is intended that this chapter should first and foremost be abase from 

which to appreciate the complexities involved in the formulation of a 

grammar such as I have had to produce for the description of authorst 

argument organisations in science text. Machine translatiýn (MT) 

systems are discussed in some detail because they encounter the problems 

of syntactic and semantic description and concept organisation in text, 

much the same as I have to cope with statement-type classification. I 

am not trying to translate the natural language but the categorisation 
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of semantic entities is a common problem for designers of M. T. systems 

as well as for me. Generally speakingg it is useful to study computer 

analysis of text because the algorithmic techniques used in such 

systems attempt to define precisely rules which can be applied in other 

forms of text analysis. As this chapter indicates, the immediate future 

for M. T. systems does not appear to offer any significant alteration in 

the methods or techniques used. 

2.2 PROBLEMS OF NATURAL LANGUAGE TEXT ANALYSIS 

The literature of computational linguistics, (this includes work by 

researchers in Artificial Intelligence, Computer Science, Psychology and 
Information Science which relates to problems in computational linguistics), 

seems to project a common message. That is, natural language contains 

certain semantic properties which can be exploited in an endeavour to 

illustrate various inversions of text and verbal discourse. By 'inversion' 

here, I mean views or representations of text. In generating any such 

output, the data (the text), should not be permuted or altered in any way 
to facilitate processing. If we change the data by coding or pre-editing 
it, we are removing those properties in text which exist in 'real' situa- 
tions. The message that comes from the literature referred to above is 

that we must deal with natural language text as it is written and any 

significant alteration of it invalidates the analysis being carried out. 
Conversion of text to some classification scheme before analysis would 

enable more reliable processing to occur of course, because ambiguities 
for example could be eliminated. We must look within the written lang- 

uage for syntactic and semantic 'clues' as to the nature of, in my case, 

statement-types. The conclusion reached so far, is that it is immensely 

difficult to accurately identify and implement on a computer, the intell- 

ectual experiences and interpretative skills of human readers. 

For a comprehensive study of identifying the performative verb in 

human discourse through the medium of natural language, see FISHER (1977), 

who developed a computer system to analyse input sentences for such 'type 

recognition'. This is a good example of an attempt at statement recogni- 

tion. GOSHAWKE, (1976) is an example of someone who has developed a 

computer system for translating one natural language into another by 

means of pre-classifying words into a numeric scheme. Goshawke's work 

is conceptually unsound in terms of the discussion just presentedt. 
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because he converts all natural language to arbitrary codes (numbers) 

which makes his system most inflexible and only operates on short and 

extremely simple sentences. The main problem which faces computational 
linguists in particular, is how to develop procedures which will ahalyse 

natural language text to produce a variety of inversions or translations 

of an acceptable quality, without disturbing the intrinsic nature of the 

writing. 

I do not propose to venture too deeply into the linguistic theories 

of syntax and semantics, but some examples of both are useful for differ- 

entiating between the two when it comes to the design of parsing algorithms 
later in the thesis. As a very fundamental example, if we were carrying 
out word recognition analysis to establish the frequency of the word 
'jump' in a particular text, we would be conducting what is essentially 
a syntactic analysis of the text. If we were to then establish by some 
means that the word tjumpt meant say, tto leave the surface on which one 
is standing and be suspended in space for a finite period of time before 
landing on the same or a different surface', we would have conducted 
some semantic analysis. 

WEINGARTEN (1973) illustrated the ambiguity of the English Language 

with the two examples given below. He used the syntactic labels attributed 
to English sentences and constructed two different organisations for the 

same sentence. The first example of the sentence 'They are flying planes' 
indicates that some beings are piloting planes. The second example of 
the same sentence indicates an observation that some objects happen to be 
flying planes. The other useful aspect of these examples is that they 
demonstrate just how important the syntactic organisation of text is for 
the correct or intended semantic inference to be communicated. Following 

these two examples there appears a further syntactic organisation to show 
how the formal language of mathematics can be demonstrated on the expres- 

sion (A -ý B) x C. In this language there can be no ambiguity. See KAY 

(1967) for examples of some early work with semantic reduction to eliminate 

ambiguity of text. 

One way of overcoming the vagaries of ambiguity and such like in the 

English Language, is to build a set of meta-linguistic labels which can 
be used to describe various semantic aspects of text without relying on 

the grammar rules that are associated with that language. Such a set 

of labels can be referred to as a pre4defined, restricted grammar. 
Pre-defined, because we state exactly what can be referenced by the labels 
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FIGURE I 

SHOWING TWO DIFFERENT SYNTACTIC STRUCTURES 
FOR THE SAME ENGLISH LANGUAGE SENTENCE 
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FIGURE 2 

MATHEMATICAL SYNTAX STRUCTURE FOR THE EXPRESSION (A+B)XC 
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and restricted because the grammar could not apply to all classes of 

written language. In our case we are only referring to the organisa- 

tion of arguments in science text. This means we can refer to aspects 

of the text which indicate various ph-Oses of the conceptual argument 

of the writer. If we introduce a grammar such as this we will need 

to contribute to the idea of controlled vocabularies in as much as 

the contents of text which will fall into the categories of the grammar 

will need to be stated and defined before analysis can take place. 

Experiments by SAGER (1975) have shown that sublanguages exist 

within natural language text and that grammars such as I propose for 

this research can represent 11... the contents of natural language 

science texts without resorting to surrogates or a priori semantic 

categories 90011. As stated though, these grammars are within science 
texts and highly specialised fields where categorisation of discrete 

aspects of text are more precise than in the humanities. Her earlier 

work (SAGER 1972), was entitled Syntactic formatting of science 
information, which was even more obviously relevant to my work because 

she discussed the potential of sub-language grammars for formatting 

science text. 

Sublanguages have been the province of linguists for some years 

and have been acknowledged as existing within highly specialised 
literature, particularly science text. A notable contribution came 

with the mathematical proof of HARRIS (1968) for various linguistic 

structures in text. With regard to sub-languagesp he believed that 

the transformation of a sentence in one discipline to a similar sentence 
in the same discipline, was possible through the existence of sub- 
languages. He regarded 'whole language' as consisting of sentences 

and called those sentences sets. Sub-sets were parts of sentences 

thus, they constituted a number of sub-languages. So, S(si, sii... ), 

where S= sentence or whole set or whole language, and si... =a 

number of parts of sentences or sub-sets or sub-languages. Although 

Harris does not specifically say that this is only sometimes the case, 
I personally do not think it should always be thought the case. We 

are only considering that text which contains a precise and highly 

specialised subject terminology. The main inference I draw from his 

work, is that semantically at least, there exist structures in science 
text which can stand alone as transferable information, beyond the 
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whole text representation. This being so, Harris offers two important 

contributions to my work, First, the sub-set8, to which he refers are 

essentially phrases containing those discipline-oriented words which 

could be taken out of the whole text context and yet the meaning of 
the text could still be understood. That is, a much less intelligible 

text could be created from the original, which would still be as 
intelligible to a subject-aware reader. KITTREDGE (1978) demonstrates 

this point using seven different types of every day communication 

where he believes sub-languages exist and yet we still comprehend the 

full message of the author. Amongst his examples are weather fore- 

casts, newspaper editorials, cook books and home appli(Lnce instruc- 

tion books. He gives examples like the following instruction. 'Put 

driver in screw and rotate left for three turns. ' This sentence 
leaves out at least two occurrences of the word 'THE'. Thus, 
Kittredge says, (and Harris too), a whole language grammar which 
would insist on the use of the word 'THE', is inappropriate for com- 
munications such as these. The creation of sub-grammars must be 

undertaken to accurately define the language being used. This is the 

first point from the work of Harris and the others in sub-language 
research which is most important for my thesis. In my view, the ,, 
creation of an appropriate set of descriptors to reflect the organis- 

ation of some information in text is essentialy but this endeavour 
is necessarily coupled with the task ofreveo-U-o' the existence of 
the organisational properties in the first place. The second useful 
aspect of Harris's work assists here too. As I pointed out above, 
the parts of sentences referred to are phrases. I shall show in the 

next chapter how phrases like, 'The aim of this paper is ... "I are 
perhaps the most reliable indicators of statement-type in text and 
ultimately of argument organisation. There are therefore, some 

obvious parallels between structural components for theories of 

sub-language and meta-information,,. -the main one being the reliance 

on semantic indicators in written text. 

A great deal of the work that has taken place in the analysis 

of meaning has been within specialised subject fields. For example, 

WILKS (1973) proposed the use of paraphrasing, (including jargon 

and formal technical terms)l as a means by which information could 

be represented out of context for subject-areas which made theavy use' 
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of precise and meaningful terms. WOLFF (1976) and other cognitive 

psychologists have carried text analysis in specialised subject areas 

which they call elemental segmentation. These studies operate on 'chunks' 

of text which are said to contain the essence of the meaning of the 

writero Their techniques are designed to overcome problems of redundancy 

and ambiguity, but rely on principles of the semantic differential 
Oloaded words', or terms which by their very existence denote discrete 

concepts), for recognising relevant 'chunks' in text. When reduced to 

its most atomic state, such a theory merely means that the analytical 

process depends on matching words in text with pre-defined stored lists 

of Ifunction wordsto or words which mean something in a particular subject 
field. As we shall see during this chapter, this analytical process is 

still the most used and most viable means of recognising aspects of text. 

See HOLMES and WATSON (1976) for a discussion of the roles surface order 
and syntactic organisation play in semantic perception of the contents 
of sentences. Although proposed for use in psychology research, this 

work is of use when considering my assertions that text must be ordered 
in some structural semantic sense to be optimally informative. 

I have mentioned the work of PROPPA1968) which established 

characteristics and themes in Russian folk tales. In Psychology, the 

way stories are interpreted and memorised is a subject for much dis- 

cussion. RUMELHART (1975) developed a grammar which could be used to 

represent passages in prose. More recently, MANDLER and JOHNSON (1977) 

have adapted his work for use with children's stories and THORNDYKE 
(1977) uses yet another modification of it for his analysis of stories. 
His grammar is detailed below. I have included this here because it 

serves as a good comparison with the set of semantic descriptors which 
I have developed to produce organisational information from text. Most 

of this work refers to BARTLETT's (1932) work with memory retention for 

stories and how aspects of text are qtored in human memory. In the 

grammar shown in Figure 3, Thorndyke has not included any specific rules 

for how the labels should be applied to text. He assumes, I imagine, 

that algorithmic or procedural rules are unable to be produced. Therefore, 

interpretation of the text and application of the labels is carried out 

pragmatically by humans. 
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FIGURE 3 

THORNDYKEIS GRAMMAR RULES FOR SIMPLE STORIES 

RULE 
NUMBER 

RULES 

1 Story Setting + Theme + Plot + Resolution 

2 Setting Characters + Location + Time 

3 Theme (Event)* + Coal 

4 Plot Episode* 

5 Episode Subgoal + Attempt* + Outcome 

6 Attempt (Event* 
(Episode 

7 Outcome (Event* 
(State 

8 Res6lution (Event* 
(State 

9 Subgoal) 
Coal) Desired State 

10 Characters) 
Location) State 

jime) 

The Symbols: -> Means production 
Means a sequential element 
Means repetition 
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Another approach to the problem of representing syntactic and 

semantic aspects of natural language text has been to use highly formal 

notation such as the Predicate Calculus to express the properties and 

operations of natural language. This is particularly evident in work 

relating to Phrase Structure Grammars (PSG's) - see BAR-HILLEL (1964) 

- and in attempts to formalise semantic categories in a similar fashion 

to the work in syntactic theory - see KEMPSON (1975). Had this approach 

been possible for this research, which I do not think it would because, 

of its inherent inflexibility, the development of a much more involved 

meta-language would be necessary. In any event, such techniques are 

totally unwarranted for the problem to which this research is. addressed. 

Highly symbolic notations are usually too far removed from natural 
language and mostly only represent the syntax of text; even if they do 

remove ambiguity thus making computer analysis easier. Formal languages 

such as mathematics, music and computer languages are self-descriptive. 
The use of Backus-Naur Form (BNF) to describe computer programming 
languages is useful because of its ability to simplify andcLis Oav%býV'&+e 
the syntax of these languages. As with the other algebraic notations, 

this is basically all it does. Good examples of the use and underlying 
theory of BNF can be found in WEINGARTEN (1973) and KNUTH (1972). 

To further expose the difficulties of processing natural language 

datat let us now consider the formulation of just one, but very important 

rule. Structural elements, be they meta-linguistic labels or words from 

the text being analysed, are the nodal entities of our output organisa- 
tion. In its most abstract form, the structure is defined by the rules 

which tell the elements where they are to reside in relation to one 

another. A good example of this is a rule which might handle anaphoric 

references. Let us say that this rule states that when a pronoun is 

encountered, a link is established between itself and the last encount- 

ered noun. In the case of two nouns appearing prior to the pronoun, 

where a comma also exists in the sentence, a pronoun will be linked to 

the noun before the comma. That is, 

(text... )NOUN(text... ), (text... )NOUN(text... ... PRONOUN 

Relational link 

Obviously this particular link is not reciprocal but what does happen 

is that the pronoun becomes an information element in that it tells us 
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that the concept being communicated in the piece of text it is in, is 

directly related to that in which the 'linked to' noun is in. This 

rule is far too inflexible for actual use, but it does show the diff- 

iculties of establishing general-purpose algorithms for even the most 
fundamental problems of syntax parsing. 

2.3 TEXT PROCESSING AND SEMANTICS FOR INFORMATION SCIENCE 

The term 
' 
text processing has, like many other aspects of the vocabu- 

lary of emerging disciplines such as Computer and Information Science, 

come to refer to a number of operations which are carried out on text of 

one form or another. In my opinion the tem as used for Information 

Science can relate just as properly for the kind of analysis I am carry- 
ing out as to the editing function for which the term is often used in 
Computer Science. See SALLIS (1978a) for a discussion of this point. 
This does not mean that the various concepts and applications of the 

term by other individuals should just be ignored. Merely, that the use 

of the term for this research has a direct relationship with my concept 

of it for work in Information Science. In fact$ the article referred to 

above refers to this research by way of example during discussion of the 

tem. 

The 'type' of text analysis carried out by inverting on the author's 

argumentý can be seen in relation to other forms of concept analysis. 
In Figure 4 below, a ranked list of parsing strategies appears as four 

broad 'types'. This ranking shows the inversion of text on author's 

argumentst as occurring second in depth to meaning analysis - where depth 

is used in the'Chomskian meaning, as discussed in Chapter 1. 
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FIGURE 4 

RANKING OF TYPES OF TEXT ANALYSIS IN ORDER 
OF THEIR 'DEPTH' OF INVERSION 

TYPE EXPLANATION 

To establish patterns in the data that 
are identifiable from the writing 

Syntax parsing 
itself. For examplep recognising wordsp 
sentences and punctuation. Keyword 
Indexing and the greater part of machine 
translation (to date anyway) falls 
within this category. 

Categories or types of events which are 
expressed in discourse (Say events in a Event parsing story) are classified during this kind 
of analysis. This is a semantic-type 
analysis - conceptually beneath the 
surface writing. 

Similar status to Event parsing but 
Argument parsing tending more towards the communication 

of 'ideas' or 'concepts' and thereforep 
the interpretation of meaning in the 
text. 

Entirely semantic in objective. 'What 
is meant by such and such a phrase in 

Concept or text? ' Very complex relationships Meaning parsing between elements (both syntactic and 
semantic) in text have to be established 
in an endeavour to discover the meaning 
of what is written. 

The ranking just given, is to demonstrate where the inversion of 

text on author's arguments is seen to reside in relation ýo other forms 

of text inversion. At the top of the rank we see parsing which is 

carried out to produce syntactic structures from text. For instance, 

the identification of nouns, verbs, conjunctions and so on. At the 

bottom of the rank appears the other linguistic category - semantic 

parsing. LEECH (1974) produced a summary of what he considers to be 

the seven types of meaningo within the field of Linguistics. His summary 

appears as Figure 5 below. 
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FIGURE 5 

LEECH'S SEVEN TYPES OF MEANING 

1. CONCEPTUAL MEANING Logicalp cognitive or 
or sense denotative content. 

CONNOTATIVE What is communicated by virtue 
MEANING of what language refers to. 

3. STYLISTIC What is communicated by the 
MEANING social circumstances of 

language use. 

ASSOCIATIVE 
4. AFFECTIVE What Is communicated of the 

MEANING 
MEANING feelings and attitudes of the 

speaker/writer 

5. REFLECTED What Is communicated through 
MEANING association with another 

sense of the same expression. 

6. COLLOCATIVE What Is communicated through 
MEANING association with words which 

tend to occur in the environ- 
ment of another word. 

7. THEMATIC MEANING What is communicated by the 
way in which the message Is 
organised in terms of order 
and emphasis. 

Thematic meaning in Leech's interpretation, is the nearest compari- 

son between one of his 'seven types' and the argument inversion I 

propose. This is a useful attempt at classifying types of meaning, 

particularly because it reflects the difficulties encountered by the 

compiler of such a summary when it comes to actually parsing text in 

order to invoke one or other of these classification terms. Affective 

meaning for instance, provokes all kinds of thought on how one might 

implement an automatic analysis of text to produce this type of inversion. 

We would have to code up a number of feelings and emotions and relate 

them to words in text to which they might refer. Complex rules for 

distinguishing between one emotion and another when words were in or out 

of context with a particular situation, would also need to be constructed. 

Take for examplep the use of an oath (or swearing) in text. Such 

expressions can apply equally to anger and joy. 
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Although predominantly a linguistic study at this time, I can see 

that analyses to produce information structures along the lines of 

collocative meaning for example, will be useful to us, This type refers 
to the association of text words with similar words whick have different 

meanings in other contexts. In attempting to match ambiguous terms dur- 

ing automatic information retrieval, procedures to'produce text inver- 

sions which reflect such associations could be extremely useful. 

In short, the identification of information and its organisation in 

text seems to me to be the immediate concern of Information Science, as 
I have mentioned before. A great deal of work in bibliometrics has 

produced results from which organisational information can be found. See 

for instance, BOTTLE and PERRY (1977) where they conducted subject analysis 
of titles from agricultural journal papers to examine the predominance and 
distribution of keywords in that subject area. The organisations that 
this work endeavours to produce relates specifically to information which 
tells us what the text being analysed is about, in terms of the subject 

area to which it refers. Similarly with TOCATLIAN (1970) which examines 
the information content of chemical paper titles and BUXTON and MEADOWS 

(1977) which attempts to measure variations in the information content of 

paper titles. I consider my work to be one level 'lower' than these other 
investigations, because I am trying to identify semantic categqries and 

thereby information in the natural language itself, not just in the titles 

of text, In any event I am concerned with organisational rather than 

subject information. 

2.4 A DESCRIPTION OF PREVIOUS WORK 

Structural analysis of text (particularly by computer) is the subject 
for investigation by several fields other than Information Science. What 

follows is a brief discussion of some of these analyses. The prece ding 

pages of this chapter already refer to some work of this nature, which I 

will not repeat here. SPARK-JONES and KAY (1977) gave a summary of 

Linguistics or%cLInformation Science in which they confirmed their earlier 

(1973) beliefs that information retrieval systems did not reflect much 

in the way of linguistic theory. I would make it clear that my analysis 

of text does not make claims to this body of theory either. I am con- 

cerned only with organisational information insofar as my grammar is 

concerned - although I obviously acknowledge the existence of conceptual 
information as forming part of the information in text too. 
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To begin this survey, I will first examine the developments and 

achievements of Machine Translation (MT) systems, because they have a 

direct bearing on my work in three respects. First, the study of com- 

putational linguistics generally, owes much of its background and theory 

to the early work in Machine Translation. It is therefore, important 

for us to note the methodologies employed in data organisation and 

algorithmic description of text processing techniques used in these 

systems for machine translation of natural language text, which have 

been developed. Second, the results of processing data for machine 

translation have encouraged researchers to suppose more definitely that 

conceptual structures exist in text and that these structures can be 

described and interpreted in text. Third, the matter of information 

needs by users, the organisation and manipulation of information to 

supply those needst are foremost in the philosophy of machine transla- 

tion. These systems are attempting to make available, the written work 

of researchers in all natural languages, so that everyone may have the 

benefit of particular states-of-knowledge for a wide variety of subjects. 

A good deal of recent research into machine translation is being 

conducted by groups into Cognitive Psychology and Artificial Intelligence. 

The latter group contains several psycho-linguists who have depended 

heavily on the technological and methodological developments of Computer 

Science over the past ten years or so. Research into the problems of 

natural language text translation has been going on since the early 1950st 

so in many ways the subject has grown up with Computer Sciencet or at 
least with the computer industry generally, By 1963, when the United 

States Department of Commerce reported on developments in the area of 

machine translation, the future for the topic did not look very promising. 
The United States Government, particularly the Air Force, had been spend- 
ing a large amount of money for the development of machine translation 

systemsp but the cost of storage and processing time was high and the 

accuracy of the translations was low. The technology of the time was 

predicted to be unsuitable for any major improvement in the service 

offered for some long time in the future. Thus, many projects were 

abandoned and apart from a few dedicated individuals, intellectual and 

physical effort was diverted to other problems. 

Two WP- It kAOwr%, machine translation systems are worth discussing 

briefly here. The first is called SYSTRAN (for System Translation)v 

and is a commercial product which has had some success both in the 

United States and more recently with the European Economic Commission. 
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The system (see TOMA (1977), for a description of it by the designer), 

uses massive dictionaries for both the source and target languages 

being processed at the time. It relies mostly on equivalences, of term- 

inology in both languages and as a result of this approach, has up to 

45% post-editing problems. As WILKS. (1977,1977a) and others have 

pointed out, SYSTýAN would appear to be a very sophisticated re-write 

of some software written by SYSTRANIS designer in 1962 -a software 
suite known as the tGeorgetown Programs'. This point is central to our 
discussion here. Nothing much has changed, conceptually at least, in 

the approach to machine translation, over the past fifteen years. In 

all fairness though, SYSTRAN is the largest operational machine trans- 

lation system so far developed and it is working. It may not be one 
hundred percent accurate or infa3ible, but it is translating Russian to 
English, German to English and back again, French to English and back, 

and Spanish to English and back. 

The Chinese University of Hong Kong also have an operational 

machine translation system known as CULT (Chinese University Language 

Translater). Although the level of accuracy appears high (up to about 
80% - see LOU (1977)), still no radical change in concept has'occurred 

for the design of the system. Dictionaries have still had to be built 

for term equivalence checking. In this system, students at the University 

coded Chinese pictagrams into machine-readcLble form, from which the 

dictionary was built. Like Goshawke's work, mentioned earlier, CULT 

translates into numbers before carrying out the 'natural language' trans- 
lation. Mechanical rather than computer translation for the Chinese 
Language is referred to by MOSS (1978), who discusses research with a 

character encoding machine which can be used as fast as an electric type- 

writer to enter English into Chinese via a machine-readable form. The 

encoder converts the Chinese characters into a form recognisable by a 

computert which then carries out the processing required. This way the 

reading of say Chinese then translation into English is avoided. This 

does not solve any of the problems encountered by those attempting 

straight translation of course, but it does provide evidence that some 

people are working on the problems from a different point-of-view. 

Moss is dealing with a pre-editing problem rather than a processing one. 

I 

Philosophy was another field to contribute to the methodology of 

machine translation problems. In light of the linguistic experiences 
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and theory which were developing from people like Chomsky in the late 

1950s and early 1960s, philosophers began re-examining such phenomena 

as traditional belief systems. Some, like BAR-HILLEL (19601 have 

postulated complex logical explanations for structures and processes 
in natural language and provided exhaustive proofs using the Predicate 

Calculus. Psychologists began relating the storage of concepts in human 

memory with the various semantic structures of natural language. Many 

models (see particularly KEPPELL (1970) have been developed to represent 
this sort of cross-correlation between text (or discourse generally) 

and human memory. Much of the Chomskian philosophy continues to be used 
to develop theories using, for instance his concept of transformational 

grammar (1965) to develop new theories in psychology - see WOLFF (1976). 

The common threads of all this work by researchers in several fieldsp 

we& brought together in the late 1960s by a discipline which came to-be 

called Artificial Intelligence. This field now covers a wide range of 
topics which concern investigating, modelling and attempting to emulate 
human behaviour - particularly cognitive behaviour. It is from this 

field that the most significant developments in the area of text 

understanding have arisen. Work bySCHANK (1971) and later COLBY (1973) 

is representative'of contemporary research into semantic networks and 

what have come to be labelled meaning structures. WINOGRAD (1973) deve- 

loped a computer program that learned about its environment during an 
interct., ctive dialogue with a human user. NORMAN and RUMELHART (1975) 

together with a group of their colleagues have done a considerable amount 
of work on both sentence analysis and concept perception. BOBROW and 
WINOGRAD (1977) are now developing a special-purpose computer programming 
language called KRL (Knowledge Representation Language), which is being 

devised to state directly problems of knowledge organisation with a view 
to enabling the program to actually learn as it is processing data. 

Similar work being carried out in Germany (Sarrbruken COMSKI project - 

not yet documented)p endeavours to produce a programming language for 

p- rocessing information generated from a knowledge base which is fed into 

the program as data. 

In his recently published and very extensive book, BRUDERER (1978) 

surveys the existing systems and designs of systems for machine and 

machine-aided translation systems and data-bases and concludes that now, 

sixteen years after the United States Government withdrew its support 
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for the majority of the projects being worked on in that country, 

nothing much has changed in terms of methodology for solving the 

problems of natural language text translation; and there is nothing 

likely to happen for some long period of time. For a survey of trends 

and progress in the Soviet Union see KNOWLES (1979). -The Soviets are 

most concerned with semantic categorisation and the representation of 

meaning -a trend we in the West are lacking progress in. 

As part of the general text processing milieut various language-types 

can be ranked according to their suitability for machine or machine-aided 

translation. As a final word on the topic of machine translation then, 

Figure 6 below lists a rank of languages from the very informal language 

which has a random grammart to the very formal language which has a 

strict pre-defined grammatical structure and rules for its use. 

FIGURE 6 

LANGUAGE-TYPES RANKED FOR MACHINE-TRANSLATION SUITABILITY 

Randomly generated language - random grammars/random words 
e. g.: 'Jabberwokkyl. 

Natural language - well defined grammarp but full 
of ambiguities when used in 
and out of context. 

Abstracting language - same as Natural Languagev 
except that the labels for 
parts of the text are 
different. Still subject to 
ambiguities in the language. 

Indexing languages - more formalv in that they 
refer to actual words in the 
text. 

Thesaurus language/ much like Indexing Languages. 
Dictionary language Use of keywords makes the 

identification of actual words 
easier or more precise - 
transliteration. 

Computer languages/ - highly formal grammars. 
mathematics/music 
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This ranking is not based upon any empirical testingg but is the 

result of a very methodical discussion with colleagues who have worked 
in the area of machine translation and information processing. It is 

useful for this research to note whereabouts the abstracting language 

comes in the ranking. It shows once again that although the meta- 
informational elements of the ensuing information structure from any 
analysis of text may be precise, the 'data' of the structure is still 
natural language itself. That is, statements from the text. Formal 
language translation is of course, a different problem from that of 
natural language translation. Many of the terms used (or vocabulary) 
are similar in both areas of research, but the problems of analysis 
differ considerably. Elaborate descriptions of phrase-structure grammars 
(PSG's), left-to-right parsing grammarst notably LR(k) where k is the 
element being scanned for in a left-to-right parse, and other such 
special-purpose grammars for translating computer programming languages 
can be found throughout the Computer Science literature - see particularly 
KNUTH (1971), BOOK (1978), and HUNT and SZYMANSKI (1978). Most courses 
in Computer Science now teach this area of the subject; usually in 

association with a course on language compiler design - see WEINGARTEN 
(1973) for an introduction to the topic. 

The ability to diS embiguoLU statements in both formal and informal 

languages, is one of thasingle most sought-after aspects of analytical 
procedures. In Appendix AI have included a computer program (written 
in ALGOL 60) which uses a grammatical structure based on the early work 
of CHOMSKY (1957), to show how sentences can be randomly generated using 
correct syntactic labels but containing semantically nonsensical words. 
The words are all regularly used in the English Language, but the program 

shows that even if they are strung together with syntactic accuracy, the 

eventual meaning of the sentences produced can be nonsense. Seemingly 

trivial'experiments with natural language such as these can provide very 

useful information concerning the nature of the problems we are dealing 

with. The need for rules which establish semantic relationships between 

words in text is one of the major lessons learned from this exercise. 

The subject of concept analysis to aid document indexing is not a 

new one. The classification of documents by their subject relationships 
has a long tradition of using schemes such as the Dewey Decimal 

Classification and based on the indexing theories of philosophers like 
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RANGANATHAN(1957). Recently, a computer-assisted indexing system called 

PRECIS (see AUSTIN(1974)), has been used by the British Library to construct 

lists of codes which represent indexing terms kept in a computer-readable 

thesaurus for each document entered in the British National Bibliography. 

Once again, although some of the conceptual foundations of the system seem 

inadequate to satisfy all of the problems encountered by the system, and 

certainly some indexers (see LANGRIDGE (1976)), PRECIS does fulfill the 

requirements of an automatic indexing system capable of assigning subject 

thesaurus terms to documents. 

Automatic (or computer-assisted) abstracting of journal papers is 

another topic again. The French Textile Industry have a system called 

TITUS (Textile Industry Text Understanding System), which carries out some 

form of automatic abstracting. The computer does not read natural language 

text then construct an abstract of it though. Documents are indexed, then 

the terms are supplied to the computer system which contains a large number 

of pre-constructed sentences in the general form of an abstract. Once the 

terms are included with the appropriate sentence, an abstract is generated. 

Such a system can output abstracts (or at least summaries) of whole documents 

which are understandable by users of the system because once again the terms 

used are 'loaded' relative to their technical significance. The reader is 

interpreting the abstract or summary by recognising the concepts which are 

represented by the combination of subject-related words. This is not 

LUtomatic indexing because the system does not carry out any linguistic 

processing beyond assigning phrases to index terms. The time when a computer 

can use semantic rules to produce linguistically sound summaries of whole 

text is still some way off. Given sufficiently flexible and comprehensive 

rules, a grammar like mine might be used as part of this kind of process. 

This idea is discussed further when I describe the grammar more fully in 

Chapter Three. 

Most of the systems I have described here use stop lists of terms to 

extract corresponding words from text. The term 'stop list' is synonomous 

with 'go lists' as they are usually called in key-word indexing systems. 

Both terms appear in the literature to mean the same thing. That is, a list 

of subject-related words which can be used to match against words in text 

in order to produce indexes or concordances and the like. Lists such as 

this often suggest controlled vocabularies for the analyses they are being 

used for. Some work with dynamic updating for such lists, which are often 
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structured as thesauri, has been attempted. The successes have been minimal, 

but if it were possible to include new terms in the lists during processing, 

we could have more linguistically flexible systems. See LANCASTER (1968) 

and SALTON(1973) and SALTON, YANG and YU (1975) for discussions of this 

problem. 

Using the techniques'of matching words in documents with those lists just 

described offers-the advantages of accurate and relatively fast index and 

concordance generation. Running texts against such lists for word frequency 

analysis can also provide useful information about the distribution and use 

of subject-terms within particular subjects. The Semitic language retrieval 

system KEDEMA (see ATTAR et al (1978)) uses an extremely complex keyword 

expansion technique to cope with morphological analysis for document retrieval 

in Israel. Suffix-stripping in English (using the first significant. part of 

a term; say, 'describ' from describing), is useless for Hebrew. A complex 
lexical analysis of search terms and their corresponding document matches is 

necessary and this is done by synthesising all target terms until they 

conform to a known term. It is with these kinds of text analysis that the 

advantages of. eomputer-assistance can best be appreciated. Computers are 

fast, capable of handling large amounts of data and carrying out the process 

of synthesis required in say the KEDEMA system, mentioned above. 

I have no intention of detracting from the excellent work carried out 

in Artificial Intelligence which is exploring the problems of knowledge 

representations and the analysis of meaning in text. The complex structures 

Of CHARNIAK(1976) or BOBROW and WINOGRAD(1977) for expressing learned facts 

for instance, provides us with many 'clues' to the nature of knowledge and 

the synthesis of new information on existing states-of-knowledge. The 

plain fact is though, that although several systems for analysing text 

algorithmically have been designed, very few have reached an operational 

stage of development. In my view, the progress will be made by those projects 

such as the FOCUS PROJECT (see DREIZIN(1979)), which has developed a set of 

linguistic descriptors and rules to carry out essentially semantic analysis 

of. Hewbrew-sacred legends. Unfortunately, the actual analysis is as yet 

purely syntactic and will require a great deal more work in the association 

of concept terms with phrases in the whole text before true semantic 

representations can be produced. The researchers are not pre-editing the 

text at the initial stage of analysis, but they are constructing syntactic 

structures within the text in order to get to a semantic level of processing. 
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Whilst it is necessary to acknowledge the ever incrda sing output of 

research work and results from the area of computational linguistics 

generally, it should not be forgotten that my work is directly concerned 

with identifying features (or properties) of text which imply the 

organisation of information therein. What I have called conceptual 
information is that which most research work in computational linguis- 

tics is concerned with, for those projects of thematic and stylistic 

analysis. The projects concerned with meaning representations and 

the like are probably more strongly related to my work. The former 

and latter categories may be grouped under literary and linguistic 

research respectively, but because of the common base of structural 

analysis, particularly when using a computer, the two are by no means 

mutually exclusive and from the literature often seem to cross 

, boundaries. The key to how work in literary and linguistic computing 
relates to this thesis, is in the term structural analysis. 

I have attempted in this research to limit my work to the formulation 

of a grammar consisting'of semantic labels which can be used to 

classify statements in text which tell us something of the organisation 

of authors' messages. I have refrained from attempting computer analysis 
of text using the grammar because I feel that there is a complete topic 
there on its own. 'More will be said of future work using the grammar 
in Chapter Six. Structural analysis can only be carried out after 
the structure has been defined and a grammar or other analytical tool 
has been developed. Much of my research, therefore, must be in the 
area of linguistic structures, with a view to analytical implementation 

and techniques for carrying out same. To review and give an evaluative 
report of all the current research in this area, -is, 

I_think$_ 
, 

warranted. There are however some major problem areas and research 
into those which I should mention in addition to what has already been 

discussed. As HOCKEY (1978) records though, there is still much 
dispute over methods and techniques for computer use in literary and 
linguistic research. In this report of a colloquium on textual 

criticism using computers, H6ckey summarises several papers which 

outline methods for literary criticism by computer and implies that 

a major problem is editing in semantic markers for further text 

processing - this occurs after the identification of relevant 'chunks' 

of text for authorship comparisons and the like, which in itself is 

a many-faceted problem. 

Predicting sentences or concepts from knowledge already acquired during 
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processing is an area which may be helpful to me when trying to 

classify statements of meta-information in relation to the conceptual 

information they are associated with. LANGFORD and HOLMES (1979) 

have studied the syntactic presupposition of subjects in experiments 

with sentence comprehension. They set up target sentences and gave 

subjects 'base' sentences from which to attempt target sentence %. 

comprehension. They concluded that at the syntactic level they were 

working at, this methodology was appropriate and may have further 

use at a semantic level. Whilst at the syntactic level though, ORNAN 

(1978) discussed the problems of different word forms and their genera- 

tion by computer without using a dictionary. Methods for this kind 

of process would certainly be of use to me when analysing a highly 

significant meta-informational word such as describe, which may have 

a number of forms depending on its tense in context. It could be 

describes, described, describing, description or descriptive at 
least. 

Another dispute in linguistics which I can relate to and comment on 
for this project, is that of the relationship of semantic structures 

to syntactic structures so far as their linearity is concerned. My 

grammar defines a three phase linear structure for empirical argument in 

science text. 
-Any structures produced therefore, are by nature 

linear. I will show in Chapter Four that science text is not as linear 

as might be imagined, but can and is linearised when summarised with 

and without my grammar. BARTSCH and VENNEMANN (1973) say that an 

unwarranted assumption from 'generative semantics' (also from Chomsky's 

transformational grammar), is that logical forms which represent 

sentences are linearly ordered. This may be so if one is only considering 

the relationship of word order to its logical form representation, 

but not so if we are determining the existence of some structural 

representation of arguments, as I am attempting to do. The argument 

structure is related to the 'message' being communicated by the 

author and is thus yet another level deeper in a semantic sense. 

If we were only discussing the formal nature, of argument structures 

I would have to agree with McCAWLEY (1971) who says that an exact 

equivalence exists between the nature of deep structures and surface 

structures. Both can be represented by trees "whose non-terminal 

nodes are labeled by symbols interpretable as syntactic categories" 

(p. 221). CHOMSKY (1965) proposed this to some extent with his deep, 

structures theory. This is quite important for any future implementation 

of my grammar, because in order to process the 'chunks' of text which 
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have been assigned category descriptors, I have to treat the resulting 

structure in a syntactic way if I want to for instance, generate 

a summary of whole text by merely concatenating the 'chunks' of text 

thus classified with the grammar. At this point I must treat the 

text syntactically, but the order of the structure has already been 

predetermined semantically by the grammar itself. To this end I reject 

BARTSCH and VENNEMANN's comment that the relationship of linear 

forms between surface and deep structures is unwarranted; it is a 

matter of fact that ordered forms are necessary to produce coherent 

text, even if the semantic relationships between aspects of say an 

iuthor's argument (message) are non-linear. By removing redundant 

text in the classification process the text can be linearised anyway - 

see results of experiments in Chapter Four. 

Work with semantic structures is an increasingly popular topic in 

linguistics, psychology, computers and information science. As I have 

attempted to show, perhaps'the major conceptual problem for computational 

analysis of text, is how to recognise discrete semantic categories 
in 'chunks' of text and their relationships to one another in for 

instance, arguments or messages. WERLICH (1976) gives a comprehensive 

list of semantic properties in English text and is a useful reference 
if one is deciding on which aspects of text should be extracted to create 

a particular representation of same. I have not given a bibliography 

of works in this area, but the references listed in this thesis should 

give enough pointers to a sufficiently representative corpus of 
literature in the area of computational linguistics to show the 

relevance of that field to my problem and Information Science. 

Quite simply, there is one major 
- 
linguistic-problem which faces any 

computer implementation of my gramm r. That is, the recognition of 
'chunks' of text (be they phrases or statements) which imply classification 
by one or another of the grammar elements. A grammar which defined 

a segmentation of text into say, <First Part> <second Parý?, /Third Ila., +> 
< Fourth Partý could be implemented very-: crudely by searching 

for words or phrases which said, 
"First... " or "To begin with... " 

"Second... " or "Next... " 

"Third... " or "The second point is followed by... " 

"Fourth... " or "lastly... " 
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To some extent this is a valid approachbecause words like "First" are 

appropriate to the structure being generated. My grammar attempts to 

go beyond this definition of a semantic structure to show how empirical 

arguments are organised in science text and future implementations will, 
I hope, use more sophisticated categorisation procedures such as state- 

ment prediction mentioned by LANGFORD and HOLMES (1979) above. More 
is said of this in Chapters Three and Six. 

NIDA (1975) advises-oneto avoid asking, "What does the term mean? "- (p. 169), 

when determining meaning of lexical units. He suggests it is better to ask 
"What is it like? ". "How is it used? ". "When do you say this word? " His 

work entitled Componential Analysis, of Medhing provides many useful 

criteria like--this for analysing text to pýoduce a variety of semantic 
structures. Semantic domains and what he calls 'extralinguistic entities' 
in text can be categorized for particular representations of the text. In 
fact, he gives a very comprehensive list of examples of semantic domains 
in a generic structure which spans nine pages of his book. The existence 

of basic works like this are essential to the study of semantics for 

Information Science as well as for linguistics and other fields. One 

of the most relevant implications from Nida's book for my work is his 

reference to ordered relations between components of meaning. For 
instance, "repentenc_e shares with remorse the component. of contrition... " 
(p. 34), which is one of his own examples. Establishing these kinds of 
relationships between meta-informational words or phrases in text would 
help me in deciding whether to include a given 'chunk' of text in a 
structure which summarises it-, for example. This kind of work will 
also form later investigations beyond actually establishing the form 

of the argument structure, which is mostly what this research has attempted 

to do. 
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2.5 SUMMARY 

This chapter has been an attempt to point to some of the major work 

in semantic information processing in the context of my work and the 

development of the whole field. Some difficulties of processing natural 

language text have been discussed, such as ambiguity and anaphora in 

text, and the emphasis has been on automatic document analysisý especially 
for MT. The reasonsfor this are that MT through practical experience# 
has given rise to many of the fundamental problems we are now trying to 

deal with. The overall 'message' of this chapter has been that over the 

past twenty years some progress has been made, but. very little in terms 

of reliable operational systems for any form of automatic natural 
language processing. Although my work is primarily concerned with deve- 

loping a set of semantic labels which can be used to represent the 

organisational structure of author's arguments in empirical science textp 

the work described in this chapter is the foundation from which my 

nomenclature and methodology comes. 
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CHAPTEý 3 

A META-INFORMATION STRUCTURE 
FOR AUTHORS' ARGUMENTS 

3.1 OVERVIEW OF THIS CHAPTER 

The last chapter dealt with the 
' 
general development and problems 

of semantic information processing. I now want to return to some of 
the issues raised in Chapter 1 and in particular to the assumption 

underlying this thesis which is described in section 1.3. In this sec- 
tion I outlined my assumption that there was an ideal in the minds of 
both writers and readers of science text, about the existence of a 

conventional format for the presentation of empirical arguments. I 

gave some intuitive and observational evidence for the existence of this 

belief. Although section and paragraph headings in a large number of 

text which I analysed seemed to follow the notion of this conventional 
format, I said that we now needed to examine individual statements to 

establish their distribution patterns. To do this requires that a set 

of labels be constructed with which we can classify individual statements. 

This set of labels needs to be representative of the consensus view of 
the conventional format. 

In this chapter I will outline the set of semantic labels I have 

developed to classify individual statements and the rules used to carry 

out the analyses. First however, I shall endeavour to give my view of the 

term meta-information in the context of previous definitions and concepts 

of information itself. I hope to show why the organisations which I 

produce from text analyses are best thought of as meta -informational 

entities. 
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3.2 THE CONCEPT OF META-INFORMATION 

For my purposest arguments in empirical text have two distinct 

properties. On the one hand they convey conceptual information to 

readers in the form of subject knowledge, ideas and concepts. On the 

other hand, the argument itself is organised or presented in some way 

which is itself indicative of the communication process which takes 

place when a reader reads the text. This organisational facet of the 

argument is inferred semantically by the combination of the writers own 

words on the paper. Phrases such as 'This paper sets out to ... ft 
indicates the intention or aim of the argument, for instance. If the 

conceptual information is the 'message$ of the argument or the 'actual 
information', then I suggest that the semantically inferred organisa- 
tional information can best be thought of as meta-infom'ationg for it 
describes the conceptuoLl" information. A definitive theory of 
meta-information by E)HREIDER (1974) shows how we can separate actual 
information from information which describes the actual information. 
He saysp 11... as soon as we become interested in the context level, (the 

use of the information contained in the text), we are immediately faced 

with the problem of the need to know the connection between the inform- 

ation and the text. This knowledge, (information about the method of 
coding the information in text), is what we shall call meta-information. " 
(P. 3). My interpretation of what he is saying here, is that we must be 

able to identify elements in text which tell us about the conceptual 
information therein. I believe that 

, 
in practicet SHREIDER's theory 

comes down to semantic inference in text and if we can label that then 

we have a meta-language in effect. My set of labels for classifying 
statement types with empirical argument fulfils .I feel, this criteria. 

Several other contemporary researchers have expressed opinions 

regarding the nature and being of information. See DEBONS (1974) for 

an overview of other concepts of information for Information Science. 

For my Own part I prefer BELKINIS (1977) interpretation when he endea- 

vours to establish-an integrated concept of information for the study 

and solution of problems within Information Science. He proposes a 
theory which is based on the belief that an invariant structure exists 

which is associated with all text. This structure, he says, can be 

thought of as the information pertaining to that text. Belkin's use of 
'associative structures' (pp: 129-161) to show how this information is 
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directly relatable to the conceptual structure of the originator of the 

text is most useful to my work, because it suggests, (if only by indirect 

inference), that the conceptual structure of a recipient may also be 

related to that text. My interpretation of the invariance of Belkin's 

information structure, is that a number of rules must exist for the 

generation and interpretation of the structure. In this way the rules 

of the grammar which represents the notional conventional format which 

I have mentioned, would be applied to the writing or reading of text. 

I was interested to see whether or not the conceptual structure of 

readers of science text could be directly related to the information 

structure in text. 

A final reference to contemporary concepts of information for prob- 
lems in Information Science comes from BELKIN and ROBERTSON (1976). In 

this paper, information Was defined as being, ... the structure of any 
text which is capable of changing the image-structure of a recipient'? 
(pp: 199 ). This has two aspects of interest for me. Firsty the 

'image' or conceptual structure of the recipient is mentioned. This is 

of prime significance bearing. in mind my assumptions concerning the 

transfer of information from text to the recipient. That is, if the 

structure is the information, then it is the structure (or output) from 

parsing the text with the grammar, that is being transferred. The 

second interesting aspect of the Belkin-Robertson definition is that it 

infers an ability on the part of the information from text to actually 

change the state-of-knowledge of the recipient. Although this may seem 

a common sense assumption, it is worthy of note in light of the problems 

of trying to define what is transferred as information from text and how 

the recipient's state-of-knowledge is changed by that information. 

To delve deeper into the nature and being of information is not 

warranted. All that is required here is to illustrate the assumptions 

and definitions that are beiýg used as a theoretical base for this 

research. The fact that they are being used is an indication that an 

integrated approach to problem-solving within Information Science research 

is becoming a reality. 
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3.3 A SET OF SEMANTIC LABELS AS META-INFORMATION ELEMENTS 

The term grammar as I use it here and as it has been used by linguistics 

and other disciplines such as psychology, has evolved from the natural 

language use to mean rules for reading and writing text and labels to 

describe parts of speech; in syntax the labels noun, verb. adverb and 

e 3o on, and in semantics the labels event, result, and so on. The 

descriptive semantic labels of my grammar are given below and are presented 

in the form of a, production chain. This means that any label on the 

Left-hand side of the production symbol (: : =) can be substituted 

for by the labels on the right hand side. The vertical bar (/) means 

that either one or the other or both of the labels on each side of 

the vertical bar can be used. The effect of this description (Backus- 

Naur Form (BNF), referred to in Chapter 2) is to give a clear meaning 

to how labels can be used. In fact, this production chain means that 

every argument should have three phases in the order stated (linearly) 

but within each phase any one or all of the statements described can 

appear. I outlined this production cahin and a partial-parsing algorithm 

for its limited implementation with natural language text in SALLIS (1978b). 

In this paper I pointed out the properties and elements of the grammar 

and the constraints placed upon it by the inherent variability and 

ambiguities in natural language text. I also discussed two possible 

approaches to algorithmic text analysis and these are outlined in the 

following section of this chapter. 

The following grammar shows the elements of empirical argument as may 

appear in a variety of combinations within science text. This treatment 

of empirical arguments to produce an information structure which 

reflects the organisation of the arguments in science text, implies 

that one overall or macro structure exists for each text. 



A development of the structure could incorporate infra or micro 

structures within the macro structure. Without any further evidence 

at this stage, I assume that the micro structures would consist of 

similar elements to the macro structure, which I have described below 

as having three phases. That is, 

<emprical argument):: = <phase oneý <phase. twoý <phase three> 

The macro structure would still exist to represent the overall 

argument or 'message' of the text, but a number of micro structures 

could exist within it. We would therefore, define text as having: 

<empirical argument>:: ý <micro structure> 
* / 

<phase oneý <phase twoý ýphase threeý 

<micro structureý <phase one> <phase two) <phase three> 

where the asterisk (*) means repetition. We could define this 

in another way by stating that, 

(empricial argument> :: ' <macro' structureý/<microstructureý 

and then further define both macro and micro structures as having<phase oneý 

<phase twoý<phase three> elements. Either description would be equally 

valid. 

The dxperimental results discussed in Chapter Four do suggest that there 

is more than one structure for argument organisation in the texts analysed, 

which would seem to support my assumption that this is generally true. 

More is said of this in Chapter Four but it should be noted that the main 

purpose of the experiments and indeed the thesis, is to demonstrate the 

existence of an overall meta-informational structure in text which can be 

represented by use of the semantic labels in the following grammar. 
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FIGURE 7 

PRODUCTION CHAIN OF SEMANTIC ELEMENTS 

<Textý : ýEmprical argument> 

<Empirical Argument> : <Macro structure>/<Micro structure>(V 

<Macro structure> : <Micro structure> 

(micro structure> : <Phase One> <Phase Twoý 
<Phase Threeý 

<Phase One> : ýPhase One Statement>/ 

ýPhase Oneý <Phase One Statement> 

<Phase One Statement> : 
4ntroductioný ýaimý (hypothesi 

S> 

<observation>/ <assumption> 

ýPhase Two> (Phase Two Statement>/ 

(Phase Two> 
ýPhase 

Two Statement> 

(Phase 
Two Statemený <dataý/ýmethod>/<evidence>/<citat ion>/ 

ýresult>/(evaluation> 

(Phase 
Three) (Phase Three Statemený/ 

<Phase Threeý(Phase Three Statement> 

<Phase Three Statement> (Conclusions> 

As mentioned earlier, this is a full production chain of the grammar 

which assumes that there are micro structures within the macro structure 

and that the micro structures are identical with the macro structures. 

Only a sub-set of this grammar was given to subjects to use in the experi- 

ments described in Chapter Four. That is, the existence of micro structures 

was not suggested to the subjects for any analysis in the experiments. 

The labels within phases of the argument structure were also given to 

subjects in a less formal way, as can be seen in Appendix C and D. 



The grammar is by definition a set of rules for how it should apply 

to a given text. In this case a li 
I near structure, <Phase Oneý 

followed by <Phase Two) followed by <Phase Three> , is placed 

like a template on top of a text which may be linear or non-linear. 

WILKS (1976) might call this template a frame. Whether or not the 

text is linear, some re-ordering of 'chunks' of it will probably be 

necessary to conform to the grammar. Still more rules are required 

so that this re-ordering can be carried out though, because the 

grammar does not define what a 'chunk' of text is -I have said it could 

be a word, a phrase, a sentence or a statement. More precise definition 

of 'chunks' is necessary for a computer implementation of the grammar, 
but for purposes of. Xhis project where humans are conducting the text 

analyses, guidelines have been produced. LORD (1974) said, "If any 
linguist sets out to provide a complete descriptive grammar of a 
language, he is doomed to-disappointment. The nearer he seems to 
be getting to his goal, the more'numerous are the features that 
refuse to comply with his rules or fit into his system. He is 
forced to create rules and still. more rules, until his grammar reaches 
the point of becoming hopelessly unweilding and uneconomical. The 

end result would seem like setting up a pile-driver, to crack a nut". 
'(pp: 197-198). 1 am not at all sure that one complete grammar is 

sufficient for the analysis of text which I am eventually hoping to 

conduct by computer. That is not to deny that it is possible and 

perhaps appropriate for grammars of say the English language, but 

after all the structures which I am concerned with are more descriptive 

of one semantic 'view' of text, not a whole language. In any case, 
the grammar I propose here does not endeavour to do anything more 
than show the descriptive terminals of a structure which could represent 

arguments in empirical text. I think it is important to realize that, 

whilst considering the potential of the grammar, in conjunction with 

some implementation rules, for whole text analysis. 
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This set of labels reflects the three-phase notional format arrived 

at by consensus, intuitive and observational evidence. Its validity 

or appropriateness to my kind of analysis becomes apparent in the next 

chapter where I discuss results of text analysis by a large number of 
individuals. 

Although the consensus view of-the conventional format assumes a 
three-phase progression for empirical argument, there has been no 

experimental evidence from my work to suggest any precedence for the 

order in which the labels should appear in the production chain. In 

order to demonstrate the kind of statement that could be classified by 

the individual elements of the production chain in Figure 7 above, I 
have listed some examples below, (Figure 8). 

The first aspect of this example to take note of is the splitting 
up of sentences into statements. Take the first two statements for 
example. Both are from the same sentence and joined by the conjunction 
(and). In this case both statements have been classified with the same 
label but that is not always necessarily so. The use of the same label 
twice demonstrates a further application of the set of labels. They may 
be used any number of times in one analysis. As shown in statements 9p 
10, and 11, they may be used in any order, within phases too. The results 
of text analysis in the next chapter show how seldom the 

, 
distribution of 

labels actually getsto the example given in Figure 8. The example demon- 
strates one more important factor when considering the construction of 
rules for classifying statements with the set of labels as discussed in 
the next section. That is, very few of the stateLl. ents contain words 
which are equivalent to the labels themselves. For instance the word 
'hypothesis' actually occurs in the statement before the one classified 
with the label <-HYPOTHESIS) 

. Therefore straight word matching is con- 

siderably unreliable in this kind of analysis. From this example, I 

hope it is clear how I arrived at the two kinds Of inforination I mentioned 

earlier. The conceptual information in the. text of Figure 8 relates to the 

argument about fish tank evaporation. The meta-information is the 

semantically inferred Organisation of that argument. No matter how 

these statements are arranged, the same labels would be used to classify 
them. What the conventional format assumption says is that the 'ideal' 

Organisation of an argument is something like the one shown in the Figure 

8 example. 
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FIGURE 8 

EXAMPLE STATEMENTS AND THEIR CLASSIFICATION 

LABEL SEQ. 
NUMBER STATEMENT 

lIntroduction 

Introduction 

Alm 

Hypothesis 

Observation 

Assumption 

Data 

Data 

Method 

Data 

Method 

Evidence 

Citation 

Result 

Evaluation 

Conclusion 

I This paper relates to my research in fish tank 
evaporation (and) 

21 Intend to discuss my progress to date. 

31 set out to test the following hypothesis: 

4 that water evaporates at temperatures below 
20*C. 

51 proposed this after noticing how the water 
level in my fish tank dropped even during 
very cold weather. 

61 assumed that the drop in water level was not 
due to an overt thirst by my fish. 

7 My tank holds fifty gallons of water. 

8 Most days I was topping the tank up with about 
two gallons. 

9 On Monday night I marked the tank after topping 
it up; 

10 1 know it now had fifty gallons in It. 

11 Every night for two weeks whilst the average 
temperature was 206Cq I measured the amount of 
water It took to top the tank up. 

12 My neighbour, who is a Magistratep recorded 
my activities on data sheets which were later 
analysed. 

13 This is the classical method of data collec- 
tion for fish tank experiments proposed by 
WHOKNOWS (1973). 

14 The average amount of water taken to top the 
tank up was two gallons. 

15 This result is consistent with my previous 
experiments. 

16 The water loss can only be accounted for by 
evaporation. 
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Perhaps a useful way of presenting the argument structure of 

the text in Figure 8 is by using a tree-diagram. The result of this 

would be: 

Text (Argument) 

Phase One Phase Two Phase Three 

i -1 
111111111 

-1 
1 

Intr, Aim Hyp Obs Assum Data Method Cit Ev1d Res Eval Conclusion 

1234567 610 9 11 13 12 14 15 16 

The numbers are the sequential-numbers of statements in the text which 
contain conceptual information. The labels represent the meta-information. 

3.4 RULES FOR TEXT ANALYSIS 

In Chapter 21 demonstrated the problems of ambiguity in natural 
language and discussed the case of anaphoric reference as a 'stumbling 

block' to computational text analysis. The real problem for computer 

analysis of natural language is that whereas computer programs require 

precise and logical rules in order to code algorithms to carry out such 

parsingg natural language itself is so variable that rules for 

general-purpose use are virtually impossible to create. SCHANK (1977) 
in his work on rules and topics in conversion, maintains that although 
rules must be invariant to be rules, they should also be, flexible within 
the topics which they relate to. Some topics of conversation allow us 
to make sparing use of rules for ambiguity because we have a central 

issue to discuss which can be referenced by precise terms. These terms 

might otherwise be ambiguous in general conversation. LEVIN and MOORE 

(1977) also made similar assumptions in their study of dialogue games: 

meta-communilcation structure for natural language interaction. They 

discuss categories of semantic inference which can transcend the usual 

or generally accepted'meanings of terms and phrases. These notions are 

major advances in the field of natural language processing because they 

help us to cope better with the problems of ambiguity and, anaphora 

which always present exceptions to rules. 
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An interesting view of 'probablistic' or 'utitlity theoretic' 

indexing has recently been published by COOPER and MARON (1978). 

Their paper outlines their endeavours to establish a rational 

criterionfor human indexers to decide on which indexing terms or 

descriptors they should assign to a 'unit' of stored information 

for purposes of later retrieval. A 'unit' can, I assume, be any 

element of stored information from 1 to n characters long. The 

interesting aspect of their paper for my topic is their discussion 

and production of explicit decision rules for both kinds of indexing. 

This unified theory of indexing is expressed from a common 

conceptual andmathematical foundation. Using a normative approach 

Cooper and Maron say what indexers should do, not what they are 

doing and how, these contemporary practices can be interpreted then 

perhaps modified. They construct a probability model from data 

relating to previously used terms and their frequency of use, then 

assign weightings to each. Others have done this previously. 

For example, see SPARCK JONES (1978). Later, Cooper and Maron apply 

boolean operators to the terms and manipulate them for the 'best fit' 

when retrieving their units of information. The really important 

aspect of this work is that these individuals are more concerned 

with the rules and descriptive elements than with the retrieval 

strategy. This former area is the one which I feel requires most 

work at present - the formulation of rules and meta-linguistic 

entities to describe aspects of text. 

Instead of algorithmicrules I have tried to produce some 

generally accepted and useful 'guidelines' for text analysis using 

my grammar. Figure 9, which follows shows'the 'guidelines' given 

to subjects in the experiments described in Chapter Four. These 

rules were produced after a great deal of trial and error and the use 

of a tape recorder by subjects when attempting to classify statements 

in text using my grammar. 
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FIGURE 9 

'RULES' OR GUIDELINES FOR TEXT ANALYSIS 

1. Only use one label for each statement. 

2. Labels may be used more than once in any order. 

3. As a general rule, treat sentences as statements but obviously 
some sentences contain more than one statement. Make your own 
decision as to what a statement is, but to make your choice 
obvious, separate statements by putting a sequential number in 
front of any statement you discover. 

4. Where ambiguity exists in your choice of label, put an asterisk 
followed by the labels you consider to be applicable. 

5. Only classify assertive statements or propositions NOT questions 
for instance. 

6. Try to identify statement-types by Indicative words or phrases. 
That Is, the phrase 'the aim of this paper'is to .. 1, would 
indicate the use of the label <aim> . If no direct relationship 
exists between words in the statement with labels In the grammarg 
use thesaural-type relationships to determine the classification. 
For example, the term 'outset' is related to <Introduction> . In 
all cases use your intuition to determine the semantic inference 
of a statement. 

7. Where anaphora or other reference from one statement to another 
occurs, try to classify the statement in question as a separate 
entity, from the other statements around it by subsfi+J; ^ý says 
pronouns with the noun being referred to. 

Although these are only a guide to individuals attempting text 

analysist I received a favourable reaction to them from candidates in 

the experiments. Overall, individuals have to use their intuition to 

classify statements in the way I suggest. In many cases there are no 

syntactic indicators such as equivalent words - semantic inference is 

the key to statement-type classification. 

A reader's knowledge-store has the pragmatic advantage that a 

computer program does not and the many facets of it can be employed 

simultaneously when text is being read and interpreted. As shown in 

Chapter 2 some work in Artifibial Intelligence is making advances in 
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this-area of text processing, but fobl-proof systems are as yet a long 

way off. The human mind can carry out several-processes at the same 

time and do this heuristically. Heuristics enable the analyser to 

back-track and make new decisions based on current experience. The 

infinite variation of written natural language makes algorithm design 

to cope with this kind of phenomenorvirtually impossible. I have already 

mentioned some of the types of statements which can be classified within 

each of the phases of argument. Statement-types can be recognised 

either deterministically by the use of function words (words which denote 

semantic associations with one or another statement-type in text)g or 

probabUistically by establishing the position of statements relative 
to one another in the text; for instance, a statement of conclusion 

usually coming at the end of an argument and thus the end of a text. It 

may also be possible to use some probability estimations of statement-type 
distribution based on the frequency of co-occurring words in text. Work 
by BEKTAEV (1977) and other Soviets using this approach for micro-glossary 

construction, often using syntactic markers in text like punctuation as 

statement determinators, may have possibilities for semantic categorisa- 
tion beyond their present essentially lexicographical applications. 

Subject terms can be recognised by matching words in statements 

with the thesaural part of a reader's knowledge-store. That is$ the 

subject state-Qf-knowledge can be represented by a thesaurusp or at 
least the vocabulary of that subject can be so represented. Therefore, 

the notion of a thesaurus is a useful one for discussing this facet of 

a reader's knowledge-store. No actual subject facet analysis is being 

attempted here. The only purpose in discussing subject-term recognition 
is in order to acknowledge that readers obviously do carry out some sort 

of parsing like this during the interpretation of a text. The conceptual 
information in an author's argument must obviously contain a great deal 

of subject vocabularyl but we are only interested in representing the 

organisation of this argument, or in other words the overall organisation 

of the information in text as it relates to the author's argument which 
is being communicated. 

The idea of a thesaurus of terms which can be matched say by words 
from text, need not only be subject-related. Take, for example, the 

recognition of words wh 
' 
ich denote the concept of result from the grammar. 

Rogets Thesaurus gives the following list of terms as being synonymous 

with the word result. 
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FIGURE 10 

THESAURAL SYNONYMS FOR THE TERM 'RESULT' 

sequel 

end 

epilogue 
colophon 
remainder 
eventuality 

consequence 
aftermath 
postscript 
coda 
upshot 

product 

effect 
legacy 

finish 

outcome 
output 

conclusion 
postlude 
completion 
derivation 
issue 
end-product 

If'we were using the above as a stop list of terms to the nature of 

statements containing one of them as being a statement of result, we 
have one immediate problem. That is any of these terms might occur as 
incidental words in another kind of statement. On encountering such a 

situation using this stop-list method, statements are likely to be 

incorrectly classified. Another problem arises in the compilation of a 
list such as this in that single words rarely determine the type of a 

statement in or out of context. The inferences are more semantic than 

the mere meaning of one word. It is the combination of the words and 
their relationship to one another which lies the nature of statements 
in text. In any case, even after the massive compilation task, the 

arbitrary nature of lists of terms like the one in Figure 10 above 

prohibits reliable text analysis. The use of lists and dictionaries 

of words remains an integral part of many text processing systems, 

particularly with machine translation where term equivalences in various 
languages are sought. 

3.5 SUMMARY 

This chapter has had two specific goals. The first was to give an 

explanation of ray use of the term me ta-in formation and reasons for using 
it in the context that I have. The second goal was to outline and 
describe the full production chain of semantic labels which I have 

developed to represent the consensus view of a conventional format for 

empirical argument presentation. A short discussion of the analytical 
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rules which, were given to candidates with the set of labels when they 

attempted to classify individual statements. in text, has also been 

given. Overall, it is important to realise, that no reliable set of 

algorithmic-rules ha$, -, been successfully-constructed. The results from 

experiments given in the next chapter are the result of human analysis 

and have been interpreted as such. In short, this chapter has attempted 
to give the ingredients of the structures which are produced from text 

analysis. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTS IN TEXT ANALYSIS 

4.1 OVERVIEW OF THIS CHAPTER 

This chapter outlines the results of the experiments which were 

conducted in this project using my grammar as discussed in the 

previous chapter. There are five experiments in all. The first two 

are the result of a 'Pilot study' which I carried out before under- 
taking a larger scale approach to the experimentation. 

In the first experiment, (section 4.3), 1 used the grammar to 

classify individual statements within the introductory sections of 

a number of text. This exercise was aimed at establishing whether 

or not all the statements within a section of text with a particular 

heading were in fact of the type suggested by the heading. This 

experiment is referred to as 'Part I' of the Pilot Study. 

Part II of the Pilot Study, (section 4.4), was an experiment 

where three subject specialists were given a text in their field of 
teaching and research which had no section headings. They were asked 
to identify individual statements in the sample text, then label each 

statement with one of the grammar elements. The purpose of this 

experiment was three-fold., First I wanted to see whether my grammar 

could be used by others as I had used it. Second, whether there was 

any agreement by all three participants as to which portions or 

chunks of text were statements. Third, whether there was any agree- 

ment between the three participants as to which grammar elements 

should be used to label individual statements. 

The results from the Pilot Study were encouraging enough for 

me to embark on further expgimentation which is described in 
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sections 4.5y 4.6 and 4.7. In section, 4.5 I describe an experiment 

where a sample text is classified by a'group of 21 scientists in the 

same manner as the Part II Pilot Study was conducted. The results 

of this experiment are compared in section 4.6 with an experiment 

using the same sample text and methodology with a group of 21 

non-scientists. 

Having given these results, one final experiment was conducted 

using the sample text from the above mentioned two experiments. In 

section 4.7 1 describe how two groups of scientists were asked to 

produce a summary of the author's argument in the sample text. One 

group of five subjects had prior knowledge of my grammar and the con- 

ventional format thesis, but the other group of five did not. A com- 

parison between the structures produced from the summaries of both 

groups of participants in the experiment was made and appears in 

section 4.7. An overall interpretation of the results is given in 

section 4.8. The chapter finishes with a summary of the contents of 
the experiments and their results. 

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

The purpose of this experimentation is two 
, 

fold. Firstp there 

is the overall question of what kind of information structures can be 

produced from text using my set of semantic descriptors, as organisa- 

tional elements to reflect the presentation of authors' empirical 

arguments. Second, there is the applicability or 'appropriateness' 

of my set of descriptors for this task. In the overall scheme of 
this thesis though, both of these questions only represent one facet 

of the topic being investigated. I am, after all, attempting to dem- 

onstrate a theory of information transfer as well as information 

organisation. Having classified statements in text using my grammar, 

to show the kind of information structure which can represent the 

organisational facet of the problem, the transfer of that information 

from text to readers becomes my next concern. To cater for this 

aspect of the problem I used readers to produce summaries of a sample 

text in an endeavour to determine how they synthesised and interpreted 

structures which I knew existed in the text given to them. In short, ' 

I wanted to see whether the readers of a text which was judged to 
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have a structure of one kind representing the authors' argument would 

produce summaries with similar or disparate structures. Therefore, 

although most of the experimentation described here is concerned with 

classifying statements in text using my set of semantic descriptorst 

it is also aimed toward discovering something about the process of 
information transfer from writer to reader through the medium of 

natural language science text. 

Before each experiment there is a fr, ýamble about its nature and 

operation. At the end ofeach are some conclusions about the results 

presented. The last section (4.8) endeavours to interpret the 

results given with a view to providing data for a model of the inform- 

ation transfer process which is at the root of this work and which is 

outlined in the next chapter. 

When evaluating the experiments heret particularly the first one 
in section 4.3, it should be remembered that part of my initial data 
for formulating an assumption about-the existence of a conventional 
formatIt was that out of 150 science journal text3examined, 131 had 

section headings which followed the general format of the grammar. 
This was the 'starting blockf for attempting to ascertain the distri- 

bution of statement types in text to see whether the individual state- 

ments actually followed the semantic inference of the section headingsq 

let alone the grammar. 

I have differentiated between 'scientists' and Inon-scientists' 

in the experiments and should define the difference between the two 

groups here. The 'scientists' referred to are all graduates in pure 
or applied science and the Inon-scientists' are all professional 
indexers or abstractors in scientific and technological literature 

with experience ranging from five to fifteen years. Thus, the first 

group have subject knowledge and are familiar with disciplines which 

use empirical argument as an integral part of their methodology. The 

second group have knowledge and practical experience with structuring 
lengthy text into summaries which reflect the essential aspects of 

authorst arguments. 

Other aspects of the experimental method are related to the 

individual exercises which are described below. 
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4.3 THE PILOT STUDY - PART I 

4.3.1 Comparing statement-types with section-headings in science text 

The purpose of this experiment was to take a particular section 
heading in a number of science journal articles and attempt to 

classify individual statements within the chosen section of each 
text to see whether the statements were in fact of the same type as 
the section heading. The heading chosen here was 'Introduction' and 
by virtue of the rules of my grammar, any statement which can be 

classified using one of the semantic labels in < Phase One) of the 

grammar, (which is where <Introduction) resides), is deemed to be 

of an 'introductory type'. 

The text used here were all chosen from the sample of 150 prev- 
iously mentioned. There were 20 textSchosen with introductory type 
headings. I decided to produce self-documenting analyses by plotting 
my results on x/y graphs. As each text was read I classified individ- 

ual statements as I recognised them, using whatever label seemed 
appropriate from anywhere in the grammar. The graph contained seq- 
uential numbers on the horizontal axis for the individual statements 
as they occur in text and on the vertical axis the grammar labels 

were dispersed within their phases. Having classified each statement 

within the 'introductory' section of the textt the co-ordinates whicli 
I had appended to the graph were joined by a continuous line from the 
first to last statement number. If the co-ordinates joined by this 
line kept within the 'introductory' phase of the grammarl I considered 
the result to be of a linear nature and within the conventional for- 

mat ideal. If the co-ordinatesp (that is the statement-type distri- 

bution)f left the confines of the 'introductory' phase, I considered 
this representation to be non-linear and non-correlative with the 

conventional format ideal. This explanation is perhaps made clearer 
by the diagram (Figure 11) shown with the results. 

4.3.2 Results of the experiment 

The overall result of my analysis was that 17 out of the 20 

text, sdisplayed statement type distributions which were non-linear and t> 
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therefore not in line with the conventional format ideal. That is 

to say that 17 of the 20 textSdid notýhave all the statements within 

their 'introductory' section classified by the label (introduction'ý 

or any of the labels of <hypothesis*l 9 

-<aim'>, <observation> or -< assumption'ý. I shall give my inter- 

pretation of this result shortly but in the meantime I have shown 
in Figure 11 the distribution of statement-types for three textswhich 

formed a part of my sample. Tl, T2 and T3, refer to three different 

textý. 

FIGURE 11 

GRAPH SHOWING COMPARATIVE STATEMENT-TYPE DISTRIBUTIONS 

fCONCLUSION 

J-- 
rEVALUATION 

Ci. 
RESULT T3 -x 

EVIDENCE 
%% 

CITATION 
CL 

T2 METHOD 

DATA 

OBSERVATION 

ASSUMPTION 
c: 

HYPOTHESIS 

AIM Tl 

I INTRODUCTIONJ A 

1 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

STATEMENT-NUMBERS IN SEQUENCE FROM TEXT 

As can be seen here, T1 stayed within ý Phase one> of the 

grammar and so is judged to have a linear representation in line with 

the conventional format ideal. The textST2 and T3 obviously do not 
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have linear representations. The number of statements in each text 

is irrelevant for comparative purposes at this stage because it is 

the pattern of each analysis and the form of individual structures 

which we are primarily concerned with, not the number of'statements 

which individuals recognised. The remaining seventeen graphs show- 
ing results from this experiment can be seen with a short explanation 

of each in Appendik B. One of the most obvious factors in common of 
those three textswhich were linear, is that they are all short and 
have few statementso which suggests that lengthy text is difficult 
to keep within the scope of its section-headings. 

Interpreting the result from this experiment is perhaps as sub- 
jective as the analysis which formed the core of it. An immediate 

reaction might be that the grammar labels should be examined to see 
whether they are the most appropriate for the task. I think that a 
close examination of the graphs is more fruitful though because we 
can see for instance, that statement three (3) in text T3 has been 
classified as a statement of result and unless my intuition is at 
fault that could hardly ever be fitted in any of the <Phase One> 
categories. Of course my (or anyone's)v intuition or judgement may 
be at fault, but after all we are dealing here with a human process 
and therefore we cannot place any absolute controls on this kind of 
activity. If however, we can get sufficient agreement on the class- 
ification of individual statements using particular labelst we might 
eventually be able to develop algorithms to conduct this kind of 
analysis; at which stage a computer could do it for us. 

4.3.3 Conclusions from Part I of the Pilot Study 

My overall interpretation of this result is that although writers, 
(and in fact journal editors), have an intuitive ideal of a conven- 
tional format for presenting empirical argument in text and they try 

to enforce it by using section headings which follow this format, 

individual statements are not distributed in the same linear fashion. 

This could be for a variety of reasons of style, expression and the 

inherent ambiguity of written natural language. For my purposes the 

interpretation must stop there. My concern is purely with the 

organisation of the argument and in identifying the meta-informational 

structure which reflects that organisation. Taken individually, each 
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of the results in the graph in Figure 11 is a representation of the 

meta-informational structure of the text, reflecting the organisation 

of the author's argument within it. Before moving on to subjecting 

one text to a large group of individuals for analysis, I first 

wanted a small group to analyse a text without section headings to 

examine their results. Thus, I embarked on Part II of this Pilot 

Study which is described in the next section. 

4.4 THE PILOT STUDY - PART II 

4.4.1 Classifying statements in sample text with a small number of subjects 

This part of the project marks the beginning of the real exper- 
imental work. The aim of this exercise was to see whether other 
individuals (three subject specialists in this case) could use my 
grammar to classify statements in a sample text and to see just what 
kind of structures were produced. 

The text was chosen for its short length (1079 words) and absence 
of section-headings. A copy of the sample text appears in Appendix C, 

with a copy of the instructions given to the three subjects. 

Each subject was asked to identify individual statements in the 

text by putting a sequential number in front of each new statement 
found. For each statement they were asked to choose a cod 

, 
e-number 

from the grammar elements and record it as the classification code 
for that statement. The codes for elements of the grammar are given 
in Figure 12. 
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FIGURE 12 

CLASSIFICATION CODES FOR GRAMMAR ELEMENTS 

CODE GRAMMAR ELEMENTS 

1A Introduction 
1B Alm 
1C Hypothesis 
1D Assumption 
1E Observation 
2A Method 
2B Evidence (Data) 
2C Citation 
2D Result 
2E Evaluation 
3A Conclusion 

4.4.2 Analysing the Results 

Having received the results from the three subjectst I first 

numbered each word sequentially in the text they had used. This 

enabled me to construct a list of word-spans or co-ordinates for each 

subject, by noting the numbers of the first and last words in each 

statement identified by them. This table of word-spans appears in 

Figure 13. Where word-spans are similar for two or more of the 

subjects (that is, where statement identification co-occurs), the 

co-occuring word-spans appear adjacent to one another. I have left 

gaps where they do not co-occur to make visual comparison easier. 

As can be seen from Figure 13, the three subjects identified a 

different number of statements in the sample text, but not with great 

disparity. Subject One identified forty-two individual chunks of 

text as being statements; Subject Two identified forty-four and 

Subject Three identified forty-six. Although thirty-three statements 

were identified in common by all three subjects, thirty-nine were 
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FIGURE 13 

CO-OCCURING WORD-SPANS FOR THREE SUBJECTS 

SUBJECT NUMBER 

ONE TWO THREE 

1-25 1-25 1-25 
26-73 26-73 26-73 
74-112 74-112 74-112 

113-126 113-126 113-126 
127-143 127-143 127-143 
144-180 144-180 144-160 
181-211 181-211 

181-197 
198-211 

212-236 212-236 212-236 
237-244 
254-264 

237-264 237-264 
265-300 265-300 264-300 
301-310 301-310 301-310 
311-346 311-348 311-348 
349-362 349-362 

349-353 
354-362 

363-377 363-377 363-377 
378-396 378-396 378-396 
397-422 397-422 397-422 
423-453 423-453 423-453 
454-485 454-485 454-485 
486-519 486-519 486-519 
520-552 

520-536 
520-544 

537-552 
545-552 

553-575 553-575 553-575 
576-627 576-627 576-627 
628-677 628-677 628-677 
678-699 678-699 678-699 
700-705 700-705 
706-725 706-725 

700-725 
726-735 726-735 726-735 
736-777 736-777 

736-786 
778-808 778-808 

789-808 
809-818 809-818 609-818 
819-831 819-831 819-831 
832-848 832-848 832-848 
649-852 649-852 849-852 
853-877 853-877 853-877 
878-898 878-898 878-898 
899-931 899-931 899-931 
932-965 932-965 932-965 

966-971 
966-983 966-983 

972-978 
979-983 

984-1013 984-1013 984-1013 
1014-1032 1014-1032 1014-1032 
1033-1066 1033-1066 1033-1066 
1067-1079 1067-1079 1067-1079 
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identified by two or more subjects in common. The results also show 
that some '-chunks' of the text were seen as one statement, whilst the 

same 'chunks' were seen to be two statements by others. Graphs repre- 

senting the distribution of statements identified by the three subjects 
in this experiment appear as Figures 14,15 and 16. 

Figure 17 shows a summary of those word-spans which have been 

similarly recognised classified by all three subjects. The word-span 

co-ordinates for all those chunks of text similarly identified by all 

subjects are given in the left-most column. Alongside each going 
from left-to-right across the table, are the code numbers as agreed 
by the subjects to these statements. The right-most two columns 

show the number of times each <phaseý of the grammar has been used; 
for example, '3xl' means that three subjects used <Phase One> in 

their classification of the first statement in the table and '2xlA' 

means that two subjects used the code 1A which is. <Introduction> in 

the grammar. In this sample, twelve out of thirty-three statements 
(36.36%) were assigned the same <phaseý by all three subjects and 
twenty-eight (or 84.84%) were assigned the same <phase> by two or 

more subjects. The total given the same code-number by three subjects 

was three (9.09%) and by two or more candidates was fifteen (45.45%). 

As I have mentioned previously, the emphasis here is on the use of the 

three-phase structure, not the order of the grammar labels. Therefore 

these results suggest to me that the grammar can be used to classify 

statements in text and that the three-phase structure is an appropriate 

one for representing the concept of empirical argument formats in science- 
text. 

To attempt some statistical analysis of these results in order to 

demonstrate their significance, the following null hypothesis was set up 

and tested using a chi-square formula. 

The null hypothesis is that each of the 3 subjects assigned each state- 
ment to one of the three phases from the grammar at random and independently. 

Therefore, the probability of a given statement being assigned to a 
given <phase> by a given subject was one third (1/3). 



The probability thal all three subjects would agree on a given state- 

ment is equal to the probability that subjects 2 and 3 will choose the 

same <phase> as subject 1- regardless of the statement chosen - is 

1/3 x 1/3, which gives a probability of 1/9. 

The probability that all three subjects would disagree on the same classifi- 

cation, equals the probability that (given the <phase> chosen by subject 
1) subject 2 will choose one of the remaining 2 phases and subject 3 will 

choose the sole phase then remaining. So, probability 2/3 x 1/3 = 2/9. 

The probability that 2 out of 3 subjects will agree, is equal to what remains 
from the above. That is, 6/9 which equals a probability of 2/3. 

So, from a total of 33 statements similarly identified by the 3 subjects 

the expected values for use in a chi-square test are: 
1/9 x 33 3 33, ' 

2/3 x 33 22 

2/9 x 33 7 

II Making a continuity correction to the above for the Xý test so, 

ý(Oi 

we get a value -X-2' = 18.5, with 2 degrees of freedom which appears highly 

significant. However, the expected value for all phases the same is only 

3 /YS., which is really too low to rely on ? e-2-. Amalgamation of two groups 
in whichever combination does not help to produce a more reliable result, 
because most of the difference between expected and observed values arises 
from transfers between the final two groups any way. If, however, the 
first and last groups were amalgamated thus, 

Ist and Last Middle 

Expected 11 22 

Observed 17 16 

the continuity correction would be)ý 2=4.9, 
with one degree of freedom, 

which is just significant at the 5% level. 

Therefore, although a larger sample may have produced better or more signi- 
ficant results, we can reject the null hypothesis here and show that the 
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observed values of 12,16 and 5 statements which were similarly classified 

by the three subjects, can be shown as being significantly better than the 

expected values under the null hypothesis of 4,22 and 7. 

4.4.3 Conclusions from Part II of the Pilot Study 

One further observation can be made from these results. It seems that 

a large nunber of chunks of text are recognised as being 'statements' 

by subjects. A closer examination of the structure and contents of 

those chunks which were similarly recognised by all three subjects could 

give some indications as to how we might develop algorithms for recognising 

state ments automatically. Although this kind of analysis shall not take 

place here, I shall return to this topic when I discuss further work 
at the end of the thesis. 

As shown above, the observed results of statement classification by subjects 
in this experiment were significantly better than those expected by 
the null hypothesis outlined. Such a results gives some weight to the 

contension that my grammar can be used as a tool for text analysis by 
humans and perhaps with appropriate rules, by computer. More particularly, 
the result indicates that the individual elements, or at least those 

used by all subjects for given statements, are appropriate semantic 
descriptors with which to classify given 'chunks' of text. 

More data in the form of a large number of subjects analysing a greater 

number of texts would probably give a better basis for statistical analysis. 

The following experiments are an attempt to increase the number of subjects 
in two categories of experience with reading science text, in order to 

see how far the results from here can be extrapolated into a situation 

where more data will be available. 
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FIGURE 14 

GRAPH OF STATEMENTTýPE DISTRIBUTION FOR SUBJECT 1 IN PART Il OF THE PILOT STUDY 
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FIGURE 15 

GRAPH OF STATEMENT-TYPE DISTRIBUTION FOR SUBJECT 2 IN PART 11 OF THE PILOT STUDY 
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FIGURE 16 

GRAPH OF STATEMENT-TYPE DISTRIBUTION FOR SUBJECT 3 IN PART II OF THE PILOT STUDY 
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FIGURE 17 

SUMMARY OF CO-OCCURRING STATEMENTS WITH CODES 

WORD-SPAN 
CO ORDINATES 

SUBJECT-ONE 
CODES 

SUBJECT TWO 
CODES 

SUBJECT'THREE 
CODES 

CLASSIFICATION 
CORRELATIONS 

- 
Phase Code 

1-25 IB IA 1A 3xl 2xlA 
26-73 3A ID IA 2xl 0 
74-112 1B IB 1D 3xl 2xlB 

113-126, 2B 2C 2B 3x2 2x2B 
127-143 2B 2C 2B 3x2 2x2B 
144-180 IB 2D 2E 2x2 0 
212-236 2B 2D 2B 3x2 2x2B 
265-300 2D 2A ic 2x2 0 
301-310 3A 3A 3A 30 3x3A 
311-348 1B 1B 1D 3xl 2xlB 
363-377 2C 2C 2C 3x2 3x2C 
378-396 1D 2A 3A 0 0 
397-422 ID ic ic 3xl 3xlC 
423-453 

11D . 
2E ID 2xl 2xlD 

454-485 1D 1D 3A 2xl 2xlD 
486-519 ID 2B 2B 2x2 2x2B 
553-575 2B 2C 2A 3x2 0 
576-627 2B 2E 3A 2x2 0 
628-677 IB 2B 2C 2x2 0 
678-699 2C 2B IA 2x2 0 
726-735 1B 2B 3A 0 0 
809-818 2A 1B 3A 0 0 
819-831 2A IB 3A 0 0 
832-848 2A IB 3A 0 0 
849-852 ID 1A 1B 3xl 0 
853-877 1B 2C 2B 2x2 0 
878-898 2B 2C 2E 3x2 0 
899-931 1D 2A 2E 2x2 0 
932-965 3A 2E 1B 0 0 
984-1013 3A 2E 3A 20 2x3A 
1014-1032 1D 1A 3A 2XI 
1033-1066 3A 2E 3A 2x3 2x3A 
1067-1079 3A 3A 3A 30 3x3A 
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Overall the results from this experiment seem to indicate that 

an analysis of a sample text by a large group of individuals using 

my grammar would be worthwhile. Part I of this Pilot Study showed 

that statement-types in particular sections of text rarely follow 

the semantic inference of the section heading. This experiment has 

shown how three subject specialists were able to classify statements 

using my grammar with a reasonable amount of commonality in choice 

of grammar elements. Moreover, they seemed to recognise a large 

proportion of statements in the text as being similar chunks of it. 

Each of the three participants in this experiment produced a 'non- 

linear' representation of the authors' argument. How much these 

trends are reflected in the results of two large groups of participants 

using another sample text can be seen in the following two experiments. 

4.5 STATEMENT CLASSIFICATION BY SCIENTISTS 

This experiment involved twenty-one subjects, all who were 
graduates in pure or applied science. The text used for the experi- 
ment was essentially non-technical but one which referred to an 

empirical investigation in Astronomy. A copy of the text# (1126 

words long), can be seen in Appendix D. This was the kind of text I 

wanted to use for both this and the following experiment where 
'non-scientists' would be reading the same text. I did not want 

either group to be overcome by technical description or symbolic rep- 

resentations such as complex mathematical proofs. I also chose this 

text for its absence of section headings so as not to prejudice the 

classification of individual statements. A set of instructions given 
to participants in this and the following experiment, together with 
the data recording sheets, can be seen after the sample text referred 
to above. In the instructions to participants can be seen directions 

for what to do if they find individual statements to be ambiguous or 

unclassifiable. This situation did not arise in the Pilot Study. For 

convenient referencep I have repeated below the coding structure for 

elements in the grammar and added the symbols for non-classifiable 

and ambiguous statements: 
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CODE GRAMMAR ELEMENT 

1A Introduction 

1B Aim 

1C Hypothesis 

1D Assumption 

IE Observation 

2A Method 

2B Data (Evidence) 

2C Citation 

2D Result 

2E Evaluation 

3Aý Conclusion 

I? Non-classifiable 

Ambiguous 

The experiment ran for approximately one hour. A few finished before 

that time and a few afterwards; most seemed to complete the task 

within the one hour period. 

4.5.1 Analysing the results 

The method used for analysing the results from this experiment 

was the same as that used for Part II of the Pilot Study. Each word 
in the sample text was given a number from 1 to 1126. Subjects were 

asked to place a sequential number in front of each statement they 

identified. This having been done I was able to transcribe word-spans 
for each subject onto a summary sheet. The word-spans on this 

summary sheet were then re-ordered to show the distribution of 

co-occurring-Ichunks' of text which were identified by the 21 subjects. 

This summary can be seen as Figure 18. For instanceo 20 out of 21 

subjects identified the tchunk' of text consisting of words 1-29 as 

being the first statement. Subject number 9 thought the first state- 

ment ranged from words 1-95. Subject-number 3,7t 12ý 13 and 19 

did not finish the task of numbering statements up to the last word. 
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FIGURE 18 

CO-OCCURRING WORD-SPANS FOR 21 SCIENTISTS- 

SUB3ECTNUMBER 

112134156171691 10 11,1 12 13 1 14 15 16 1 17 18 1 19 20 1 21 

1-29 1-291 1-29 1-291 1-25' 1-29 1-29 1-29 1 
. 1-29 1-29 1-29 1ý29 1-29 1-29 1-291 1-29 1-29 1 1-29 1.29 1-29 

1-95 

30- - -yo -_ 
40 46 

0- 0- - 730- . 30- 30- 3- 30- 
51 51 51 51 1 

- 51 51 51 
3 u--- -3 U-- -3 0- 30- 30-. 30- 30- 30- 30- 

95 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 
96- 6 
1 5ý3 

47 47- 
51 51 

5z- 52- 52- 
95 95 95 95 

52- 52- 52- 
79 79 79 79 

76 -- 96- 9- 96- 96- 96- 96- 96- 9r-7 6- 9,; - 6 96- 
117 117 117 117 117 117 117 

" 
117 117 117 117 117 117 

=4- 
198 

69 
70- 
95 1 60 60- 60 80- 

5 95 95 95 
=, 9 

219 
1 96- 96- 96- 96- 96- 96- 96- 96- 

ill 
- - Ila- 116- 118- H87 11-87 - 118- 118- =6- =8 - 118 ' 118- 

153 153 
1 

153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 
1153 

153 153 
118- 

- - 
134 P4 134 134 134 

5- 1ý54 - 154- 154- 154- 154- 154- 154-7 -1-54- 154- 154- 1547 M54m - 15, +- 154- 
198 19, 195 198 196 198 198 198 198 

- 
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154- , . 
154- 1 1 

219 219 
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236 1 23S 14 234 236 1 236 1 236 236 1 236 236 236 1 236 236 236 236 236 236 '36 236 231; 236 

135- 135- 135- 135- 135- 
153 153 153 153 153 
112- 112- 112- 112- 112- 112- 112- 
117 

- 
117 117 117 117 117 117 

119- 119- 119- ri -9- 1=9 - 119- 119- 119- 119- 119- 119- 119- 119- lig- 119- 719- 
219 1-19 219 219 219 219 219 219 219 219 219 219 219. 

_ 
219 219 219 219 219 

22U- - 
294 

- 2371- 7 ý : - 237 - 3=7 - 237- 
2 2? 6 96 

4 
296 296 296 

_ 79-7- 2)7 7 2 97 - 2971ý 297- 297- 297- 297- 297- 297- 297 - 297- ZV7- 297- 297- 297- 29 - 29 - 297- 97- 
313 313 313 313 313 313 313 313 313 313 313 313 313 313 313 313 313 313 

. 
U_ 31? 

237- 237- 237- 237- 237- 237- 237- 237- 237- 237- 237- =37- 

258 258 258 258 258 258 258 258 259 258 258 258 
314- 

1 
417 

1 314- -314- 314- 5 14- 314- 314- 314- 314- 314- 314- 314- 314- 314- 314- 1 314-. 

-324 1324 1 
324. 324 324 324 324 324 324 

r 

324 324 324 324 324 324 

- 1 154- 154- 
71 

- 
171 171 

25- 755-9- - 259 259- 259- 259- 259- 259 259- 259- 259- 259- 259- 259- 259- 259- 
296 296 296 296 296 296 296 296 296 296 296 296 296 296 296 296 296. 
418- 8- 418- V18- 718 416 418 418 418 415-. 418 418- 418- 418- 418- 418- 418- 418- 418- 
460 460 460 460 460 460 460 460 

' 
460 

- - - - 
460 460- 460 460 460 1460 460 460 

. 460 
325- 325- jz, )- 325- 325- 1 325- T? 53- 325- 325- 325- 325- 325- 325- 325- 

1356 365 LJ 
- 
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-- -- 172- 172- 172- 
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FIGURE 1-8CONTINUED 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1 14 1 15 16 1 17 18 19 20 21 
- -T6 -6- 366- -- 366- J,; o- J66- 366- 366- 366- 366- 366- 366- 

417 417 P17 417 417 417 417 17 
1 

417 417 4 17_ 
, 297- 

324 
506- 
549 

D -7- 2377- 237- 237- 
250 250 250 250 

314- 314- 
365 365 

357 357 
55u- 
602 

251- 251- =51- 251- 
258 258 258 258 

366- 
502 

358- 358- 358- 
365 365 365 

60-3-- 603- 
37 637 

4F4- Maw-- 484- 484- 484- 454- 484- 484- 464- 464- 464- -i64- 502 502 502 502 502 502 502 50 502 
. 

502 502 502 
503- 503- . 533- ý03- 502- 503- 503- 503- _ 5oi- 0=3 - r-503-- _70-3- -503- 
514 514 514 514 514 514 514 514 514 514 514 514 514 
Y66- -- -366- 
404 

- - - 404 
46 r- 

6 68 8 N- 
638- - 638- 633- 638- 635- 638- 638- 638- 638 -6-38- 638- 638 
666 _L66 

666 666 666 666 666 
_666 

666 666 - 666 666 666 666 666 
, 503- 5-03- 503- 503- .1 -- T 523 5 23 523 523 523 1 _ 1=4 - 

335 
515- 515- 
549 549 

314- 
357 

461- 
523 

461- 461- 461- 461- 461- 461- 461- 461- 461- 461- 461- 
483 483 483 483 483 483 483 483 483 483 463 483 
405- 0 L17 

- - - 

1 

r6 9 - 5 02 . 
60- -- - - 6 - 76707-- T -C6-7- 667- 667- 667- 667- 667- 667- 667- 667- 667- 667- -667- 667- 667- 667 - 
683 683 

- - - 
683 683 683 683 

- 
683 

- - 
683 683 

' 
683 

- - - 
633 683 663 683 683 683 683 

_683 5 2 4- T2 4- 3 24- 524- 524- 5 2ir- 524- 5247 524- 524- 524- 524- 
549 51.9- 549 549 549 549 549 549 549 549 549 549 

336- 
344 

297- 
306 

1 550- -550- 

- - 
637 637 

6 84 - 684- 684- 684- 
760 

- 
760 760 760 

1 1 

-3T5- '-5- 15- 515- 515- 515- 515- 515- 515- 515- 515- 515- 515- 
523 523 523 523 523 523 523 523 523 523 523 523 

-55-00- 550- 550- 550- 550- 
1174 

1 
574 574 574 574 

345- 
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- 3U7 - 313 
638- 
729 

365- 1 
378 

6=1 - 761- 761- 761- 
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575- 

- 
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409 409 
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FIGURE 16 WITINUED 

i Z 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 1 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 16 19 20 21 
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HCURE18 COtITLHOID 
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I now decided to rank all those results which gave word-spans with 

occurrences of greater than nine subjects. There is no stat- 

istical significance associated with this figure. Ten and above 

occurrences from a maximum of sixteen seems intuitively a reasonable 

level for comparison with the results frqm the next experiment 

with non-scientists. As can be seen in Figure 19, two word-spans 

were similarly identified by fifteen subjects; two word-spans by 

fourteen subjects; six word-spans by eleven subjects; and eight 

word-spans by ten subjects. 

Following the ranking of word-spans in Figure 19, there is a 

table of codes assigned by each subject to each word-span. This 

is Figure 20. In the right-most column I have given summations 

for the most often occurring <phase> and <code> for each word-span. 

This table will be compared. with the results from the next experiment 

after they have been presented. 

4.5.2 Conclusions from this experiment 

There are two major reasons why the results from this experiment 

cannot be compared with those from the Pilot Study. First the two 

texts used are different; second, the numbers of subjects used 

in the second experiment far exceeds those in the Pilot Study, 

thereby significantly altering the random probability of subjects 

choosing one or another grammar elements from the given set. 

overall performance can be, considered however, without attempting 

to apply any statistical measures to the results. For instance, 

even though the number of subjects was four times greater than for 

the Pilot Study, not one of the sixteen individuals identified 

a single word-span which concurred with that of any one of the 

other fifteen subjects. In fact, there were only two word-spans 

which were similarly identified by fifteen of the subjects. 
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This compares with twelve word-spans similarly identified by 

all three subjects in the Pilot Study and twenty-eight word-spans 

by two of the subjects. The texts had similar length; 1079 words 

in the Pilot Study and 1126 in this experiment. I would have 

assumed that this result would be reversed to some extent. That 

is, the larger the number of subjects, the more agreement there would 

be of classification codes for individual statements. As I have stated 

though, we are not comparing experiments with the same text here, 

so even that intuitive assumption cannot be tested. A more meaningful 

comparison can be made between the results of the next experiment 

with those from here. 

Some word-spans were identified by a high proportion of the subjects 

as being classifiable using either (phase> or a descriptor. In 

some cases there is more agreement about which <phase> should 

be assigned, rather than which actual semantic lab&l. In Figure 20 

for example, word-span 1-29 was 
. 
assigned the same <phase> by 

fifteen subjects and nine of those chose ýobservation>as the precise 

semantic descriptor. Nine out of sixteen overall, or nine out of the 

fifteen who classified the same word-span is statistically significant 

in the crude sense that the result is greater than 50% for statement 

class 
- 
ification by subj. elc tsA review of Figure 20 however, shows 

that whilst the correlations for statement classification for_<phase> are 

high, they are only significant for initial statement recognition 

in the range from ten to fifteen occurrences. We must conclude from 

that then, that although subjects could use my grammar to classify 

statements in this text, there was not enough agreement on the 

initial statement identification to provide highly significant 

results. The results do show that-the author has produced a 

text which although it contains 'semantically loaded' statements 

which from the grammar definition indicate method, ' 
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FIGURE 19 

WORD-SPAN RANKS FOR ALL CO-OCCURRENCES GREATER THAN, 
NINE FOR SIXTEEN SCIENTISTS 

SPAN I OCCURRENCE'] SUBJECT-NUMBER 

1-29 
15 

1., 29 4r 59 6l 81 10y 119 14? 15y 16,17y 18f 20,21 
220-236 

11 

19 2f 49 6p 81 9p 10p 119 14p 15p 16p 17p 18p 20p 21 

418-460 
14 

1 19 2,4p 5p 6y 8p 9v 10p 159 16t 179 18 
.v 

20p 21 
667-683 lp 2v 4t 5v 6p 89 9v 10v 15t 16p 17,18,20p 21 

116-153 IF 21 4v 5t 6t 8v 109 Ill 15) 16t 17p 209 21 
199-219 IF 29 49 61 89 109 14,15p l6v 179 18p 20y 21 
154-198 

13 
1? 29 4, 6v 8, lot 14,159 l6v l7v 189 20y 21 

638-666 If 2p 5p 6v 8v 9l lot Ill 15p l6v 17y 189 21 
771-792 It 2p 4v 61 8p 9p 10,14t 15y l6v 17p 18p 20 

1024-1034 IF 2p 4r 6p 89 99 lot Ill 15f 169 179 20,21 

96-117 IF 21 4p 5p 61 8t 109 14t l5p 16p l7v 21 
259-296 If 4, 6v 8p 10p 119 159 161 l7v 18 9 20 , 21 
926-941 12 If 2p 59 6p 8p 91 10,159 16? 179 189 20 
988-1003 19 4p 59 69 8s 9p 109 15p 16p 17y 18p 20 

1004-1023 IF 5l 69 8p 99 10p 159 169 l7l 18p 20, 21 

237-258 If 4v 6p 81 lot 119 159 16p 179 18 9 21 
890-907 10 2p 6, 8F 9p lot Ill 159 16,17t 20 
908-925 If 2p 4v 6f 89 9p Ill 15p 16,17y 20 
942-977 If 4l 6? 89 10, Ill 151 16f 17f l8 l 20 

30-95 1? 2, 5t 69 10, 14,15f 16y 17p 21 
314-324 It 2r 4v 6v 8p gy 10,16,17t 20 
325-365 2v 4f, 6p, 8y qt 109 169 179 20p 21 
366-417 21 4v 6p 8, qv 10,15l 169 179 21 
524-549 10 

2p 69 8p qp lot 15p 16y, 17f 18p 21 
1083-1126 It 5p 69 89 91 lot 14p 16f 189 21 
978-987 11 4v 6v 89 10, 15,16p 17,18r 20 

1035-1068, 19 6y 8v 91 10, 15p 169 17,18,20 
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FIGURE 20 

COMPARING CODES FOR WORD-SPANS FROM SCIENTISTS 

Word-span 

SUBJ 

112415681 10 1 
ECT-NUMB 

11[ 14 

ER 

15 1 16 117 1 18 20 21 

CORRELATIONS 

Phase Code 

1-29 K 1E 1E_ 1E IA 

I 

IE 1A 11 1E IA 1E IIE 1 1A IA 15xl 9xIE 

Word-span 1 2 4 10 11 14 15 16 17 18 20 21 

2A IB 2A 2A IC 2B 

1 

213 2A 

I 

2A 1E 2B 2A 12x2 

Word-span 1 2 41 5 6 8 9 10 15 1 16 1 17 iS ý01 21 1 
--- 

418-460 2D 2A 2A 2A 2A 2A 1D 2A 2A 2A 2A 2A 2D 2A 13x2 Ijx2A - 

Word-span 1 2 4 5 6 8 9 10 15 16 17 IS 20 21 

667-683 2E I 2E IE 2D 2E I 3A I IC I '21 I 2E 3A 2E 1 
. 

2E I 
I 

2E 3A 
- 

9X2 8x2E 

Word-span 1 2 4 51 61 8 10 111 15 1 16 17 20 21 

118-153 IA 1A 1B 1A IIA 2B IA 2BI 1D IE 

1 

IC IB 1A llxl 6xlA, *, - 
Word-span 1 2 4 6 8 10 14 151 16 17 18 20 21 

199-219 2A 3A 3A IC 3A 1c 1c IC 1c 3A I IC 11C 3A I I 7xl I UIC 

Word-3pan 1 2 4 6 8 10 14 15 16 17 18 20 21 1 1 1 

154-198 
. 1E 1D 1c 1c 23 IE 1D ID IE 1D 1D ID ID 12xl 7xlD 

Word-3pan 1 12 5 6 8 9 10 11 1 15 16 17 18 21 

636-666 2E 2D 2A 2D 2D IC 2D 3A 2D 2D 
I 

2D 
12D I 

2D llx2 9x2D 

Word-span 1 2 4 6 8 9 10 14 15 16 1 17 118 20 

771-792 1E IC IE ZE 2C 2E 2E 1E 2E IE I ID 1 2E 2D 7x2 5x2E 

4 6 8 9 101 11 15 16 17 '20 21 

2D 2E 1E 3A 2L [ 1C 2E 2A 2E 2D 3A 6x2 42A 

Word-span 1 2 4 5 16 8 101 14 15 16 1 17 1 21 1 

96-117 1c 3A 1E IE I 1A IE lEj IE 1E 1E 1c I 1E llxl 8xlE 

Word-span 1 4 61 81 10 11 151 16 17 18 20 21 

259-296 2A 2c 2A 2A 1 213 2A 2131 213 2A IE 2D 2A llx2 6x2A 

Word-span 1 2 5 61 8 9 10 15 16 17 18 20 

926-941 2A IB 2E 2EI 1A 3A 2D 2E 2A 1E I lE 2E 7x2 4x2E 

Word-span 1 4 51 61 8 9 10 15 16 17 18 20 1 

988-1003 3A 1E IE 2E IE 3A 2B 2E IE 1E 3A 1E 6xl 6xlE 

Word-span 1 4* 6 8 15 
1 

16 
1 

17 18 20 21 

1004-1023 3A 2A 2E 2A ZEJ 1D I 2A 2A 9x2 7x2A 
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FIGURE 20 CONTINUED 

For 
Eleven - 
Occurrences 

For 
Ten 
Occurrences 

Word-span 1 4 61 8 10 11 1 15 1 IU' - 17 181 21 1 

237-258 2B 2A 2A 2A 2B 2A 2B 2B 2A 1D 2A lOx2 6x2A 

Word-span 1 2 6 8 9 10 11 15 16 17 20 

890-907 2A ID 2E 2C 2A 2B 1E 2E IE ID 2D 7x2 2x2A 

Word-span 1 2 4 6 8 9 
1 

11 15 16 17 20 

908 -925 
1 

2A 3A 3A 2E 12D 2E 1c 2E 1D 2A 2E 7x2 4x2E 

Word-spa n 1 4 11 15 16 17 Is 20 ý L 

942-9: 77 23 1 1C 1E 2E 

Word-span 1 2 51 6 10 14 1 15 1 1 17 21 

30-95 lE lE lE1 1A 1A lE lE j JD lE 1A 10X1 6xIE 

Word-span 1 2 4, 6 8 9 10 1 16 17 20 

314'324 1c lE lE 1 2B 3A 1 lE 2A lE lE 1D 7x1 5x1E 

Word-span 2 4 6 8 9 10 16 17 1 20 21 

325-365 1D 1D 1D 1D 2A 1D 1D 1D 1 2A 1D 1- 1 
Sxl 8x1D 

Word-span 21 4 6 8 9 10 15 16 17 21 

366-41.7 2A lE 1D lE 1 2D 2E 1D 1D 2D 2A 5x17 
5x25 3X1D 

%Vord-bpan 2 6 8 9 110 15 16 1 17 1 18 21 1 1 

524-549 lE 1c 2E 1 2D 2B 2B lE 1c 2B 1c 5x17 
5x25 

3X2B 
3X1C 

Word-span 1 5 6 8 9 10 14 16 18 21 

1083-1126 3A 3A 2E 3A 3A 3A 3A 3A 3A 3A 9X3 9x3A 

Word-span 1 4 6 8 10 15 1 16 117 , 18 20 

978-987 lE 1D 2E lE 11D 2E 21 11D 1 3A 2E 1 1 5x1 4x2E 

Word-span 1 6 8 9 10 15 20 

3A 2E 2E 3A 2D 3A 3A 6X3 6x3A 
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results and so ono essentially has a non-linear argument, in terms 

of the 'conventional format'. 

4.6 STATEMENT CLASSIFICATION OF NON-SCIENTISTS 

The subjects for this experiment were all experienced indexers 

and abstractors for scientific and technical literature. They were 

given the same-experimental conditions as the scientists in the 

previous group and asked to perform the same task'using the same text. 

The results from this experiment are presented in the same manner as 
those in the previous experiment and a direct comparison can be made 
between one table and another in the two sections of results. 

4.6.1 Analysing the results 

Once again, the results from this experiment have been presented 
in tabular form showing word-spans for each identified 'chunk' of 
text by individual subjects. The tables which follow (Figures 21 

and 22) are self-explanatory and should be read in a similar way 
to the tables in the previous section. In this experiment only 
nine of the twenty-one subjects completed the task compared with 
fifteen in the previous experiment. The ranked word-spans for these 

nine subjects have been selected from those which have greater than 

five occurrences. This is compared with a ranked sequence of word- 

spans for fifteen subjects which had greater than nine occurrences 
in the previous experiment. 

4.6.2 Conclusions from this experiment 

There were no word-spans which were similarly identified by all 
twenty-one subjectsg but of the hCemen subjects who did complete the 
taskq the largest number of co-occurrences were eight - this result 
for only two word-spans. Four word-spans were similarly identified 
by seven subjects and eight bLý the remaining six subjects. As can be 
seen in Figure 23, the instances when (phases> are similarly used 
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FIGURE 21 

CO-OCCURRING WORD-SPANS FOR 21 NOW-SCIENTISTS 

SUB3ECTNUMBER 
12134156176191 10 11 1 12 13 1 14 15 16 1 17 18 19 ZO 1 21 

1-29 1-29 1-29 1-29 1-29 1-29 1-29 1 1-29 1-29 1-29 1-29 1-29 1-29 1-29 1-29 1-29 1-29 1-29 

153 
1 

153 153 
- - 30- 30- 30- 30- . 3r-- -35- 30- 30- 30- . 30- 30- =0- 30 - 30- 

95 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 
- 30- 1 

- 51 
30- 
46 

154- 154- 154- 154- -15-4- 154- 154- 154- 154- IY4-- -175-4- -154- 154- 154- 154 
198 198 198 193 198 198 198 198 198 198 198 198 198 19S 198 

154- 154- 154- 
219 219 219 1 1 

- 

1 

- 96- V6- Y6- 96- 96- 96- 96- 96 - 96- 96. 96- - 
117 117 117 117 117 117 117 117 117 117 117 117 117 117 117 

52- 

- - 
95 

195 --F9-9- -199- ? - 199- 199- 9=9 - 1ý 9- 199- 199- 59-9. 9=9 199- 199- 199- 199 9=9 199- 
219 219 219 1- 219 219 219 219 219 219 219 219 1219 219 219 219 219 219 

47- 
51 

96- 

96- 
134 

-72--0- -220- 220- 220- 220- 220- 
313 313 313 

- - 
313 313 313 

lis- Hs. T 16. lis- lis- lis. is- 116- 
153 153 153 153 A53 153 153 153 1 

E53 

133 
14- ' . =4- 314- 

502' 502 502 
112 ' 112- 
117 117 
1=6 lis- 118- 118- is- 

134 134 134 134 134 
'TU-3- = 00 . 

549 549 549 
13, - 135- 135- T5- 
153 153 153 153 153 

112- 
134 

550- -F5-O- M5-0- 550- 550- 550- 
637 637 617 637 637 637 637 

220- 220- 
294 296 

' 220- 220- 220- 220- 220- 2=0 - 220- 220. 22u- 220- 220- 220- 
236 236 234 236 236 

- 
236 236 236 236 236 236 236 

ý 135- 
140 

- - - - 503- 503- 503- 503- 503- 503- 503- 55 3 - =3- 5 07 -3-0-3- 503- 
514 514 514 514 514 514 514 514 514 514 514 514 

297- 297- 297- 297- 297- 297- 297- 

-- 
313 313 313 313 313 313 313 

237- 237- 
296 296 

141- 
153 

=5- 515- 515- 515- 515- 515- 515- 515- 515- 515- 515- 
523 523 523 523 523 523 523 523 

. 
523 523 523 523 

5=4 - _ 154- 
171 171 

314- 314- 314- 314 
365 365 

- - 
365 365 

-73 7 - C17 -- 
ý 

1 237- 237- 237- 237- 237- 237. 23j- 
258 258 , 258 258 258 258 258 258 258 

667- 667- 
729 

- 
729 729 

297- 9=1 - 297- 297- 297- 297- 297- - 
333 313 313 313 313 313 

1 

313 

159 
- - 524- 524- 524- 524- 524- 524- 524- 524- 524- 524 5Z4. 72 4- 524- 524- 524, 

j- 

549 549 549 549 549 549 549 549 549 549 549 549 
. 

549 549 5 549 
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Fjr, Ur, E 21 CONTINUED 

1 2 3 4 5 6 17 8 9 10 1 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 is 19 20 21 
172- =2 - 198 198 

ý66- 366- 366- 366- 366- 366- 366- 366- 
417 417 417 417 417 417 417 417 

259- 2159- 259- 259- 259- 259- 259- 259- 259- 259- 
296 296 296 296 296 296 296 296 296 296 

730- 730- 730- 73U- 
770 770 770 770 

366- 366- 366- 366- 366- M6 - 41 17 417 417 417 417 417 
ý, 14- 314- 314- 314- 314- 314- 314 314 314- 14- 314- 
324 324 324 324 324 324 324 374 324 324 324 

172- 
219 

160- 
171 

220- 

- - - 
258 

418- 4 Ts- 4 Ts- M 8- =4- 418- 418- 416- 418- 418. 418- 4 6- 4=8 - 418- 
460 4,; 0 460 460 460 460 460 460 460 460 460 460 460 460 

771- 
921_ 

325- 325- 325- 325- 325- 325- 325- 325- 325-- 325- 
365 365 365 365 365 365 

- - 
365 365 365 365 365 

461- 4ý61 461- 461- 461- 4617 T6 -1- 461- 461-1 
483 483 483 483 

- 
483 483 483 483 

926- 1 926 926 -- 1034 
- 

1034 1034 366- 
404 

250 
461- 461- 461- 461-- 461- 

- - 
502 502 502 502 502 502 771 - 7h- 

817 617 
48; - 

764- 464- 484- 484- - 464- 464- 484- 484- 464- 
502 502 502 502 502 502 1 502 502 502 502 

1035- , 1035- 1035- 
1082 1082 1082 

325- 
357 

1; 05- 
460 

251- 
296 

818- 
925 

503- 503- 503- 503- 
523 523 523 523 

1083 - 1053- la3- 
1126 1126 1126 

358- 
3 37 78 

926- 
977 

3T9 - 417 

324 
0- -8- - - -638- 636- 635- 638- 638- 638- 638- 638- 638- 63*9 638- 638- 
666 666 666 666 666 666 664 666 666 666 666 666 

1 
666 

978- _ 

- 
1034 

667- 1 
710 

314- 
335 

1035- 
' 

1035- 
1126 1126 

468 
711- 711- 711- -Tl-l- 7-11- - - -711- 711- 71r-- =71- 711- 
729 729 729 729 729 729 729 729 729 729 729 729 

I 336- 
1 365 I -- 769- 

483 1 
667- 6677 667- 667- 667- 667- 667- 667- 667- 667- 667- 667- 
683 683 683 683 683 683 683 683 683 683 683 683 
5- 550- 55U- 
561 561 561 

6b4- 
729 
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FICURE21 CONTINUED 

2 3 4 5 6 -7 S 9 10 11 12 J3 14 15 16 17 18 1 19 20 21 

562- 562- 562- 
574 5; 4 574 

7717 

- ' - - 730- 730- 730- 730- TJ 0- T3 0- 730- 
755 755 755 1 755 755 755 755 
-575- 575- 575- 575- 575- 575- 575- 575- 575- 575- 
602 

1 
602 

1 
602 602 

1 
602 602' 602 602 602 602 

829- 829- 1 
862 

1 
862, 

756- 756- 756- 756- 756- 756- 756- 
770 770 770 770 770 770 

- 
770 

550- 350- 550- 550- 550- 550- 550- 550- 
574 574 574 574 574 574 574 574 

603- 603- 603- 603- 603- 
637 637 637 637 637 

663- 63- 
925 925 

536- 
549 

- 818- 818- 618- 818- 818 - 818- sis- 
828 828 828 828 828 828 828 828 
1035- 1035- 1035- 035-- 1035- 
1068 1068 1068 

- - - 
1068 1068 

77 5- 
588 

603- 603- 603- 603- 603- 603- 603- 
637 637 637 637 637 637 637 
636- 638- 633- 73-6- 
647 647 647 64 

-- - 684- 
694 

1069- 
112( 

569- 
597 

648- 648- 648- 646- 
654 654 654 654 

695- 
710 

598- 
602 

655- 655- 655- 655- 
660 660 660 

- - - 
660 

- - =4- 684- 84- 684- 684- 6547 W4- 4- 68 T6 4- 684-ý 
710 710 710 710 710 710 7tO 710 710 710 

661- 661- 661- 661- 
666 666 666 666 

730- 
741 
742- 
755 - 

--- 730- 730- 
770 770 

_ _ 771- 7 7=- 7=7- 771- 771- 771- 771- 
792 792 792 792 792 792 792 

771- 
104 

793- 793- 793- 
817 817 817 

829- 
844 

845- 645- 845- 4=5 - 
862 862 662 862 
793- 793- 793- 793- 
606 606 806 806 
863- 8637- 863- 863- 
875 875 875 

- - 
875 

72 6- 
987 

876- IN= 
889 689 
807- 807- 607- 807- 
817 817 $17 817 

629- 
907 

9 90- 0- 
925 

988- 
1034 

908 - 908- 1908- 
925 925 925 

829- 
835 
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FJCURE 21 COMMUED 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 1 20 1 21 

926-, 926- 
941 941 941 

942- 
977 

988- 
1023 

636- 636- 
844 644 
890- 690- 
907 907 

- - TO 047 
_ 

1023 
1024- 1024- 1024- 
1034 

. 
1034 1034 

15-697- 1069 
1082 1082 

942- 
1023 

1 

876 1 
907 

- o8j- 1063-1 1083- 
1101 1101 1101 
1102- 1102 - 1102- 
1112 1112 

1 
1112 1=3 - 1113- 

1126 1126 
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rIGURE 2-2 

WORD-SPAN RANKS FOR ALL OCCURRENCES GREATER THAN 

FIVE FOR NINE NON-SCIENTISTS 

SPAN OCCURRENCE SUBJECT-NUMBER 

199-219 8 59 99 119 14, 169 18, 19y 20 

1-29 5p 91 Ili 16p l6v 199 20 
154-198 5y 9f 11, l4p 16y 18f 19 
418-460 7 

59 91 119 l6f 18P 19, 20 
711-729 5, 9v Ili 169 18P 199 '20 

30-95 50 9v 119 16? 19f 20 

515-523 5v 9f 16p 181 l9f 20 

259-296 
. 
59 99 169 189 199 20 

314-324 59 9f 169 18P 199 20 

638-666 
6 59 Ili 149 16t 18, 19 

667-683 51 99 169 18, 19? 20 

575-602 5, 9, 16y 18, 19p 20 

684-710 51 99 169 18t 191 20 

1 
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FIGURE 23 

COMPARING CODES FOR WORD-SPANS FROM NON-SCIENTISTS 

For 

Eight 

Occurrences 

For 
Seven 
Occurrences 

For 
Six 
Occurrences 

SUB3ECT-flUt. IBJR CORRELATIONS 

Word-span 5191 11 1 14 1 16 
1 IS 1 19 1 20 Phase Code 

119-219 --7 
C 

- f 
2E 1 1D 1 3A 1 1D 1 1C 1 lE 1 - 2A 5xl, 2xIE 

2XID 

Word-span 5 9 11 16 18 19 201 

1-29 IE 1E 

I 

IA 1A IE IA 1A 7xl 4xlA 

Word-span 5 9 11 14 16 18 19 

154-198 2A ID 2B 1c IC 1E IE 5xl 2 ZI _E 
2xlc 

Word-span 5 9 11 16 18 19 20 

418-460 2E 2D 2A 2A 2A ID 2D 6x2* 3x2A 

Word-span 5 9 11 16 18 19 20 

711-729 18 2E 2A I 2D 2A 2D 2DI 16 

Word-span 5 9 11 16 19 20 

30-95 IE 1E IE IA IE le 6xl 4xlE 

Word-span 5 9 16 18 19 20 

515-523 1B IC 2B IA 2E IE 4xl 0 

Word-span 5 9 16 IS 19 20 

259-296 2A 1 2D 2A 2A 2D 2B 6x2 3XZA 

Word-span 51 9 16 18 19 20 

314-324 2EI ID V1 2E 2A 2A 4x2 2x2A 
2x2E 

Word-span 51 11 14 16 is 19 

636-666 , 2C 2D 2D 2D 1E 2D 5xl 4x2D 

Word-span 5 9 16 IS 19 20 

667-683 2D 3A 2E IE 2D IE 3x2 2x2D 
2xlE 

Word-span 5 91 16 
1 

18 19 
1 

20 

575-602 3A 1E 2A 2A 2E 2E 4x2 _! x__2A 
2x2E 

Word-span 5 9 16 18 19 20 

684-710 1A I 1E 2A 2E I 
2D 2D 4x2 2x2D 
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is still high in proportion to the number of occurrences of 

word-spans for individual subjects. Even individual statement 

descriptors used by subjects have a proportionally high co-inci- 

dence, but as Figure 23 shows, when compared with Figure 20 

in the previous experiment, the correlations for codes are much 

less significant in this experiment. Comparisons between the 

two sets of results are difficult and do not appear to offer any 

useful basis for statistical analysis. For instance, the word-span 

119-219 was identified by eight subjects in this experiment and 

thirteen in the previous experiment. Both groups produced 

different correlations. In this experiment five out of the eight 

subjects thought that this was a <phase oneý statement, but were 

divided on the issue of semantic descriptor - two classified it as 

ýassumption> 
, two as (observation> 

, and one as (hypothesis>. 

In the previous experiment, seven out of thirteen subjects 

classified it as (hypothesi S> within 
<phase 

one>. Whilst that 

comparison suggests that <phase oneý was popular for both groups, 

one subject from this group who concurs with seven from the previous 

group in respect of this single statement classification, does not 

imply any statistical relevance in the result, which could probably 

be explained in terms of random selection anyway. 

Two aspects of the experiment are important though. First, 

the subjects, have produced non-linear structures, as did the previous 

group. Second, the subjects, with some degree of discrepency, were 

able to use the grammar to classify 'chunks' of text. So even if 

the semantic descriptors themselves are not the most appropriate, 

the underlying 'Principles of the, grammar seem to be. Third, -it 

was thought that a clearer distinction would be seen between results 

from both groups. In fact, although the non-scientiSts have not 
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produced as many statement or classification correlations as the 

scientists (whom I imagined had more empathy_ with a conventional 

format for empirical argument), they have in fact applied the grammar 

to the sample text in a similar way to the scientists and represented 

the argument as a noný-linear structure as well. 

With more flexibility in the grammar and the rules and using a larger 

group of subjects, a better base for statistical analysis may 

be possible in the future. A final conclusions from this 

experiment is that the grammar or something like it, is a useful 

tool for text analysis to produce the kinds of information structure 

I am investigating and that the experimental methods used are a valid 

approach for this research in Information Science. 
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4.7 SumMARIES PRODUCED FROM SAMPLE TEXT 

The aim of this experiment hasbeen outlined in previous sections 

but it is really to show two results. First, the subjects 

are asked to produce a summary of the authors' argument in the 

sample text. These summaries are then analysed and the individual 

statements classified using the grammar elements. The sample text has 

already been shown to have a non-linear argument format, so the structures 

given in these summaries should be compared with that result. Second, 

the subjects in this experiment were divided into two groups. The one 

group (control) had prior knowledge of the grammar, but the other group 

(experimental) did not. The summaries for these two groups should also 

be compared to see what structural differences there are between them. 

For brevity in this Chapter I have produced a table showing the 

results of the experiment. The whole text of the summaries appear as 

Appendix E. 

The, first obvious aspec, t ofIthe results, is_that the control_group, produced 

structures which were smaller than the experimental group. This could 

be a consequence of applying the macro structure concept which comes 

from the grammar, too rigidly. Secondly, although a highly significant 

result comes from the control group to the effect that linear structures 

are identified each time, two of the experimental group produced non- 

linear summaries. This could be a consequence of misrinterpretation of 

the instructions or a genuine perception of non-linear structures on their 

behalf. A larger subject group would have supplied more and possibly 

ýetter data for testing in this experiment, but my conclusion from these 

results at least, is that VAN DIJK's (1977) theory of structural trans- 

formations when humans summarise text from a non-linear to a linear form 

does have some validity. Once again, the experimental method has been 

shown, I think, to have a place in this research, as compared with purely 

theoretical modelling. 
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FIGURE 24 

RESULTS FROM SUMMARIES IN THE CONTROL GROUP 

SUBJECT 
NUMBER CLASSIFICATION CODES RESULT 

I lEv 2Ap 3A Linear 

2 lEy 2D, 2Av 3A Linear 

3 1E, 2D9 2Ej 3A Linear 

4 lAt 2Ap 2D Linear 

5 lEp 2At 2Av 2Dp 3A Linear 

FIGURE 25 

RESULTS FROM SUMMARIES IN THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

SUBJECT 
NUMBER CLASSIFICATION CODES RESULT 

I lAp 1Dp 2Av 2Bj 2Ep 2Ap 2Dv 3Av 3A Linear 
2 lAt ID9 lEj 2Ep 2D Linear 
3 lEp lDv 2Aq 2Dv 2D, 2B, 2Ay 2By 2B, My 3A Linear 
4 lCq lDp ID9 2Dp 2Ep 2Dv lCp 2B, 2Ap 3A Non-linear 

5 lEp 2Dv 3Av 2Aj 2Dt 3Av 3A Non-linear 

As can be seen from the tables above, a high proportion of subjects 
produced linear representations of the authors' argument in the sample 
text. There can be no comparison of codes used in individual summaries 
of course, because the text are all dis-similar. The first comparison 
between the structures in the summaries and the non-linear structure 
of the whole textq suggests that readers exercise some intellectual 
transformation of one format into another format, which happens to 

correspond to the conventional format I am proposing in this thesis. 

The second comparison between the control and experimental groups shows 

a high correlation in favour of a linear format from both groups. 
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4.6 INTERPRETING RESULTS FROM THE EXPERIMENTS 

It is now appropriate to recapitulate on the purpose of the 

experimentation carried out here. The dual aim of the research has 

first been to determine the existence of an information structure 
in science text which reflects the organisation of authors' empirical 

argument and second to propose a model for the process of transferring 

this information within a writer-to-text-to reader communication 

system. To determine the first phenomenon entailed creating a set of 

meta-informational descriptors which could be used to label chunks of 

text in order to show the organisation being investigated. This set 

of descriptors has been used in an experimental environment to classify 

statements in sample text. Although individual subjects obviously 
identify different chunks of text as being statements, the comparison 
of descriptors used to classify co-occurring word-spans in the text, 

suggests that the set of descriptors I have produced is usable and 
appropriate to demonstrate my thesis that a structure which reflects 
the organisation of empirical argument in science text exists. 

The experimentation has also demonstrated quite clearly that 

even when section-headings give text some structurev the statements 
in those sections often do not correspond semantically with the head- 

ings themselves. The distribution of statement-types represents 

what I have called a non-linear format - that is, one which does not 

follow the linear three-phase progression of my set of descriptors. 

The three-phase progression represents what I have called the 

conventional format for argument presentation. To some extent the 

results given here are an end in themselves, in that they demonstrate 

the use of the set of descriptors for classifying chunks of text to 

produce meta-informational structures which reflect the organisation 

of authors' empirical argument. 

There is another aspect of the study for which these results are 

critical. That is the process by which this meta-information, (or 

structure reflecting the organisation of the authors 'message'), is 

transferred to the readers of text. The results shown in the last 

section (4-7)t indicate that readers somehow transform a non-linear 

structure into a linear one when producing summaries of the initial 
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text. At this point VAN DIJK's (1977) work makes a significant con- 

tribution to my thesis. He has produced what he calls macro-semantic 

rules. These rules are: 

W deletion - (so we can disregard superfluous prose); 

(ii) generalisation - (so that each statement does not require 
qualification); 

(iii) selection - (so that only statements or words which 
are appropriate to our overall 'message' 
can be extracted); 

(iv) construction or - (so that we can re-order and para-phrase 
integration text in order to summarise it). 

VAN DIJK says that these four rules are generally used when we summarise 

a whole text. He gives ample examples of this process which I shall 

not repeat here but will mention again when I discuss further work in 

the conclusions of this thesis. 

The inference from VAN DIJK's work and my results here is. that 

readers also retain an ideal of the conventional format for argument 

presentation and that they do in fact carry out transformation of one 

structure in whole text to another in a summary of the argument con- 

tained in the whole text. The following chapter uses this inference 

to suggest a model for the process of information transfer from 

writer-4 text -4 reader. 

4.9 SUMMARY 

This chapter has documented the methodology and results of the 

experimentation I have conducted in this research. I have shown how 

the assumptions I began with about the nature of empirical argument 

and its organisation in text, led to a tpilot studyt using a set of 

semantic descriptors to classify statements thus producing structures 

which relfect such an organisatibn. The results from this study showed 

the worth of producing structures from the analysis of text using this 

set of descriptors and therefore, I conducted larger experiments to 

determine more accurately the existence of meta-information in a 

sample text. The results of these experiments, together with one 

final experiment where subjects produced written summaries of the 
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authors' argumentSin text, suggest that although writers attempt to 

present their empirical arguments using an ideal format (something 

like my set of descriptors), in fact they do not achieve this aim 
because of several influencing factors like the non-linear nature 

of natural language. Even so, when summarising an author's argument 

readers tend to invoke some transformational rules which are influ, 

enced by the ideal of the conventional format and produce summaries 

which are more highly structured in terms of this format. This 

evidence leads us into a theory for the process of information trans- 

fer from writer-to 'nteKt-to reader where the organisationýj and 

communication of empirical argument is concerned. 
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CHAPTER 5 

A THEORY-OF INFORMATION TRANSFER 

-5.1 OVERVIEW OF THIS CHAPTER 

Having presented the results of my experiments using the grammar 
to analyse text in the previous chapter, I shall now outline a theory 

of the process of information transfer which I believe may occur when 
readers interpret argument organisations in empirical text. I do not 
suggest that this theory and the model given in section 5.2 below are 
based solely on the results produced and presented in the previous 
chapter. As was pointed out there, the variable nature of the 
decision-making by candidates in the experiments as to what consti- 
tutes a statement or series of statements in a given text and how to 

label these statements when they are identifiedg prohibites any result 

more conclusive than a general overall qualitative inference. In any 

casel the number of documents analysed here is far too small to detect 

significant trends in writing style or argument presentation which 

could substantiate any theory being proposed for general application 

to questions of scientific communication. Even so, the results do 

indicate enough about the nature of argument presentation by writers 

and interpretation by readers to support some speculative theory of 

the process of information transferp which I hope helps to illustrate 

my primary contention about the existence of meta-information and 

semantic organisational properties in text. The theory which I will 

shortly be outliningg is also based on the theoretical work of 
VAN DIR (1977), 'SHREIDER (1974) and BELKIN (1977), all mentioned 

previously and from which some justification is sought here. 

In this chapter, I present a model of the information transfer 

process as I see it. This model is preceded by a diagrammatic 
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representation of the communication system within which this process 

resides. After a discussion of the model and theory, I have included 

in this chapter, the description of a computer system which simulates 

part of the theory. The computer system carries on a dialogue with 

users based on the grammar elements given in Chapter 3. The simula- 

tion aims to show how a writer would use the grammar when producing 

a highly structured summary of an empirical argument. The second 

part of the computer system demonstrates how users could retrieve 

aspects of authors' arguments from a file of summaries structured by 

the first programp so that the grammar elements are used as retrieval 
keys and a search tool. 

5.2 A MODEL FOR INFORMATION TRANSFER 

We are of coursel thinking of the transfer of information from 
text to readers in this thesis. In such a process there are three 
major variables to be considered. They are: 

i. the writer or originator of the text (and argument); 
ii. the text itself or communication vehicle; 

iii. the reader or recipient of the information. 

There are, as we shall seet more contributing factors to the communic- 

ation system we are discussing heret than merely these three 

variables. 

very simple communication system could be represented by a 

diagram like the one in Figure 26. In this system, messages are 

transmitted from the originator to the recipient via some 

communication channel. The communication channel may be verbal or 
involve the use of sophisticated hardware to transmit the message. 
In any case, the message will need to be in a format understandable 
to the recipient for the system to operate. 
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FIGURE 26 

A MESSAGE TRANSFER MODEL 

Communication channel 

Originator Message ecip iLe nt 

Direction of travel of message 
)I 

There are two points to be drawn from this example. First, the 

model does not take into account any input of data or 'ideas' to the 

originator, or criteria for interpretation of the message by the 

recipient. Secondp there is no indication here of how the message is 

formulated or presented for communication within the system. If the 

message was spoken, the-format would be constrained by the natural 

language grammar and vocabulary of the speaker and listener. This 

would be the case for written natural language too, although the 

'ideas' of the originator would have to be set down more formally in 

one entire presentation because of the absence of interaction and 

dialogue (questionning and answering) between the originator and the 

recipient. in the absence of such interactiong written natural 

language must contain certain semantic 'cues' in order that the 

message be transferred unambiguously to the reader. As we are well 

awai7ev ambiguity is a major problem for both spoken and written 

natural language. Therefore, if some semantic properties can be 

easily recognised which reflect the organisation and presentation of 

the originator's message(s), then it is more likely that the message 

will be more readily transferred to the recipient. Illustrating this 

point-with a grammar for the presentation of empirical argument in 

text is the foundation of this thesis. Information itself may be of 

a conceptLial naturep but meta-information is that which reflects the 

organisation of information in text. As I shall illustrate shortlyt 

information is only latent in text until the text is interpretedt at 

which point the information is realised. The model in Figure 26 

above does not indicate any appreciation of this kind of input to the 
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communication system. Therefore, neither the format of the message, 
or that which goes to make up the format by the originator and that 

which interprets the format by the recipient, is shown in this model 
We must build a model which is more sophisticated and contains the 

properties discussed above. 

Much of the nomenclature used by the behavioural sciences when 
discussing communication systems, has come from SHANNON'S (19 

, 
48) 

paper, A mathematical theory of communication. His basic model and 
the work of WEAVER (1949)which used data from the field of 'Communic- 

ation Engineeringt, was concerned with the transmission of electrical 
pulses. TRAVERS (1970) produced a schemat 

, 
ic model of an information 

transmission process which reflects Shannon's theory and shows most 
clearly the environment this field of interest refers to. Figure 27 
below is a reproduction of Travers' model. 

FIGURE 27 
AN INFORMATION TRANSMISSION MODEL 

SOURCE ENCODER CHANNEL R "C V'D 
Selects MESSAGE Trans- SIGNAL * 

SIGNAL ra s- 
f f rom orms orms 
alphabet mess to mess. to ic 

phys, al original 
form for form 
trans- NOISE 
mission 

Source 
or -- 
sources 

[ 
MESSAGE 

DESTINATION 

On the whole, this kind of model is concerned with transmitting 
discrete physical units - usually electrical pulses. Shannon ident- 
ified variables in the communication process, like sender and 
receiver, and he also formalised the concept of tnoiset and its 

effect on the transmission process. This term has come to be used 
for all kinds of interference in the transmission of signals from 

sender to receiver. In bibliographic information retrievalf it has 
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been used to describe elements of information which have 'weak' assoc- 

iations with an element of primary importance which become grouped 

together with elements of Istrongert association, thus detracting 

from the precision of say a search from a data-base for elements of 

information which have an association with the primary element. In 

this case, the amount of 'noise' is directly proportional to the 

number of 'weak' associative elements which have been retrieved with 

the 'stronger' and more desirable-elements. In fact, this model of 

Traverst goes further than the simple message transfer model which I 

gave in Figure 26 because it does include external inputs to the 

primary variables of the system such as sender and receiver. Concep- 

tually it is not flexible enough for me to use directly to illustrate 

the communication system within which the process of information 

transfer we are concerned witht resides. In Figure 28 below, I have 

given a schematic representation of the writer-to text-to reader commun- 
ication system which operates for this research as I see it. The 
diagram illustrates how writers messages are formatted and presented 
in text, then how that format is interpreted by readers of the text. 
An explanation of the system is given after the diagram. 

FIGURE-28 
A COMMUNICATION SYSTEM FOR THIS RESEARCH 

INatural lang. skills 

ISubject knowledge I 

Latent 
n information 

WRITER 

Subject 
knowledgl]e 

Conventional 
format 

Interpretative skills 
(knowledge of the 
conventional format) 

TEXT I IREADER 

Interpreted 
conceptual info. Understanding 

Reallsed 
information 

Concepts/ 
ideas 
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An explanation of this diagram is as follows. Beginning with 
the writer, I assume that some concept or idea together with subject 
knowledge and data are formulated to construct an argumený. The 

contents of the argument will form the conceptual information of the 

eventual written text. Obviously some natural language skills con- 

stitute a part of the input to the writer and combined with my 

assumed ideal of a conventional formatq give rise to a written pres- 

entation of the argument. All this resides in the physical text as 
latent information. The reason I differentiate between latent and 

realised information herep is that I consider the information in text 

as being latent until the text itself, (and the meta-information), is 

interpreted by a reader who realises it and synthesises it with his 

or her knowledge store. On the other side of the physical vehicley 
(or Text as shown in the diagram)t the reader uses elements of subject 
knowledge and natural language skills to interpret the conceptual 
information or 'message' of the writer. The reader's appreciation of 
a conventional format ideal may assist this interpretation, but will 
in any case be a tool for interpreting the organisation of the concep- 
tual information. Overall, the interpretation of the text will' lead 
to the latent information being realised and through some process of 
intellectual synthesist the message will be understood and perhaps 
assimilated as new knowledge with existing knowledge. 

This, as far as I can seev is the system of communication within 

which my theory of information transfer resides. I have elaborated 

on the system to incorporate the notion of a conventional format for 

empirical arguments; but that asidep I believe the system to be 

generally applicable to the communication of any information by 

writers to readers via a natural language medium. It now remains for 

me to go further and illustrate the process of information transfer 

which operates within this communication system for the presentation 
and interpretation of empirical arguments in science text. Figure 

29P shows a symbolic model for this process, based partly on the 

experimental results given in Chapter ý and to some extent on my own 
intuitive supposition. The arrows are production or substitution 
symbols and the asterisk means the operation of one variable on 
another. 
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FIGURE 29 
SYMBOLIC MODEL OF INFORMATION TRANSFER PROCESS 

Physical medium Latent info. Reader's knowledge store 

TEXT 4F * RKS INT 

Conce tual Or inisational Interpreted form of the 
information meia-info. INF as conceptualised 

by the reader after 
operation of the RKS 

Semantic on the INF. 

/\ 

inference (Realised information) 

Subject Meaning of 
info. the message 
(What the 
text Is 
about) 

I 

Semantic 
I 

inference 

Subject 
terms 
(Syntax) 

in the diagram above, I have taken only that part of the commun- 

ication process which deals with the interpretation of text by readers. 

In fact, the point I am trying to make here, is that the readers really 

interpret the information in the text, rather than the text itself. 

That is, text has associated with it an information structure (see 

BELKIN (1977) for a theoretical justification of this point), which 

reflects the content of the author's message. Meta-information, as 

ýSHREIDER (1974) describes it, is that part of the information structure 

which tells us about the conceptual information; or in my case, the 

organisational properties of the information structure which tells how 

the message (or conceptual information) is presented. In Figure29 
I show the substitution of_the information structure (INF in the 

diagram) for the TEXT. I have included in the diagram some notes to 

further illustrate my view of the contents of the INF and other 
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variables in the model. The information structure (INF) is operated 

on by the reader's knowledge store (RKS in the diagram). This know- 

ledge store is thought to consist of all those attributes shown as 

inputs to the READER in the communication system given in Figure 29. 

That is, subject knowledge, interpretative skills and so on. The 

operation of the RKS on the INF produces an interpretative structure 

shown as INT in Figure 29. This interpretative structure is the 

result of the reader using the RKS to transform a macro-information 

structure in text (INF), into a micro-information structure (INT), 

which is a summary of the conceptual information from the INF. I use 

the term transform here rather than say transpose, because the latter 

suggests a one-to-one relationship between elements in one structure 

with elements in the other. It is my view, based on the theoretical 

work of VAN DIJK (1977) and my own experiments which seem to ratify 
his resultso that a transformational process occurs when writers 

summarise whole text. Van Dijk showed how four macro-semantic rules 

could be applied to the summarising process. He calls his rules 

macro-semantic because they are used to produce a structure which is 

representative of the whole text or 'whole message' of the author. I 

mentioned his work in the previous chapter, but to discuss its signif- 

icance in more depth I have repeated the rules here. They are: 

i. deletion - so we can disregard superfluous prose; 

ii. generalisation - 

iii. selection 

iv. Construction 
or integration 

so that each statement does not 
individually require qualification; 

so that only statements or words which 
are appropriate to our macro-structure, 
(main theme-of text), can be extracted; 

so that we can re-order and para-phase 
text in order to summarise it. 

Creation could have been used instead of construction to make the 

intention of the rules more explicitf I think. In fact, although 

these rules are guidelines for an explanation of what occurs in the 

summarising process, they are not aigoriLnmic ruies. inere io nu 

formulation in Van Dijk's paper of algorithms for these rules which 

could be applied to whole text in order to generate summaries. They 

are nonetheless useful for getting nearer a definition of how the 

summarising process occurs and make an important contribution to my 

theory. What Van Dijk implies by the production of these rules, is 

that some transformational process occurs and that is precisely what 
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I 
my experiments show. The change in format from non-linear whole text 

structure to linear summary must, I feel, be attributable to some 

rules like Van Dijk's which enable writers to produce results similar 
to those shown in Chapter Four. Actually, Van Dijk admits that a 

set of macro-semantic rules is not enough to wholly explain the trans- 

formational phenomena*. He mentions (p. 139), that at the time of 

writing he knew of no set of labels for a macro-structure which 

represent a conventional format in science discourse. Such a sety he 

assumes, is required to complete the theoretical model. I hope my 

set of descriptors goes some of the way toward filling this void. 

To demonstrate Van Dijk's theory and show how his rules are 
appliedf I have given the following example. In this case, I have 
taken the first sentence from the summary and the first sentence from 
the whole text of a recent paper by BROOKES (1978). 1 have tried to 
categorise the information from both sentences in such a way that the 
optimal points of comparison can be seen between the content of eachý 

Summary sentence: 

"The paper outlines a personal view of the cognitive basis of informa- 
t1on science. " 

Conceptual Information Subject info - "cognitive basis of 
information science. " 

Functional - "a personal view". 
info. 

2. Meta-information ( PHASE-ONE (INTRODUCTION )) 

"The paper outlines". 
.I 

Whole text sentence: 

"In all practical affairsy communication between humans is mediated 
by a physical channel. " 

I. Conceptual information Subject Info - "communication between 
humans Is mediated by a 
physical channel". 

Functional - "In all practical affairs". 
Info 

2. Meta-information PHASE-ONE <ASSUMPTION >) 

- the whole sentence. 
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Note that the subject information in the, -whole text version of 
the sentence is a statement in its own right. Using Van Dijkls rule 

of DELETION given earlier, it is likely that the functional informa- 

tion would be disregarded in the summary because an assertive prop- 

osition has been made and is most relevant to the argument. The 

functional information acts only as a qualifier so that the 

GENERALISATION rule probably applies here as well. I-have labelled 

"a personal view" as functional information in the summary sentence 
because it appears to me to be a qualifier. It is probably a valid 
inclusion in summarising the author's message though, because it 

ensures that readers of the summary will realise this is a personal 

or intuitive argument rather than the result of say experimental 

research. I have included my classification of the statements using 
two different meta-informational descriptors. Note that they are 
both from PHASE-ONE of the grammar though. Incidentally, when analysed 
fully, this text, (BROOKES (1978)), produced a linear structure in 
keeping with the conventional format. 

My experiments appear to ratify the previous results of VAN DIJK 
(1977) as I mentioned earlier. Similarly, his work is some further 
justification for my own theory of structural transformation in the 
information transfer process. There is another form of demonstration 

which shows how this process can be used in practice with the aid of 

my grammar labels. This is the topic of the next section which out- 
lines a computer simulation of a system to produce highly structured 
document summaries. 

5.3 A COMPUTER SIMULATION OF THE MODEL 

Designing a computer system to simulate the model shown in Figure 
29. could have led in one of two directions. One way would be to 
design a system which reads in whole text then processes it to produce 
summaries using the conventional format. This would either result in 

a computational experience encountered by others as described in 
Chapter 2 and shown to produce unsatisfactory results, or I would have 
to resort to pre-editing the input text which as I have said before 

proves nothing. In any case such an exercise would go no further in 

illustrating the use of my grammar for organisational interpretation. 
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I would merelý be attempting to cope with these problems of natural 
language ambiguity, anaphora and so on, which face researchers into 

machine translation and the like. The second path to follow is in 

my view more realistic, if not computationally very elegant. 

I have written two programs. The first program carries on an 
interactive dialogue with a user who, we imagine, wishes to summarise 
the argument contained in a whole text. The text may or may not have 

been written by the user. The program puts questions like, "Does 

your argument, have a primary aim? 110 to the user. In that question we 

can see present one of the grammar elements - <PRIMARY> 
. If the 

user replies in the affirmative to this or any other similar questiont 
the program will ask the user to type in a statement about say, the 
primary aim of the argument. Having completed the dialogue to the 
point where questions have been asked relating to all the elements in 
the form of the grammar, but including only those elements of the 
grammar which. have been used by the user. This program is intended 
to demonstrate the question and answer situation which I assume 
occurs, (even if only sut-consciously)p when the writer of a summary 
interprets the information contained in a whole text. 

The second program is really an extension of the idea that an 
interactive computer system which asked questions of users in the way 
I have just mentionedl might be a useful way of ensuring that documents, 

(be they empirical argument or technical reports or even service 

manuals)ý are produced in a highly structured format. This would be 

to aid scientific and technical communication, based on some theory 

of information transfer such as-I have given, not to restrict individ- 

ual writing styles. This second program assumes that we have a file 

or data-base containing text which has been structured using my gram- 
mar elements. The program offers users the choice of any item from 
the file and allows entry by subject keyword - any form of retrieval 
access would obviously suffice here. The user is then given the set 
of grammar elements and asked which aspect of the text is required. 
The user then inputs a code for the appropriate aspect of the document 
(or-argument), which is immediately output. The program offers a 
facility for outputting the whole document, selecting another document 

or listing titles throughout processing. In Figure 30,1 have given 

a diagram showing the flow of work through the system. The 
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FIGURE 30 

SYSTEM FLOWCHART OF THE COMPUTER SIMULATION 
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system was written in BASIC on a general-purpose micro-computer and 
the programs are listed in Appendix F. 

I have omitted the terminal symbols to start and stop the flow- 

chart in Figure 30 because I am trying to avoid the diagram from being 

taken too literally. That is to say, the flowchart has been included 

to illustrate the inputs, outputs and main processing in the simula- 
tion, but as a system the process is not continuous. There are two 

programs which run indpendently of one another in reality and this 

flowchart is given to show the overall simulation concept rather 
than the actual operation of either program. I have used the letters 

A, BO Cg D, E and F to indicate aspects of the overall process. These 

letters mean: 

A- the program asks the user questions about the contents of 
the argument being summarised. The user inputs data in 

answer to these questions. 

B- when the dialogue has finished, the program outputs a 
summary using the input from the user together with 
appropriate grammar elements which are stored in the 

program. 

completed summaries are stored on a data-base or file of 

summaries, indexed by subject keywords. 

D- the second program asks the user to input a subject key- 

word in order to retrieve a summary from the data-base or 
file of stored summaries. 

E when a summary has been retrievedg the program presents 

the user with the list of grammar elements and asks the 

user to use one of them to select some aspect of the 

author's argument from the summary. 

F output may be either single aspects of the argument or 
the whole summary as it is stored on the file. 
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In order to retain some continuity with my examplesy I have used 
the Moon Illusion text which was the subject of analysis in the 

experiments, as the basis for demonstrating the first of the two 

computer programs. I have also used one of the individuals who took 

part in the experiment for writing summaries of the Moon Illusion 

text, to carry on a dialogue with the program for the example output 

given in Figure 31. The lines which are preceded by arrows in the 

left-hand margin are those input by the user. Any line not preceded 
by an arrow has been generated by the program. The summary which is 

generated by the program appears at the end of the listing. As can 
be seen, the program merely concatenates individual grammar elements 

with the input given by the user. Although some changes in the 

program would make output summaries even more readable than the one 

which appears in Figure 31, this listing is sufficient to show the 
kind of structure which emerges from the summary. Immediately 
following the output from this program, Figure 32 shows a listing 
from the dialogue between the second program and a user. If followed 
through in a similar way to the listing in Figure 31, the retrieval 
potential and kinds of output given are quite obvious. By virtue of 
this being a simulation and not a fully implemented system, text for 

the four titles in the second program has not been stored on the file. 

Output statements and entire text are simulated by a replacement 

statement to that effect being output by the program. 

What these two programs demonstrate, apart from a inadequate 

keyboard skills of the users, is a system for constructing summaries 

of arguments in a format which has some theoretical justification 

for use as shown by the experiments in Chapter 4. The first program 

is intended to simulate the activities of individuals as proposed by 

the information transfer model given earlier in the chapter. The 

second program demonstrates what could be a potential use for the 

grammar elements as a retrieval tool if items in a file were structured 
in such a way that the grammar elements became retrieval keys leading 

directly to aspects of information in the items. Overall, both of 
these programs illustrate how meta-information can be seen as distinct 

from conceptual information and how my grammar elements are an example 
of this notion. 
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FIGURE 31 
UNEDITED OUTPUT FROM SUMMARY GENERATION PROGRAM 

ýRUN 

THIS PROGRAM GENERATES ABSTRACTS FnOM DATA SUPPLIED 
BY THE AUTHOaS OF DOCUMENrS- QUESTIONS ARE ASKED BY 
THE PROGRAMs WHICH THEN GENERATES AN ABSTRACT BASED 
ON THAT DATA AND A GRAMMAR WHICH IS HELD IN THF.. SYSTEM- 

DOES YOUR ARTICLE HAVE PRINCIPAL HYPOTHESIS 
ANSWER 'Y' Olt 'N't 

IN 

DOES YOUR ARTICLE HAVE PRIMARY AIM 
ANSWER 'Y' OIL 'N's 

_N 

J)OES YOUR ARTICLE HAVE INTRODUCTORY ASSUMPTION 
ANSWER 'Y' OR 'N'S 

.Y 
ENTER THE INTRODUCTORY ASSUMPTION IN NO MORE THAN ONE LINE: 

-ILLUSION OF SIZE OF MOON 

DOES YOUR ARTICLE HAVE FACT/DATA 
ANSWER 'Y* Oil 'N't 

-AFPAhENT SIZE INVARIME WITH VIEWING ANGLE 
ENTER THE FACT/DATA IN NO MORE THAN ONE LINE: 

-APPARENT SIZE COVST4NT WITH VIEWIND, ANGLE 

DOFS YOUR ARTICLE HAVE CITATION 
ANSWER 'Y' Oil IN'S 

-N 

DOES YOUR ARTICLE HAVE METHOD 
ANSWER 'Y' Olt 'N'S 

ENTER THF METHOD IN NO MORE THAN ONE LINES 

-ELIMINATE ATMOSPHERIC DISTORTION BY COMPARING MOON PHOTOGRAPHS 

DOES. YOUR ARTICLE HAVE RESULTS 
M45WER 'Y' Oil 'N't 

-Y 
ENTER THE RESULTS IN NO MORE THAN ONE LINES 

-FORHER THE HOHIZON THE LARGER THE MOON APPEARS 

DOE$ YOUR ARTICLE HAVE METHODOLOGICAL ASSUMPTION 
ANSWER Oy' Olt 'N'S 

DOES YOUR ARTICLE HAVE PRIMARY CONCLUSION 
ANSWER 'Y' OR 'N': 

-APPARENT SIZE JUDGED AGIINSTSIZE OF FAMILIAR OBJECTS 
ENTFR THE PRIMARY CONCLUSION IN NO MORE THAN ONE LINES 

-APPARENT SIZE IS JUDGED AGAIST SIZE OF FAMILIAR OBJECTS 

DOES YOUR ARTICLE HAVE DEDUCTIVE CONCLUSION 
ANSWER 'Y' OR 'N't 

DOES YOUR ARTICLE HAVE INDUCTIVE CONCLUSION 
ANSWER 'Y' OIL IN't 

-N 

ABSTRACT FOLLOWS: 

INTRODUCTORY ASSUMPTION ILLUSION OF SIZE OF MOON. 
FACT/DATA APPARENT SIZE CONSTANT WITH VIEWIND ANGLE* 
METHOD ELIMINATE ATM05PHERIC DISTOiiTION BY COMPAhING MOON PHOTOGRAPHS- 
RESULTS FURHER THE HOhIZON THE LAhGER THE MOON APPEARS* 
PHIMAAY CONCLUSION APPARENT SIZE IS JUDGED AGAIST SIZE OF FAMILIAR OBJEC 
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FIGURE 32 

UNEDITED OUTPUT FRON RETRIEVAL PROGRAM, 

-RUN 

WELCOME TO THE IRS SIMULATION - PLEASE ENTER THE 
TERM OF YOUR CHOICE FAOM THE FOLLOWING LIST: 

COMPILER MARBLES PIGS VEHICLES 

-COMPILER 

REFt 1/1 - 'COMPILER FAULT TESTING' 

DO YOU WANT TO INSPECT THIS DOCUMENT? TYPE 'Y' OR 'N't 

.Y 

YOU HAVE INDICATED THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO INSPLCT 
THE DOCUMENT CONTAINING THE KEYWORD 'COMPILEA' 
MORE CLOSELY* HERE IS A GRAMMAA THAT YOU CAN USE TO 
ASCERTAIN THE AUTROh'S ARGUMENT IN THE DOCUMENT. 

I= HYPOTHESIS 
IA - PRIMARY AIM 
IB - INTRODUCTOliY ASSUMPTION 
2a FACT/DATA 
2A a CITATION 
2B a METHOD 
2C a RESULTS 
2D = METHODOLOGICAL ASSUMPTION 
3a CONCLUSION 
3A a DEDUCTIVE CONCLUSION 
3B 0 INDUCTIVE CONCLUSION 

ENTER THE CODE NUMBER WHICH CORRESPONDS TO THE TYPE 
OF STATEMENT UYOU WISH TO DISPLAY FROM THE DOCUMENT 

THE PRINCIPAL HYPOTHESIS OF THIS TEXT ISI 

THIS IS A SAMPLE STATEMENT LINE FROM A TLXT 

TYPE 'J' FOA ANOTHEA GRAMMAR ELEMENT* '2' FOR ANOTHER 
TEXTP '31 TO PRINT OUT THE ENTIhE TEAT* Olt '4' TO END 
THE PROGRAM11 

-1A 

INVALID ITEM IN READ Olt INPUT 
I, 

ENTER THE CODE NUMBER WHICH CORliESPONDS TO THE TYPE 

OF STATEMENT UYOU WISH TO DISPLAY FROM THE DOCUMENT 

-IA 
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FICURE 32 CONTINUED 

THE PRIMAHY AIM OF THIS TEXT IS: 

THIS IS A SAMPLE STATEMENT LINE FROM A TEXT 

TYPE 'I' FOR ANOTHER GRAMMAh ELEMENT* '2' FOR ANOTHER 
TEXT* '3' TO PRINT OUT THE ENTIhE TEXT* Oil W TO END 
THE PROGRAM: 

-3 

THIS IS A SAMPLE TEXT CONTAINING THE WORD 'COMPILER* 

TYPE 'I' TO END THE PROGRAM OR '2' IF YOU WISH TO C- ONTINUEt 

-2 
WELCOME To THE IRS SIMULAIION - PLEASE ENTER THE 
TERM OF YOUA CHOICE FROM THE FOLLOWING LIST: 

COMPILER MARBLES PIGS VEHICLES 

-PIGS 

REFt 1/3 'THE FEEDING OF PIGS AND OTHER SUCK FUN' 

PU YOU WANT TO INSPECT THIS DOCUMENT? TYPE 'YN_OH 'N't 

-y 

YOU HAVE INDICATED THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO INSPECT 
THE DOCUMENT CONTAINING THE KEYWOAD 'PIGS* 
MOAE CLOSET. Yo HkliE IS A Gt%. AMMAh THAT YOU C&V USE TO 
ASCE11TAIN THE AUTHOA'5 ARGUMENT IN THE DOCUMENT- 

I- HYPOTHESIS 
IA - PRIMARY AIM 
IB - INTRODUCTORY ASSUMPTION 
2- FACT/DATA 
2A - CITATION 
213 - METHOD 
2C RESULTS 
2D METHODOLOGICAL ASSUMPTIOa 
3 CONCLUSION 
3A DEDUCTIVE CONCLUSION 
3B x INDUCTIVE CONCLUSION 

ENTER THE*CODE NUMBER WHICH CORRESPONDS TO THE TYPE 
OF STATEMENT 

VYOU 
WISH TO DISPLAY FROM THE DOCUMENT 

.1* 

THE PRINCIPAL HYPOTHESIS OF THIS TEXT ISt 

THIS IS A SAMPLE STATEMENT LINE FROM A TEXT 

TYPE '1' FOA ANOTHER GRAMMAR ELEMENTP '2' FOR ANOTHER 
TEXTP '3' TO PRINT OUT THE ENTIRE TEXTj OR W TO END 
THE PROGRAMI 

-4 

THIS IS THE EMND OF THE IRS SIMULATION PROGRAM- 
THANK YCAJ FOR SHOPPING WITH US TODAY- 
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5.4 SUMMARY 

This chapter began by referring to the experimental results given 
in Chapter 4 and saying how they, together with some theoretical 
justifications based on the previous work of VAN DIJK (1977), 

ý; ýREIDER (1974) and BELKIN (1977), were brought together with my 

earlier suppositions and speculations to form a theory for the process 

of information transfer from writer- to text- to reader which I have 

been investigating. Some theories and models of communication systems 

were given and a communication system for this research was outlined. 
Within this communication system I showed the process of information 

transfer working and gave a symbolic model of the variables and 
events of the model as I consider them to be. Finally, I outlined 
a computer system to simulate the model and suggested how my grammar 
elements might be used as a retrieval tool in a system where highly 
structured documents were stored. 
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CHARJER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 OVERVIEW OF THIS CHAPTER 

I do not intend- to review each section of the thesis in this 

chapter - individual summaries for each of the previous five chapters 

already do that. Instead, I would like to achieve in two endeavours 
here. First, I want to bring together the major elements of the 

thesis such as my initial assumptions and the experimental workt to 

try to show a development in thinking which culminates in the theory 

of information transfer described in the previous chapter. Secondt 

I would like to take up some of the points I mentioned in the previous 

chapters, but which were put aside at the time in order that they 

should not interfere with the main theme of the thesis. I will dis- 

cuss these points here in the form of further work which could be 

done using this project as a base. In this context I will also men- 

tion some practical uses for the theory I have proposed. 

6.2 DEVELOPMENT OF THE THEORY 

I began my discussion of research problems for Information 

Science with a statement that many of our problems appeared to be 

two-faceted, in that they had some physical connection with hard 

data but also some abstract properties like meaningt understanding 

and readers' information needs. My project and the ensuing theory 

of information transfer seems to typify that phenomenum. Whereas 

the data are physical objects, (words on paper), they are nonetheless 

symbolic of some message and information; which itself is an abstract 

concept. The organisation of that information and the suggestion 

that we can identify properties, in text which reflect that 
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organisation, is an even more abstract concept. I hope that by this 

stage, my own argument has made this concept clear and acceptable 
within a definition of the term meta-information. 

In effect, I began with an intuitive assumption that written 
text must have some semantic properties which reflect the'way 

author's messages are organised and presented. I chose empirical 
argument as an example of the way messages are presented in texto 
because it seemed to me to use a well-recogilised format. I was to 
discover that if we build a set of descriptors to identify the organ- 
isation of empirical argument in science textp that although the 
fidealf of a conventional format seems to exist, a combination of 
writing style and other natural language constraints shows an absence 
of the format in text which are analysed using the semantic descrip- 
tors. Further experimentation showed that when individuals summarised 
whole text which did not reflect the conventional format, they none- 
theless produced summaries which did reflect the format. Thus, I was 
able to demonstrate VAN DIR's (1977) theory which proposed a set of 
'macro-semantic' rules for writers of summaries who operate on whole 
text to transform its message into a condensed form. My contention 
has been that what enforces rules such as those VAN DIJK proposes, is 

an intuitive fideall about how empirical argumentt (in my example)p 
should be presented in text. 

Beyond all this is yet another notion - that of the difference 

between information and meta-information. The latter term is one 
highlighted by the work of ESHREIDER (1974) and is discussed in prev- 
ious chapters. My thoughts concerning-the existence of some organisa- 
tional properties in text which could be identified and labelled with 

a set of semantic descriptorsl led me to Schreider's workv because he 

proposed meta-information as being that which describes information. 
I consider conceptual information as being that which relates to the 

author's message in text and meta-information as that which reflects 
the presentation, format or organisation of the conceptual information. 
Early on in the project I had accepted BELKIN's (1977) concept of text 

always having an invariate information structure associated with it. 
The point here is that the structure itself is not inflexi 

, 
ble, but 

the rules which govern the existence of the structure are invariate. 
I would see one of these 'rules' as saying that there must always be 

some meta-informational properties present in text, for an information 
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structure to exist at all. That is, all information must have some 
meta-informational properties in order that it my be informative. 

Readers of text, in my view, interpret the meta-information-in an 
endeavour to understand the conceptual information. In that case, 
information consists of conceptual and meta-information. 

Fundamental to the study of problems in Information Science is 

an appreciation of the existence and organisation of information in 

natural language text. After all, written text is a major medium 
for the communication of information and knowledge. I made the point 

at the outset of the thesis, that the identification of properties of 
informationp together with the establishment of some universally rec- 
ognised corpus of nomenclature and integrated methodology, was needed 
before the study of problems in Information Science could be thought 
of as anything approaching a 'science'. The experience of this 
research has been that several major concepts and terms do exist, but 
many of them are subjective and open to criticism or interpretation. 
Similarlyo experimental methods are ad hoc. I have endeavoured to 
add to the corpus of nomenclature, at least some further theoretical 
justification for the terms information and meta-information as they 
have been used by BELKIN (1977) and SHREIDER (1974) respectively. 
The research has, I hopep given some guidelines for identifying types 

of information in text 
.ý 

be it conceptual or organisational and made 
clear the distinction between latent and realised information. The 

methods used to investigate the existence of semantic properties and 
to propose a theory for information transfer have been successful 
here, but may not be generally useful for all investigations. - To 

determine the existence of semantic properties in text meant somehow 
labelling relevant aspects of it. I chose empirical argument as a 
form of presentationp to use as an example of how conceptual informa- 

tion was organised in text. Having built a set of, descriptors which 
I could use to label aspects of text, I went about designing experi- 
ments to get individuals to produce information structures as they 

were in the sample text. This and the other experiments were an 
endeavour to show the set of descriptors at work, but most important 
to demonstrate the existence of semantic properties within the text. 
Having carried out the experimental exercises, I proposed my theory 
of the Process of information transfer from text to readers. I felt 
that it was not enough, to merely identify some organisational 
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properties in text, I needed to show how this meta-information was 

used in the interpretation of the message in text by readers. In 

short, my method of investigation has been to propose an example of 
the phenomenca I have attempted to demonstrate, test that example to 

produce some experimental resultso then use those results together 

with the theoretical justification of previous researchers, to propose 

my own theory of the information transfer phenomenum. The result may 
be a speculative theory, but the model itself is founded on data from 

my experiments and those of , 
the previous researchers just mentioned; 

particularly Belkinp ZS)%rieder and Van Dijk. I think that in many 

respects this is a 'final word' on much research of the problems in 

Information Science. We can say with certaintyg tor sometimes 

statistical probability), what level of recall a user can expect who 
is searching for titles in a given subject using a particular biblio- 

graphic data-base. That kind of information is based on 'hard, data 

and is essentially an exercise in statistics. The difficult aspect of 
the same problem is to endeavour to establish the user's information 

needs in the first place. If the user is concerned with a particular 
well-defined topic, the problem does not arise. However, for a 
research scientist who is hoping to retrieve all citations to the 

matter to be investigated, some further questioning may be required in 

order to produce an optimal search strategy. Devising methods and 

systems for carrying out this latter task, comes into the category of 

subjectiveness and such abstract concepts as reader's information 

needs. This is where my research lies too. To some extent I have 

been able to impose an experimental method on a part of the problem 

in hand, but mostly I have been dealing with an intellectual process 

which is by nature volatile and extremely difficult to quantify. 

These kinds of problems cannot be ignored by Information Science; 

indeed they are, in my viewi fundamental to it, because it is if any- 

thing a social science. 

6.3 FURTHER WORK 

Some of what I have referred to in this thesis have arisen as 
'side issues' during the investigation. One such matter is that of 
the desirability of producing highly structured documents using per- 
haps some kind of computer system. My computer simulation demonstrates 
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one kind of output that may be obtained from a system designed to 

produce highly structured summaries of documents, but is not intended 

as a prototype for a full-scale system to do something similar. To 

begin with, my simulation does not take account of the international 

standards for writing abstracts, or any other form of standards 

other than that based on my set of descriptors for empirical argument 

presentation in science text. What I hope I have done is to give 

some theoretical foundation to the idea of producing highly structured 

summaries of documents in a form which appears to be an intuitive 

convention. It is possible, I think, to build a system based either 

on my set of descriptors or some other format labels, to produce 

either summaries or original documents like service manuals and reports. 
I intend to treat this possibility as a separate issue from the next 
I will mentionp which is more speculative. 

As a next stage in my research after this thesis, I hope to 
formalise a grammar using rules like those of VAN DIJK (1977)v 
together with a set of format delimitors something like my present 
set of descriptorsf'to develop some algorithms for the analysis of 
whole text by computer which will produce summaries as output. To 

solve the many linguistic problems involved would require expertise 
in language analysis such as that referred to in the work of SAGER 

(1975) and KITTREDGE (1978). Another possibility for my theoryl is 

to use it in association with the work of VAN DIJK (1977) and attempt 
to formulate some algorithms for a system to read whole text by com- 

puter which would then produce summaries of it. As I mentioned earlier 

in this chapterf the work of SAGER (1975) and KITTREDGE (19.78) with 

sub-language grammars could be useful here. A good deal of work with 

knowledge representations and other devices of Artificial Intelligence 

would also be necessary before a system which was conceptually soph- 

isticated enough could be produced. Similar work by several researchers 

who are attempting to analyse text to represent meaningf knowledge, 

understanding and informationy has been underway for. some years now. 
It shows every sign of continuing. I hope that this thesis has added 

something to the theoretical foundations of the area in general and 
Information Science in particular. 
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The results produced from the experiments described in Chapter Four 

were not very suitable for statistical analysis. As the chi-square 
text used for data in Part II of the Pilot Study showed though, some 

statistical significance can be found in some of the results. More 

data and different experimental controls may produce better data for 

analysis within the methodology used here and an endeavour to provide 

new data will be made in the near future. If the grammar can be 

implemented satisfactorily, analysis by computer may produce this 

data without using human subjects. One of the aims of the methodology 
in this project was to show that humans could use the grammar, however, 

and without a suitable response from their analyses, we are in danger 

of creating experiments which are too artifical for general acceptance. 
AI cr ite rionfor estimating the, value of results is required before 

this implementation takes place and that, followed by attempts to 

analyse whole text using the grammar in a computer system, will be 

the next stage for my research in this problem area. - 
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6.4 SUMMARY 

This chapter follows through the development of the project from 

my initial assumptions concerning the existence of semantic properties 

in text which reflect the organisation of authors' messagest to the 

production of a theory for the transfer of information from text to 

readers. It brings together the theoretical and experimental evidence, 

and claims to have demonstrated some of the theory I have used to 

justify my conclusions. The chapter points to my remarks concerning 

the need for more substantial definitions and nomenclature in 

Information Science and suggests how this thesis has contributed to 

that corpus. Finally the chapter looks at the possibilities for use 

of my theory in two kinds of system to produce summaries of whole 

documents. 
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APPENDIX A 

A RANDOM SENTENCE GENERATOR 

Following is a listing of a computer program written in Algol 

60, to demonstrate how a strict grammar representing the formal 

language structures of the English language (from Chomsky (1957)), 

can produce semantically ambiguous or even nonsensical sentences 

when words are selected at random from a valid vocabulary. The 

algorithm is very simple. A random number (pseudo-random) is gener- 

ated by the computer from a seed in the program; variable R: = 1234567. 

The random number is then passed to a set of procedures which in turn 

randomly select words from internal sets; shown for example as 
PROCEDURE CONJ (for conjunctions) which has the choice of AND or OR 

whenever it is called. Procedures are called recursively but, are 

controlled by the value of the random number or when a period is 

reached. The sentences produced, (output follows the program:, ae list- 

ing), are short and often grammatically correct but semantic nonsense. 

'HE ARGUED' is fine, whereas 'SHE SLOWLY' is quite wrong. 'HE STOLE 

ENORMOUS POLITICIAW is not bad, and 'HE THREW THE POLITICIAN' is 

good. There is a problem with the random intrinsic, in that the 

program occasionally seems to generate one or two commas more than 

are needed. 
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APPENDIX B 

STATEMENT-TYPE IDENTIFICATION GRAPHS 

Statement-type identification within the 
INTRODUCTORY sections of 20 text 

Following are 17 graphs which are given to illustrate the distri- 

bution of statement-types in the INTRODUCTORY sections of 20 text. 

The first three graphs are included in an explanation of this experi- 

ment in Chapter 4. The sequence in this appendix begins therefore, 

at Text No: 4 and ends with Text No: 20. The sequential numbers along 
the horizontal axis represent individual statements in sequence as 
they appear in the text. The grammar categories are listed down the 

vertical axis. Dotted lines across the graph are given to show when 
the continuous linet which joins the plotted statement-type categories, 

moves from one phase of argument to another. This represents the 

non-linear nature of author's arguments in conflict with the conven- 

tional (or linear), format of the grammar. The graphs are preceded 

by an explanation of the significance of the plotted line and state- 

ment-type distribution for each individual analysis. I have used 

fintroductory type' to mean within < PHASE-ONE ) of the grammar; 
< INTRODUCTION > type means classified with that label. I have done 

this because the grammar says that labels within phases are considered 

synomymous for comparisons of linearity. That is, a text may reflect 

a linear argument even though various labels with individual phases 

have been used in a 'non-linear' way. Non-linear really means leaving 

one phase and entering another. I am concerned with comparing state- 

ment-type with the section heading of INTRODUCTION here, so all those 

statements classified within < PHASE-ONE > are considered as being of 

'introductory type' for the purpose of the analysis. 
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DISCUSSION OF GRAPHS FOR TEXT NO: 4 TO 25 

TEXT NO: 4 

Number of statements identified = 12 

Number of introductory type =1 

One-third of this argument was classified as being within the second 

phase of the grammar. Although this section of the text was labelled 

INTRODUCTORY, only six statements (one-half) out of twelve were 

classified as being of an introductory nature. This is a non-linear 

statement-type distribution. 

TEXT NO: 5 

Number of statements identified = 10 

Number of introductory type 1 

Although this section of text was entitled INTRODUCTION, only one 

statement was classified as being within < PHASE ONE ý, let alone 
<INTRODUCTION >. Nine out of ten statements were classified as 

being concerned with methodology and evidence for the author's argu- 

ment. This is a non-linear statement-type distribution. 

TEXT NO: 6 

Number of statements identified 10 

Number of introductory type 4 

This text displayed a wide distribution of statement-types ranging 
from <ASSUMPTION> to <RESULT> ; 600/a of this introductory section 

referred to methods used, evidence and results, while only one 

statement was classified as being introductory and three others as 

assumptions. This is a non-linear statement-type distribution. 
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TEXT NO: 

Number of statements identified 23 

Number of introductory type 2 

As the accompanying graph shows, most of this 'introductory' section 
dealt with evidence for the author's argument and results. Although 

it is a non-linear statement-type distribution, the graph illustrates 

an almost linear representation within < PHASE-TWO> of the grammart 
leaving out < PHASE-ONE> altogether. 

TEXT NO: 8 

Number of statements identified 14 

Number of introductory type -2 

This text only reflected statements of introduction after the first 

six statementst which were concerned with restlts, evaluation and 

evidence for the argument. A non-linear representation. 

TEXT NO: 

Number of statements identified 20 

Number of introductory type 11 

This text displays a greater proportion of statements of introduction 

than of statements within <PHASE-TWO ý. However, only four of the 

eleven statements that were classified as being within <PHASE-ONE 

were of < INTRODUCTION > type. The same proportion were of 
<CITATION > type. This is a non-linear distribution. 
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TEXT NO: 10 

Number of statements identified = 
Number of introductory type 0 

Although only a short piece of text, one would have expected at least 

one statement within the introductory section to be of <INTRODUCTIONý 

type. Not so here. Difficult to say this is a. non-linear distribu- 

tion because all six statements are within <-PHASE-TWO'> of the 

grammar. Howeverp the grammar defines a linear representation as 
being one which proceeds from < PHASE-ONE > to (PHASE-TWO> to 

-< PHASE-THREE> which this distribution does not do. Furthermorep 

we are mostly concerned here with comparing the section-heading of 
INTRODUCTION with < PHASE-ONE > or more particularly <INTRODUCTION, > 

type statements. In this case, none of the statements were classified 

as being either of those two categories. 

TEXT NO: 11 

Number of statements identified = 15 

Number of introductory type 2 

Most of this text, (nine statements), is concerned with statements 

of < METHOD > and < RESULT 'ý. Only one statement is of an introduc- 

tory type, with one other in < PHASE-ONE >-as an < ASSUMPTION) . This 

is a non-linear representation. I 

TEXT NO: 12 

Number of statements identified = 

Number of introductory type 

The shortest text in this sample, the statements in this section are 

all within < PHASE-ONE > of the grammar - although none are actually 

of < INTRODUCTION ý type. The author makes three assumptions, one 

observation then states an hypothesis. This is the kind of linearity 

suggested by the grammar as being 'ideal'. 



TEXT NO: 13 

Number of statements identified = 21 

Number of introductory type = 10 

This argument began with introductory-type statements then left 

< PHASE-ONE> to make statements of evidencep method and result. 
The last four statements were actually < INTRODUCTION*> typq which 
infers that the author really was trying to introduce the argument 

and give an overview at the same time. A non-linear representation. 

TEXT NO: 14 

Number of statements identified 25 

Number of introductory type 6 

Less than twenty-five percent of the statements in this section of text 

were classified within -<PHASE-ONE-*>. Five out of six of them were 
< INTRODUCTION > type though. < METHOD> and < RESULT*> dominate the 

classification within <PHASE-TWO ). A non-linear representation. 

This argument did begin well with four statements of introduction 

followed by one of assumption. If the author had then begun a second 

section entitled 'method' or some such label, the next thirteen state- 

ments would have reflected a near 'ideal' format in terms of the 
. 

grammar. 

TEXT NO: 15 

Number of statements identified 

Number of introductory type 

This argument began with an < INTRODUCTION > and finished the sectionp 
(entitled, introduction), with an <AIM ý. The section was howevery 

non-linear because the author included statements of evidencep method 

and result7between these two introductory-type statements. 
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TEXT NO: 16 

Number of statements identified 11 

Number of introductory type 

Six of the seven < PHASE-ONE> statements were of <ASSUMPTION'> type. 

The seventh (and last in the section), was of <INTRODUCTIOW)type. 

This in itself would be well within the 'ideal' of the grammar, but 

the author interspersed these statements with ones of evidence and 

result. Although these latter statements were to support the 

assumptions madep the author could have stated the assumptions in 

the introductory sectiont then referred back to them in the second 

phase of the argument where evidence and data for it are most 

appropriate. 

TEXT NO: 17 

Number of statements identified 

Number of introductory type 

This text begins in <PHASE-TWO'> within a statement of (EVIDENCE*> 

and more than fifty percent of the statements remain in that phase. 
Two of the five <PHASE-ONEý statements are <INTRODUCTION*> type, 

but even the last statement is <RESULT'), type. This distribution 

is not only non-linearp but also well away from the 'ideal' format 

of the grammar. 

TEXT NO: 18 

Number of statements identified 8 

Number of introductory type 4 

Only one of the four statements classified within < PHASE-ONEý , was 

of < INTRODUCTION> type and that second to last in the text. There 

is an < AIM*> in this argument, but it occurs after statements of 

evidence and result. A non-linear distribution, but it did begin in 
< PHASE-ONEý with a statement of < ASSUMPTION*>. 
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TEXT NO: 19 

Number of statements identified 16 

Number of introductory type 8 

One-half of the statement in this text were of introductory type. 

When reading it, the section could have been divided into 

-<INTRODUCTION> and < METHOD> after the ninth statement but even 
then two statements would have been outside of the format and one 
introductory type occurred in the last group of three statements. 

TEXT NO: 20 

Number of statements identified 12 

Number of introductory type 5 

Most of this text dealt with previous work but nevertheless, the 

statements were mostly of < PHASE-TWO> type. This accounts for six 

of the statements being of < RESULT > and <EVALUATION'> type. 
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APPENDIX C 

SAMPLE TEXT FOR THE EXPERIMENTS IN PART II OF THE PILOT STUDY 

Following is the text used by three subjects in the text analysis 

experiment mentioned in Part II of the Pilot Study. I am grateful to 

the author and editor of the Journal of Informatics for permission to 

reprint this text. 

THE NEED FOR PSYCHOLINGUISTIC TESTING TO SOLVE PRACTICAL PROBLEMS IN 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 

E Michael Keen 

(Department of Information Systems Studies, College of Librarianship Wales) 

Information retrieval systems usually providep in response to a search, 

a visually scanned output in the form of index entries and/or document 

surrogates. Thus the searcher has to read this output and understand it, 

whether it is the entries in a printed subject index, the card notif- 

ications of a current awareness service, a display on a VDU screen, the 

printout of a computer terminalp or some other kind of output. The 

problem of intelligibility and comprehension appears to be at its 

worst when considering just the index entry portion of a. printed index, 

without the help of a document surrogate such as a title or an abstract. 

This may be seen in Table 1, where six index entry types are given. 

Type 4 in Table 1 is three entries from one of the subject index issues 

to Psychological Abstracts. Were this to be-read as normal text no 

entry would read as a fully formed sentence, none would fit either 

active or passive order, and on average 25% of the possible function 

words are absent. Types 1,3, and 5 differ in that they do have a 

complete set of function words, and type 1 reads in a sentence-like 
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way, here as active order phrases. Type 2 dispenses with all'function 

words but retains sentence-like order, and type 6 (as 5) follows an 

order based on a scheme of contextual dependancy . All these repre- 

sent well used index types, and EPSILON (1) has conducted experiments 
in which people search such indexes, and measures of quality and time 

are applied. 

Quickly and accurately understanding the meaning of such index entries 
is a vital part of the search processp so that only those documents 

that look as though they will be relevant are followed up further. Thus 

it is a matter of correct relevance prediction. In linguistic terms 

the problem appears to be one of the comprehension of surface structures 
that are not usually very sentence-like in a situation akin to reading, 
but not one where speaking or listening are involved. How do people 

process such entries? Does type 4 provoke a transformation of 

Psycholinguisticst survey of ... into a possible sentence order, such 

as Survey psycholinguistics ... ? Do people using types 2 and 6 

"invent" suitable function words? Some possible beginnings of answers 
to these questions have been uncovered in the EPSILON work (2), in 

which tape-recorded verbalised searches were made. 

The view that I. R. must turn its attention to psycholinguistics was 

expressed recently (3). If this is correct the next step is to find 

out whether psycholinguistics researchers have tackled these problems. 

Is anyone currently doing work remotely related? Who has experience 

of setting up experiments involving people reading material, rather 

than making responses to audio cues? Have there been any psycholing- 

uistic studies directed to rather practical text content problems at 

the surface structure levelt rather than the fundamental linguistic 

problems of deep structure? These are the questions that now need to 

be posed to people in the field (4). 

The immediate goal of interest in- this area is the proper solution of 

completely practical problems in the design of indexes and informa- 

tion retrieval systems. There is no point at all in trying to dis- 

cover a "transformational grammar" of index entries if linguists 

cannot yet do that for other situations of speech and reading. But a 

range of practical problems that are unresolved does exist, and such 

problems cannot ever be thoroughly understood unless some basic 
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questions about comprehension in the search process are tackled. For 

examplev many indexes delete terms that are to be repeated in several 

entries, presumably to give convenient "packets" of entries in the 

display panorama (5), or to save space, paper, and, printing cost. 
But how does this practice affect intelligibility and the correct 

prediction of. relevance? Again, some indexes utilise a modifier line 

that has been carefully devised by an indexer to be both more readable 

and more accurate than a document title, resulting in an entry that is 

longer than the average title. But, does this approach decrease true 

intelligibility because it must cope also with remembering the search 

query, and perhaps also a "lead" term ten lines up the page that has 

not been repeated? 

Table 2 sets out examples of four areas for linked theoretical and 

practical investigationsp in each case the former leading to the 

latter. It may well be that direct work on these practical problems 

can be done given a suitable methodology, but when the time is ripe 

work must be done on the theory side so that proper explanations for 

practical result can be given, and universal principles established 

to apply to design problems. 

The EPSILON work has been measuring the performance of controlled 

text indexes under laboratory conditions, including index entry types 

1,., 2 and 3 in Table 1, together with Articulated Term (no function 

words), Shunted Relational (as PRECIS, 27% function words), a Chain 

Procedure system, and a typographic variant of Rotated Term. The 

experience of attempting to devise valid test methods to accomplish 

this has lead to the linguistic considerations set out here. The 

text methodology still poses problems, and it would be unwise to 

claim that EPSILON has shown precisely how such tests can be carried 

out. There are at least four areas of competence required: 

The implications of this being a problem of relevance predict- 

ability, and thus not being a case of mere comprehension of 

knowledge as presumably would be the case for educationalists 

investigating the teaching of reading. Relevance predictability 

in I. R. has not gone far yet (6). 
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2), The need for suitable laboratory and field test methods. The 

part-index scanning method being tried in EPSILON does have 

some considerable promise. Recording results unobtrusively 
at sufficient depth is a sub-problem. 

3) The experimental design and statistics of such test methods 
warrant especial attention (7,, B). 

Any psycholinguistics research that has anything to offer to 

these problems must be absorbed and utilised. 

Two questions remain. The first is whether these problems are of 
importance for I. R. systems that produce output (and permit searching): 
different from printed indexes. Table 3 gives some samples in which 
document titles are complemented by various kinds of descriptors and 

sentences in various layouts. The need to decide whether or not to 

obtain the full documents is pervasive to all I. R. systems that , 

store surrogates onlyo so relevance prediction is vital in all such 

systems. The great variety in surrogate content, and indeed the 

variants shown in Table 3, suggest that producers are not at all clear 

about what is bestq but even the most superficial comparisons are few 
(9). 

The second question is whether this area should be tackled at all, and 
if it shouldt when. Obviously a field as small as information science 

cannot afford to support a lot of long term basic research, but it 

should tackle what is clearly its own province. A good look at 

psycholinguistics should show whether or not these problems are the 

province of I. R. Whether we do the research, or someone else does 

is not the most important matter: that our understanding of the 

theory should always be pushed to reasonable limits is essential so 

that improvements to the real world of information handling can be 

soundly introduced. The only reason for drawing back from this area 

would be if psycholinguists-have tackled analogous problems, eg. with 

a straightforward text content and comprehension objective, and have 

failed to make any progress. So the next step is 6 cold hard look 

in that direction. 
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THE CLASSIFICATION OF STATEMENTS IN SCIENCE TEXT USING A GRAMMAR 

WHICH REFLECTS THE CONVENTIONAL FORM FOR REPRESENTING EMPIRICAL 

ARGUMENTS. 

Instructions to participants: 

This experiment is an opportunity for interested individuals to attempt 

the classification of statements in science text using the grammar 

provided below. 

Use the following set of labels and rules to classify statements in 

the text on the next page. Any statement which you consider to be 

unclassifiable using this'grammar should be underlined and an 

explanatory note made in the margin or on another piece of paper. 

Put a sequential number before each individual statement in the text. 

On the graph provided, mark the co-ordinate for each individual 

classified statement. 

The tape recorder is provided for you to give a 'running commentary' 

of your analysis. Please try to talk continuously and discuss any 

problems you are having at the time. 

Thank you for your interest. 

The Grammar: 

Labels: (these will be described to you verbally in more detail) 

empirical argument Phase One Phase Two Phase Three 

Phase One introduction aim hypothesis assumption 

observation 

Phase Two method citation evidence result 

evaluation 

Phase Three conclusion 
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Rules: 

Only use one label for each statement. Labels may be used more 
than once. 

2. As a general rulet treat sentences as statements. 

Only classify assertive statements or ppopositions. NOT 

questions, for instance. 

4. Identify statement-types by indicative words or phrases. That 

is, the phrase 'the aim of this paper is to ... 1, would indicate 

the use of the label aim . If no direct relationship between 

words in the statement with labels in the grammar exists, use 

thesaural-type relationships to determine the classification. 
For example, the term 'outset' is related to introduction . 

Where anaphora or other reference from one statement to another 

occurs, try to classify the statement in question as a separate 

entity from the other statements around it by substituting say, 

pronouns with the noun being referred to. 
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APPENDIX D 

SAMPLE TEXT FOR THE EXPERIMENTS IN TEXT ANA 
BY SCIENTISTS AND NON-SCIENTISTS 

Following is the text used by the scientists and non-scientists 
in the text analysis experiments mentioned in sections 4.5 and, 4.6. 

I am grateful to the author and editor of the Journal of the British 
Astronomical Association for permission to reprint this text. 

JOURNAL OF THE BRITISH ASTRONOIýICAL ASSOCIATION 
Vol. 

_ 
86 (1), Dec. 1975, pp. 44-46 

THE MOON ILLUSION 

Peter Cope 

I For countless years it has been noted that whtn the Moon is in 

the vicinity of the horizon it appears larger than when it has 

-- attained a greater altitude. In country areas where astronomical 
knowledge ist in general, deeply rooted amongst the countless 'old 

wives' talest this is a familiar curiosity, but in our citiesg a*clear 

view of the horizon is becoming more and more difficult to obtain and 

consequently, many observers from such locales go through many years 
'ýIwithout ever observing this effect. What should be noted, howevert 

is that the illusion is not solely confined to the Moon; proximity to 

the horizon also increases the size of the Sun and the area of con- 

stellations. This is an important point since it shows that every 

object in the heavens is similarly affectedl but for our purposes 
here we shall deal only in the Moon for reasons of luminosityf size 

and visibility. 
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Despite the evidence of our eyes there is no real physical alter- 
ation in the size of the Moon, for we know it is impossible for such 
a body to swell and contract periodically merely by virtue of its 

position relative to an observer on Earth. We are, then, forced to 

conclude that it is a result of atmospheric distortions or something 
due to our own bodies. 

It That our atmosphere is in no way to blame can be demonstrated by 

ka simple photographic test. A first photograph is taken when the 

Moon is low and displaying the illusion, and a second when the Moon 

9 is higher. The only stipulation is that the exposure is so arranged 
that both images on the resultant negatives have the Moon clearly 
defined and not extending into the sky. By very accurate measurement 

and comparison of the two imagest no difference in sizewould be noted. 

VA Our field is thus narrowed to a region of the head. The most 

natural assumption to make, in my case at least, because of the coupling 

of size change with altitude, is that the attitude of the eye is in 

some way to blame: i. e. changing the viewing angle causes eye distor- 

r's tion. Had I carried out research on the subject of the eye more 
thoroughly, I would have found that the whole of this experiment was 

so obviously incorrect that it should never have been carried out in 

the first placet but learning by my mistakesq I did start an elaborate 

sequence of experiments. Over a period of about three lunations, I 

spent my clear evenings either bent over double or lying flat on the 

muddy earth using various multiple mirror configurations which would 

reflect an image of the risen Moon against the horizon and vice versa. 

Needless to say, the result was total failure, and some advice from a 

knowledgeable biologist later crystallized my doubts about this partic- 

ular theory. I wished I had discovered this earlier; my old monitoring 

planetarium raised a few eyebrows to put it mildly. 

(7 1ý At the same planetarium a new line of thought developed. Most 

planetaria have specially cut horizons about the circumference. It 

seemed to me that considerable importance was attaýhed to the horizong 

and the real horizon could, then, be crucial to the formation of the 

illusion. 
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Acting on a hunch, not really knowing what conclusions could be 
drawng I began estimating the size of the setting Moon when against 
different horizons. My methods of gauging the size of the Moon were 

admittedly crude and unscientific (the size being described as 'big', 

'bigger' or 'biggest') but they were certainly effective. I am 
fortunate in having within a couple of hundred metres of my home a 

varied horizon ranging from a few metres above rooftops to many kilo- 

metres across the plains of Windsor and Slough. 

V') The results are shown below: 

1. Over rooftops: normal size; 
2. Over more distant rooftops (200 m+) 'big'; 

3. Over distant hillock (1.5 km) 'bigger', 

4. Over distant horizon (10 km+) 'biggest'. 

It appears from these results that the more distant the-horizon 

is, the larger the Moon appears. I did not, though, trust the evid- 

ence of my own eyes and asked several friends, with no technical 

L6 knowledge of the Moon illusion, to duplicate my tests. Out of the 

40 observations of the 10 'guinea pigs', the results kept fairly well 

within the scale above. 

k') What I am now writing is a simplification of my original explan- 

ationg which, as it had just been preparedp was lacking details and 

vz rather sketchy. The final explanation involves a subtle combination 

of two effects, which I shall briefly outline. 

Objects on the Earth aret for the most part, never seen in such 

a position as to draw comparisons with the Moon. The time when this 

does happen is when the Moon is setting and rising. At these times 

a link is formed between these two objects. The results of the above 

experiment showed how distance affected size. Some imagination is 

required at this point: imagine a close-by tree with the Moon above 

it. The former would dwarf the latter, and the brain interprets the 

Moon as a small although distant object. Secondly, imagine some 
trees upon a distant horizon; now the situation is reversed, and it 

is the distant Moon that is larger than the similarly distant 

It treescape. Our habits of thought have constantly dealt with houses 
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N7 and trees and we are familiar with their size. The Moon is then com- 
pared with these objects of known dimensions and appears larger above 
the familiar objects. 

The second effect concerns our stereoscopic vision, and compared 

with the first, is negligible in extent. When we have nearby trees, 

taking the case above, we can tell unmistakably which is the nearerp 
but when it comes to a distant horizon (many miles away) the decision 
is much more difficult to make. The Moon seems to have risen directly 

from the skyline. Unfortunately, there is no way of recreating a 
distant horizon for recognition from a house roof. By moving my 

vantage point I could produce moon-setsp but on not one occasion had 

I the slightest illusory effect. It seems that there is no substitute 
for the real thing. 

UY At its most basic state the Moon illusion itself can be attributed 
to the linkage of Moon with horizon, which does not occur except when 

C'V- the Moon is rising or sinking in the sky. The change in size apparently 
displayed increased with a proportional increase in horizontal distance. 

L(C It is from the aforementioned subtle combination of effects that 

the Moon illusion and horizon/size relationships probably stem; 

undoubtedly others could explain it far more concisely and less heavy- 

handedlyl but I hope that I have provided sufficient interest to merit 

some further investigations. 
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CLASSIFYING STATEMENT-TYPES IN TEXT USING A SET OF SEMANTIC 
DESCRIPTORS 

, 
Instructions to participants: 

Please read the attached text and try to classify each individual 

statement using one of the semantic descriptors listed below. In 

most cases a statement will be a complete sentence. If any statement 
is in your opinion unclassifiable using the descriptors below, enter 
a 1? 1 on the data sheet provided. If any statement is ambiguousp 
enter a 1*1 followed by the descriptors which could be used. 

Category Semantic Descriptor Code 

Category One Introductory 1A 
Aim 1B 
Hypothesis 1C 
Assumption 1D 

Observation 1E 

Category Two Method 2A 

Evidence 2B 

Citation 2C 

Result 2D, 

Evaluation 2E 

Category Three Conclusion 3A 

Please put a sequential number in front of every statement located 

and classified or not. 
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APPENDIX E 

SUMMARIES OF THE 'MOON ILLUSION' TE_XT 

The summaries given below were produced by two groups of subjects 
in the experiment described in section 4.7 of Chapter Four. Numbers 

preceeding statements denote classifications for each from the grammar. 
Classification of statements from these sequential numbers appears 

after each summary. 

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

Subject One: 

(1) The paper is concerned with the illusion that. the Moon, (and also 
other bodies but the discussion is confined to the Moon because of 
ease of observation) appears larger the lower in the sky it is. 

(2) We assume the Moon's size and distance is effectively constant. 
(3) Atmospheric distortion can be eliminated by careful comparison of 

photos of the Moon at different heights in the sky. (4) It is known 

that apparent size does not change with observer's viewing angle. 
(5) The illusion could therefore be due to the nature of the horizon; 

(6) this hypothesis was tested using several observersp all of whom 

obtained similar results: (7) the further the horizon, the larger the 

Moon appeared. 

(8) The explanation is that at rising and setting the Moon and horizon 

are viewed in conjunction and the apparent size of the moon judged 

against the knownj because familiary size and distance of objects on 
the horizon. (9) This is compounded by the effects of stereoscopic 
vision which facilitates judgement of the distance of near rather than 
far objects. 
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(1) Introduction 

(2) Assumption 
(3) Method 
(4) Evidence 

(5) Evaluation 

(6) Method 
(7) Result 
(8) Conclusion 

(9) Conclusion. 

Subject Two: 

(1) This paper investigates the illusion of increased size of the Moon 

when in the vicinity of the horizon. (2) The reason for the illusion 
is thought not to be the attitude of the eye. (3) Observations of 
apparent Moon size indicate that Moon size appears to be increased 

as seen against increasing distant skylines. (4) The author inter- 

pretes this as the readjustment by the brain of Moon size with the size 
of familiar objects. (5) A more slight effect is that of stereoscopic 
vision and the difficulty of judging relative distances at the horizon. 

(1) Introduction 
(2) Assumption 
(3) Observation 
(4) Evaluation 
(5) Result 

Subject Three: 

When the Moon is in the vicinity of the horizon it appears larger 

than when it has attained a greater Altitudet this illusion is not 
confined to the Moon. (2) Reason tells us that there is no real phys- 
ical alteration in the size of the Moon. (3) By the means of a photo-' 
graphic test, (4) altitude was found not to affect Moon size. (5) Like- 

wise tests on viewing angle showed this did not cause this distortion 

either. (6) Considerable importance is attached to the horizon in most 

planetaria - so perhaps this could be crucial to the formation of the 
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illusion. (7) By examining the Moon over differing horizons it was 
found the more distant the horizon is, the larger the Moon appears* 

. 
(8) Objects on the Eartht are generally never seen in such a position 
as to draw comparisons with the Moon. (9) Distance affects size, we 

are used to dealing with houses and. trees but unused to comparing the 
Moon with those objects of known dimensions. (10) No illusory effect 
could be produced artificially by the use of Moon sets. 

(11) The apparent change in size of the Moon when rising or sinking 
increases with a proportional increase in horizontal distance. 

(1) Observation 

(2) Ass=ption 

(3) Method 
(4) Result 
(5) Result 
(6) Data 
(7) Method 
(8) Evidence 
(9) Data 
(10) Result 
(11) Conclusion 

Subject Four: 

(1) Moon in the vicinity of horizon appears larger. 

(2) There is no physical alteration in the size of the Moon. 

(3) Assumption: atmosphere(l) on our body to blame. (2) 

(4) Elimination of assumption 1. (test) 

(5) Therefore: assumption 2 must be true. 

(6) Assumption 2 eliminated (experiments proved futile). 

(7) New hypothesis: horizon is responsible for the phenomenum. 
(8) Experiments confirm the hypothesis: the more distant the horizon, 

the larger the Moon. 
(9) Explanation (scientific): stroboscopic vision; comparison of 

familiar with unfamiliar. 
(10) Conclusion: moon illusion is attributed to the linkage of Moon 

with horizon. 
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(1) Hypothesis 

(2) Assumption 
(3) Assumption 

(4) Result 

(5) Evaluation 

(6) Result 

(7) Hypothesis 

(8) Data 

(9) Method 

(10) Conclusion 

Subject Five: 

(1) The moon, and all other celestial objectsv appear larger when on 
the horizon. (2) Established photographically not to be an atmospheric 

effect. (3) Therefore must-, be psychological. (4) Experiments were then 

carried out estimating the size of the moon against horizons at diff- 

erent distances. (5) It was found that the further the horizong the 

larger the moon appeared to be. (6) Hence it was concluded that the 

illusion is a problem of the comparison of the size of the moon with 
distant objectst and (7) thus it is confined to times when the moon is 

low enough for these comparisons to be made, i. e. when the moon is 

rising or setting. 

(1) Observation 

(2) Result 

(3) Conclusion 
(4) Method 
(5) Result 
(6) Conclusion 
(7) Conclusion 
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CONTROL GROUP 

Subject One: 

(1) It has been observed that the Moon appears larger when on the 
horizon. (2) By experimentation it was established that the Moon 

seemed to be larger the further away from the horizon one observed 
it. (3) The conclusion from this evidence was that the illusion of 
the Moon's size was caused by a difference in size of other objects 

on the horizon relative to the distance from the horizon that one 
observed the phenomenum. 

(1) Observation 

(2) Method 

(3) Conclusion 

Subject Two: 

(1) The Moon appears larger on the horizon than when high in the sky. 
(2) Photographs showed that this was not due to any atmospheric condi- 
tions and therefore must be a psychological or optical illusion. 
(3) Experiments which recorded size differences at greater and less 
distances from the horizon showed that the Moon appeared larger at 

greater distances from the horizon. (4) This was due to the diminish- 
ing size of other objects on the horizon which the Moon's size could 
be compared with nearer the horizon. 

(1) Observation 
(2) Result 
(3) Method 

(4) '. Conclusion 
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Subject Three: 

(1) Celestial objects, including the Moont are often observed to 
be larger on the horizon. (2) If the size of the Moon is compared 

with other earthly objects near the horizon, then the comparison is 

repeated at increasingly greater distances, the Moon appears to get 

even bigger. (3) This was apparentlyp because the earthly objects 
themselves became smaller. (4) Such comparisons can only occur 
when the Moon is low on the horizon. 

(1) Observation 

(2) Result 

(3) Evaluation 

(4) Conclusion 

Subject Four: 

(1) The Moon, compared with other objects on the horizon appears 
larger at a distance than close to the horizon. (2) Experiments to 

test this observation were made and showed that this was so. (3) 

The reason for this illusion was that the further away one got from 

the horizon, the smaller the objects became.. thus appearing to 

increase the size of the Moon. 

(1) Introduction 
(2) Method 
(3) Result 

Subject Five: 

(1) It was observed that the Moon appeared larger on the horizon than 

in the sky. (2) The method of testing this phenomenum was to take 

photographs of it first to show that it was not an atmospheric effect. 
(3) The next method was to observe the Moon at variable distances 
from the horizon and compare its size at those points. (4) The result 
was that it looked larger at a distance. (5) The conclusion was that 

the Moon appears larger at a distance because of the relatively decreas- 

ing size of other objects on the horizon. 
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(1) 'Observation 

(2) Method 
(3) Method 
(4) Result 

(5) Conclusion 
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APPENDIX F 

CODE LISTINGS FROM COMPUTER PROGRAMS, 

Following are the code listings for the two computer programs 
discussed in Chapter 5. 
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SUt-TIARY GENERATION PROGRAM 
LI. Sf 

, 10 
20 
30 
40 
bo 
60 
70 
60 
90 

100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
lbo 
160 
Flo 
180 
190 
2OU 
210 
220 
230 
2: 40 
abo 
260 
270 
280 
290 
300 
310 
320 
330 
340 
3bO 
360 
370 
380 
390 
400 
410 
420 
430 
440 
4bO 
460 
iflu 
480 
490 
500 
510 
S20 
530 
b40 
bbu 
560 
b7o 
bbo 
bVU 
600 
610 
620 
630 
641) 
6bo 
660 
670 
6 SO 
690 
IOU 
710 
720 
730 
740 
lbo 
760 
77U 
ISO 
790 
800 
SID 
"PO 
830 
8140 

nLm rAtOGrAM-11) - AbALi(llli: ý, ia, "l GLNKoAkOt, ) - 
AILM AUIHC)tt eHILIk, J. bALLIb, 2,1/9/7ts 
LEE A-0 
LEI AS-'*rjtI'4CI? AL Hii'01HE! ýlb" 
LEI CS-l'ltiIMAtt( AIM- 
LF I Ab: oUYjriIUV' 
LEE G%w"FACf/I)AIA** 
LEI IS-"CIIAII(fV' 
LEI KS-I'MEINOD" 
LEE M%u"jiKbULfb'* 
LEY OSs"ME11-16DOUGICAL AbbUMVIIOV 
LEI us. "esstMAnt CO, 'JCLJbIUV' 
LEE bSw'*VhVJCfIVL COVGLU. ý, IUV 
LEI JSw*'IVDJCtIQE CCtVCLUbIO1V' 
lip"m 
kulNf 
rlill4t "fHlb I-jLCGItAM GENLnAlLb ABbIli-ACIb MOM VAIA bJ? llLIED*' 
J-itl, 417 "Ili IHE AUIHWb OF DUGUMENI. ý,. UUE51IOV! ý AhL AbKEI) Bill 
ei&IVI "IME Is%OGtLAMp wHICH INEN GEýJEi%AIE! ) AN Al3blhACI BASED" 
kInINIL "UN fHAI UAIA All) A UA-. AMMAtý oiHICH lb HELD IN iHE bTbIkA4-" 

hLM LOOF F"t UJEbIlOVING FHE UbEh 

LEI A-A*I 
IF A3-11 fHEV 360 
IF A-1 fHk. v 41U. 
IF Aw2 THF4 440 
IF A-3 tHLI 470 
IF Aw4 I"Ev 500 
IF Amb SHM b3o 
IF A*6 FHEI b6o 
IF AnY CHý. l 590 
IF And IML-4 620 
IF A=9 lHKNI f-bo 
IF A-10 IHEN 680 
IF Amll IHLI 710 
AtEm 
jALV UstANCH TO PnIVI-OUj IHE AB! jlhACI- 
GOED 1330 
AtEm 
itk. M TL! if Mt C014TEWS OF 4S 
LEE 4SwAS 
QWUIJ 770 
(1010 23U 
LEI ZSnC$ 
GU: jJB 770 
UOrO 2320 
LEI 4SwES 
(Wbulj '170 
GUrO 23U 
LEE 4SuUS 
Moull 770 
UOTO 230 
LEI 4$mIS 
(IMUS 7,10 
'6010 230 
LEI 41sKS 
G0jUb 770 
GOID 230 
LEI 4S-M$ 
GObUI3 770 
0010 230 
LEI 4SmOS 
GC'buu 770 
GC)fO 230 
Ur 4SwuS 
Gtl. bUI3 770 
UOTO 230 
LEI 4$=S$ 
Gobub 770 
11010 230 
LEE 4Sw%J$ 
UObUI3 770 
GWO 230 

JtFM Gi%AMMAlt QUFbTI0N bUl3j%OUlIVE 
Pil 1 NI 
I'st I. A I "D()P. b 100d AiMCLF HAvP. "IZS 

Nf IIAVa*FAL *to 0&1 

IF rliLl d9u 
PAINI "kNiEji IHF, "; 4$1" 1*4 *40 MOstE IHAN ONE LINE: " 
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850 k-AINr 
860 INeur A$ 
870 GU! jUB 940 
880 Gol'o 910 
890 LEI A$='* " 
900 G0.110B 940 
910 I%ETUz%N 
920 StEm 
930 ItEm 
940 hEM b[ORE TEXT SUBsiOUl'INE 
950 g%EM 
960 IF A-1 THEN 1080 
970 IF A-2 IHEN 1100 
980 IF A-3 I'HEV 1120 
990 IF A-4 IHkN 1140 

1000 IF A=b rHEV 1160 
1010 IF A=6 IHEN 1180 
1020 IF A=? THEN 120U 
1030 IF A-8 THEN 1220 
1040 IF A-9 THEN 1240 
lobo IF A-IU IHLN 1260 
1060 IF AxII THEN 1280 
1070 ItEm 
1080 LEf DS-XS 
1090 GOTO 1300 
1100 LET DSwXS 
1110 GOTO 1300 
1120 LEI FS-AS 
1130 Golo 1300 
1140 LEI' H$, AS 
libo GC)IC) 1300 
1160 LET JS-Al 
1170 (jolo 1300 
1180 LET LS-AS 
1190 (3010 1300 
1200 LEI' N$wAS 
1210 GOIO 1300 
1220 LET P$-AS 
1230 Gol 0 1300 
1240 LET s%S-AS 
1250 GOLO 1300 
1260 LET fl-AS 
1270 J3010 1300 
1280 LEI` VSuAS 
1290 ktLil 
1300 tiEfUjiV 
! 310 hEm 
1320 "Em 
1330 nEm i'AtINT-OUT buDhourlvE 
1340 ltým 
MO vitlNr 
1360 klAINI 
1370 PhINI "##000 ADSMAU FOLLOWS: ` 
1380 rhINT 
1390 pAtINT 
1400 IF I'HEV 1700 
1410 LEI HS-" 
1420 IF IHE14 1720 
1430 LET I)$-" 
1440, IF FSc)-" THEN 174C 
1450 LEI F$=" 
1460 IF HS-" MEN 1160 
1470 LEI H$-" 
14130 if JS-C)-" THEN 1780 
1490 LFf J$=" 
1500 IF LS-" fHEN lbou 
1510 LET I. Sz" 
1520 IF THEI 1820 
1530 LET Nt-" 
1540 IF " fHE,. 14 Ib4O 
1550 Ur i-Sull 11 1 1560 IF " KHEV 1860 
1570 LET ItW' " 
1580 IF Tsc3.,, " IHEN 1880 
1590 I. Er 
1600 IF' vs<3-11 11 THEN 1900 
1610 LET VS-" 
1620 GC)Io 1910 
1630 ttEM 
161JO atFM 13stANCHED-10 ellINI* riouflivEs 
1650 
1660 
1670 
1680 
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1690 eft I NT 
1700 kljQNl AS! " 
1710 GOfO 1420 
1720 PttlNf CS; " DS; 
1730 Goro 1440 
1740 pitlvr Ls", S; 
1750 GOTO 1460 
1760 PIIINJ GSP, 
1770 GC10 1480 
1180 P11INf IS; " 
1790 GM 15UU 
1800 llztlNf K$; " "ILS. ". " 
1810 GOI'O 1: 20 
1820 PhINT MSP, "; vs; 
1830 Goro 1540 
1840 PAtINI Us; " 
1850 Gofo lb60 
1860 PAIINI US; " 
1870 Golo 1580 
1880 HtINI 5SP, 
1890 GOTO 1600 
1900 PHINT Us;,. 
1910 I'ttINI 
1920 klitINI 
1930 hEm 
1940 JIEM 
1950 hLM LND OF llt-. OUItAM 
1960 END 
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RETRIEVAL PROGRAM 

UNIVEit. Slff UF boJI11AMt-ION IJA! ýIC M-AnK 91 ON 27/09/'18 Af 12-40-12 

-OLD I*XAV 
OK 
-1.1bT 

10 JiLM klii(IGMM-11) = TAAV CTEAr ANALYSEA). AUTHOI% PHILIP J- bALLIb 
20 uEM "INFOitMA1104 jiEl'hIEVAL bIbILM blMULATION" VEHSION 2- 26/9/ 

78 
30 LEI W-X=4-0 
40 LEI 14=11COMPILEit" 
50 LET QS-"MAi%J3LEb" 
60 LEI 
70 LEI SS-"vEHICLEb" 
80 pitIN17 
90 ilti INf '*%ýF. LCOMX fO ME lAb SIMULATION - IlLEAbE LAIXit THE" 

100 ilt%INI "rEhM OF iOUh CHOICE Fi%OM IHE FOLLOWINJU Llbl: " 
110 PhTNf 
120 Pii INI I'S 0QS it $p5S 
130 Illi IN I' 
140 INJlUi AS 
lbo IF A$=? $ THEV 220 
160 IF A$=U$ IHEN 250 
170 IF A$-Ii$ [HEI 280 
I flo IF AS-5S fHElJ 310 

. 
190 Pi 

-I-I 
NY---. 

POO i-filVl "*** EilliOit IN INJ-, Ul - eLEA6E aiEffiE A MuM ýnOM ]HE LIST 

210 G(JO 130 
P20 piiINr 
230 rliiINT "AEFI 1/1 - 'COMI-IIF-li FAULT lEbfIVU'" 
P40 GC, r(j 3110 
2bO 1-411 N1 
260 llstlNr "AEF: 1/2 - 'GAMES WITH MAnDLEb" 
270 GCJO 340 
280 t1ji INE 
290 PtillMf "siEFI 1/3 - 'TPE FEEDING OF PIGS AND OTHE. ti ! )UCm 1, Uq"' 
300 0OfU 340 
310 klilNr 
320 P; iINT "ItEF, 1/4 - 'HOW TO ItEPAIii MOrOlt VEHICLES" 

, 330 'i%EM CHOICE OF fIlLE 
340 pliINI, 
350 tItINI' "DO YOU WANE 10 INbJ-, LCl FHIb DOCUME. 'Jr? ftiE 'Y' 0.4 

-360 kiiINT 

370 INIUl Bs 
380 IF J3S="f" 1HEN 480 
390 etiINIf 'WU HAVE lflý, ED 'NO's bO YOU CAIJ EIIHFit HAVE A Fk'%IqT" 
400 klAINT "OF I'HI! 3 DOGUMLNIP AND[Hhai. CHUICE ýnUM IHE I. I. S1 GIVEN" 
A 10 pttjNl, "ABOVEI, Oll E-ND THE kln0G4%AM.. TYPE 'I'* '2's Oli '3" 
4PO jlItINI, "FOIL WHICHLVEit OF JHO6E 011110txlb YOU wAN1. -- 
430 rioNr 
440 INeUT Z 
4hO. - IF Z=I THEN 1330 
460 IF Z=2 THEN 90 
470 IF /. =3 'THEN 1690 
480 PI(INT 
490 pIdNr "YOU HAVE INDICArED IHAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO INSilECf" 
500 kli INI "THE DOCUMb,, Nl CONfAININC IHE KEfWOIiD "'PASP'" 
510 ýhI WE "MWE CLObELT. HEitE lb A btiAMMArt THAT fUU CAN U. 5E 10" 
520 i, rtINT "A! XEJdAIN lHE AUfHOttlb AfiGUMElJT 1*4 THE DOCUMkýNll 
530 P11INI 
540 JItll, 4r I- HfeOlHEbIb" 
550 Ili INrIA= 11111MAhi AIM" 
560 1-jiINf IB= I(vfIloujc, l OILY A. Sbumello-10, 
570 li4i IN r "2 - FACF/DALA" 
580 pit INI "2A - CITATION" 
590 lltlINf "213 a METHOD" 
600 klitINT , 2C = jtP-! ýUL f5 
610 PI iI NT "2D = MF. JHrjDULOGICAL A! ýbUMPTIO. 14" 
620 Pa I WE "3 -C ON C LU bI ON 
630 ett INT 113A = I&DUCLIVE CONCLUSIOv 
640 11a INE "313 

--I 
NDUC II VE CUVCLykI QN1' 
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650 PhINT 
660 PAINr "ENJEH LHE CODE NUM13EA wHICH COrlstF, bf, OVDS TO THE TYW' 
670 k'it INI "Oý bTATEMEN1 WOU wlbH fO Ula'i-ILAf FtiOM [HE L)OCUMENl" 
680 PitINf 
690 INPUI cs 
700 estINI 
710 1F cs-"I" [HEN 830 
720 1F C$-"IA" THEN 860 
730 IF CS="lb" lHF; N 890 
740 IF C$-"2" THEN 920 
750 1F CWW" lHlN 95U 
760 IF CS-"28" [HEN 980 
770 IF CS-"2C" THEN 1010 
780 IF CS7"2D" fHEN 1040 

800 IF CS: 
"3" 790 IF Cs [HEN 1070 
"U" THEN 1100 

8to IF C$-'13B" IHEV 1130 
820 PAINT 
830 PaINI "THE ? stIVGIPAL HieOTHE.. Slb, Oý THIS TEXT IS: " 
840 GOSUB 1960 
850 GO10 1160 
860 PirtINT "[HE PUIMAnY AIM OF THIS TEXI Ibl" 
870 GmIull 1280 

'880 GotO 1160 
890 PAINI` "[ME INTltODJCfOkif ASSUMPTION OF THIS TEXf Ibl" 
900 GOSUB 1280 
910 Coro 1160 
920 psilNr `IHE FAGf/DAfA kHA4E OF THIS TEXT BEGINS WITH: " 
930 Gosup 1280 
940 GOlU 1160 
9bo PiiINT --rHE CITATIOA! > FnOM THIS TEXT AnWl 
960 GobU13 IP80 
970 GOTO 1160 
980 PhINf "THE MEIHOD OF THIQ AsWUMEU lbt" 
990 Go., WB 1280 

1000 COTO 1160 
1010 kltINI "THE hESULT! ) FhOM THE wOAK DEýýC: IIBED IN THE lEXT ARW' 
1020 G01, Ull 1280 
1030 GOTO 1160 
1040 PAINI "IHE MEIHODOLOUICAL ASSUM? TIONS ARM" 
1050 Gcýbub 1280 
1060 COrD 1160 
1070 i-jtINT "THE PtIINCIIIAL CONCLUbION OF THE TEAI IS' 
loelo 'G USUB 1280 
1090 GOTO 1160 
1100 PllIVi "IKE I)EDUcriVE INFEsuENCE FktOM IHE AhUWMENT IS I 
1110 Go!. IJLA 1260 
1120 COTO 1160 
1130 PhINI "'IHE INI)UCfTVF INFLrLENCE FsiOM THE AilLGUfvWE-N1MLNf 158" 
1140 UDbUb 1280 
1150 hEM END OF GnAMMAA PsUNT bEC11014 
1160 PAINT 
1170 ptil, 14f "IfPE 'I' FOal ANOIHEn UhAMMAii LLEMENIP '2' FW ANOTHER" 
1180 PhINI "LEXIs '3' TO PhINY OUL fHE ElfliiE TLATs Olt '41 To END" 
1190 PrilNl "fHE VnUGi&AM: " 
1200. eit I NT 
1210 INPUT X 
121co JAI Ný 
1230 IF A-1 THEN C60 
1240 IF A=2 THEN 90 
1250 IF X-3 THEN 1330 
1260 IF X-4 THEN 1690 
1270 PitINI 
1280 hEM TO VAINf SIAUMENr LINES 
1290 Pi iI NT 
1300 FI(INI' "THIS IS A SAMPLE STATEMEW LINE FI(OM A. TEXT" 
1310 Iu INr 
1320 iýLTUiv\l 
1330 ItEM fO PhINr OUT THE ENTIRE lEAT IF 11EQUESEED 
134U IF' A$-? $ FHLN 3380 
1350 IF A$=U$ IHEN 1400 
1360 IF A$-it$ 1HEN 1420 
1370 IF AS-5S THEN 1440 
1380 GObUb 1530 
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1390 'GildO 1460 ' 
1400 GObU13 1h70 
1410 0010 1460 
1420 G(J.!; UB 1610 
1430 GOTO 1460 
1440 G(jSUB 16bO 
1450 GuTO 146U 
1460 itk: m CHOICE TO END-itUN Oil COWIVUE k1fiOCESSIVG 
1470 i-Irt INT 
1480 PittMr "1Yk1F. '1' 1'0 END THE PhOWtAM Oft '2' IF iOU WISH TO COWINUE 

1490 PAINT 
1500 INeUl w 
1510 IF W-1 MEN 1690 
1520 GOTO 90 
1530 hF14 TEAr FOA PS 
I b/10 I, h VNT 
1550 PatINf "MIS 15 A BAMPLE TEXT CONTAININU IHE WOHD 'COMPILEW" 
1b6O liETU104 
1!, -/0 1, Erl TEXf FOlt US 
1580 PhINT 
1590 PRINT "'1HIb IS A SAMPLE 1EAT CONTAINING 1HE WORD WhDLES"' 
1600 ilEfutt, 4 
1610 REM 1EAr Foli Rs 
1620 psilNr 
1630 PhINT INHIS IS A SAMPLE TEXI COWAINING 1HE WOhD 'FIGS"' 
1640 hETUM 
1650 1-. EM MAT FOA 5$ 
1660 1JA IN I 
16*10 PAINT "Itflo 15 A !; AMILE 1EX1 COWAINING THE MID 'VEHICLEV" 
1680 i%ETUj%L4 
3690 I%LM LA) OF JjtOGJtAM 
1700 Ht INI 
1710 klitINT "Iiil! ý IS THE EMND OF THE IHS SIMUL. AfIOV J11iOGhAM-" 
1720 PhINT "DIANK YOU FOU bHUi'? I'JLi WITH U!: - IODAY-" 
1730 EýD 
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